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The monograph discusses the inflow of arms in the Persian Gulf region in the

light of threat perceptions and politico-military responses of various countries in

the region. It deals with real and perceived threats to regime and systemic

security, to territorial integity and national sovereignty, and to international

security. The study of responses includes an analysis of the arms acquisition

policy of these countries as well as the constraints faced by them in achieving

their objectives.

The large-scale induction of arms into the region, particularly in the seventies,

gave rise to fears that these arms might pose a threat to peace and security in

the Gulf area. Hence efforts were initiated to bring about some arms control

in the region. In that context, the monograph analyses the role played by

agencies like the US Arms control and Disarmament Agency, as well as other

pressure groups within the United States Congress and outside it. An attempt

has been made to evaluate the degree of success achieved by these arms

control groups.

In conclusion, the monograph suggests that a favourable climate for arms

control in the region can be created only if viable alternatives can be suggested

to ensure the local regimes that their security can be adequately guaranteed by

means other than large-scale arns purchase progrimrmes. The Iranian

revolution disproved the hypothesis that security could be ensured through

massive militarisation alone. In that context, the monograph advocates the

need to approach the question of security through regional co-operation, and

suggests the creation of a Gulf secretariat and a Gulf Peace Force not only

as instruments of regional co-operation and security but also as an alternative

to gowing dependence on expensive arms acquisition programmes by the

regional powers.

Robert ONeill
Editor, Canbena PaPers

and Head,

Strategic and Defence Studies Centre.
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Canbena Papers on Strategt and Defence are a series of monograph publications

which arise out of the work of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre,

Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian National University. Previous

Canbena Papers have covered topics such as the relationships of tJ1e super-

powers, arms control at both the super power and South-east Asian regional

level, regional strategic relationships and major aspects of Australian defence

policy. For a complete list refer to the last page of this volume.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

The Persian Gulf region has acquired geo-strategic importance not only

because it is on the cros-roads of the East and the West and the North

and the South but also because it dominates an important sector of the Indian

ocean which has become a major arena of super power rivalry. The Gulf region

is also important in the context of its oil resources and their further rami'

fications such as the dependence of the West on the Gulf oil, the question of
recycling of petro-dollars, and the security of the oil wells and the sea'lanes in

the Gulf and beyond. The security of the Gulf is also affected by political

variables like regional and global rivalries and the linkages between the Gulf
states and foreigrr powers. Thus the global stresses and strains are also reflected

in the region.
All these factors have influenced the flow of arms into the Gulf region. The

induction of arms into this sensitive region has to be analysed in the light of
variables like the threat perceptions of different ruling elites, and their capacity

to acquire arms despite political, economic and technological constraints. In

the fifties and the sixties, the flow of arms was regulated because of political and

economic constraints on the regional powers, although Iran and lraq were able

to acquire modern arms in substantial quantities. But the floodgates were

opened in the seventies and the region witnessed a massive arms transfer pro-

gramme. It also led to the influx of thousands of foreign military experts in the

region who were responsible for the training, maintenance and sometimes even

effective operation of these weapon systems.

The qualitative and quantitative increase in the transfer of arms to the Gulf

generated a new awateness, especially in the USA, for the need to control the

flow of arms into this sensitive oil rich region lest even a spark might seriously

jeopardise the vitat security interests not only of the region but also of the

Western world. But, despite sporadic attempts to impose arms control in the

Gulf region, the local regimes found ways and means to overcome the contraints

imposed by arms control groups such as the Arms Control and Disarmament

Agency. Factors like the economic and political power of petro-dollars, the

dependence of the West upon Gulf oil, the systemic linfts between the local

ruling elites and the arms manufacturing states, as well as lack of effective



co-ordination among the arms suppliers, enabled the Gulf states not only to
brow-beat their traditional arms suppliers into supplying them with more

weapons but also to acquire weapons from altemative sources, either from
Western countries such as Britain, France and Italy or from the Soviet Union.

The Iranian revolution, however, had a major impact upon the flow of
arms into the region. It not only proved wrong the supposed correlationship
of arms and security, a major argument used to legitimise the transfer of arms,

but it also indirectly imposed a degree of arms control in the Gulf region.

Although other Gulf states have not given up their arms purchase prograrnmes,

the quantum of arms transfer has declined considerably because of the over-
throw of the Shah and the cancellation of Iranian orders. Consequently the
number of foreigr experts in the Gulf region has also decreased drastically after
1979.

Thus, despite the fact that variables like the geostrategic location of the

region, the security of oil supplies and regional and super power rivalries

continue to dominate the politics of the Gulf region, there has been no sigt of
an accelerated arms acquisition programme there since early 1979. Instead,
some regional powers have begun to think in terms of a regional approach to
regional security; a concept which strould be encouraged. Regional co-operation
tlus generated can not only help lower regional tensions but also, by
de-emphasising the earlier concept of security through military means, even

help to bring about some degee of self-imposed arms control in the region.



CHAPTER 2

THE INFLOW OF ARMS

The possible repercussions of the flow of arms into the Persian Gulf region has

been agitating various groups, all of which find it disturbing for different

realions. Supporters of arms control are agitated about the possible threat to

regional security and stability and its ultimate impact upon the uninterrupted

flow of oil. Israel and its supporters worry about the augmentation of
sophisticated arms in the Arab world and its adverse effect upon the Arab'Israeli

military balance. Some are apprehensive about the chance that third-party
transfers of some of these weapons might have a destabitsing influence in other

areas where tlte super powers and the big powers had not even anticipated it.

Others are concemed about possible American and West European involvement

in intra-regional and inter-regional conflicts, not only because ofthe presence of
large numbers of military advisers and technicians but also because of the close

political, economic and even military interdependence between the Western

powers and some of the oil-producing states in the region.

Undoubtedly, most of these oil-rich states are, to a large extent, dependent

upon tlre West, but of late there has been a perceptible shift in their relationship.

The West still remains the dominant force, but since 1973 these states have been

acquiring more and more power, both economic and political, with a resulting

assertion of their independence of action. Consequently, the shift has been from

the dominant power-dependent variable relationstrip to one of dominant

power-independent variable status. This becomes obvious if one compares the

relationsftip between Iran or Saudi Arabia and the USA, and between the

sheikhdoms and the LJK in the sixties, and the new pattem that has emerged in

t}e seventies. The word interdependence, so often used to describe the new

relationship between the West and the oil-rich states in the Gulf, aptly underlines

this change of relationship. The OPEC policy ul's-a-rls the oil-price hike, the

OAPEC (Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries) decision to use

oil as a political weapon, and the pressures generated by the recycling of
petro-dollars are indicators of the changing relationships. This interdependent

pattern also influences the arms acquisition policies of the Gulf states.

The flow of arms to a given region is governed by several factors: the

strategic importance of the area for the big andsuperpowers, the intemational

environment at a given time, the political and economic leverage of the countries
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seeking to acquire arms, and, above all, it is influenced by the threat perception
of the ruling elite there. The threat perception itself might be influenced by
different factors such as regime and systemic security, national defence vis&-vis
intra-regional threats, as well as regional security. There are also reasons for the
acquisition of arms that are peculiar to the Persian Gulf. some Arab states,

. despite their geographical distance, feel a sense of commitment, because of the
bonds of Arabism, to support other Arabs in their confrontation with Israel.
others feel that national prestige demands not only a national flag, a national
anthem and national airlines but also an army equipped with modern,
sophisticated arms. For some of them, arms are also a demonstrable link with
their patron powers and a way of involving them in guaranteeing at least the
regime's stability, if not systemic or national security.

Most of the regimes in the Gulf are at best oligarchic and atworst autocratic.
Since most of them have very close ties with the west, and since they control
the oil wealth of this geopolitically important region, their continuity is treated
as vitally important by westem decision-makers. The shah of Iran was supported
till the last because the West believed that it could protect its vital interests
through him, and supply of the latest weapons became one of the symbols of
western taith in the Shah. The same is true of Saudi Arabia. In retum for a
continued flow of oll and general economic and political stability, the saudis
expect, as an implied quid pro quo, that the USA strould protect the royal
family and keep at bay the Soviet Union and the radical Arab states. The
transfer of the latest weapon systems therefore becomes a symbol of this link.
'The F-I5 is the symbol for many saudis of the implied us security commitment
to protect the country and the royal family from stronger, potentially greedy
neighbours and foes in the region.'t

As mentioned above, one of the main reasons for the arms acquisition
programme of the states in the Gulf is regime as well as systemic security. In
most of these states the political process was never allowed to evolve into a
liberal-democratic ethos, or if it showed sigrs of happening the process was
thwarted. As a result, not only systemic security but even national security is
equated with regime security, and the defence requirements of the state have
been tailored to meet that 'threat'. In tJte absence of constitutional methods of
bringing about a change of regime, through elections or referendum, non-
constitutional methods such as coups d' btat or insurgency and civil war have
become the norm of political change in some of these states.



The Gulf region is full of examples where regimes have changed by successful

coups or through a well-launched armed movement. In Iran, Reza Khan, who

came to power through a coup d'6tat used the armed forces and the gendarmeie

not only to consolidate the hold of the new dynasty but also to firmly establish

the central authority in the outlying provinces of lran. The Saudis too used

military power not only to oust the Hashimites from the Hejaz but also to

subjugate other tribal groups in what is known as Saudi Arabia today. The

Hastrimite monarchy of Iraq was overthrown by a coup d'atat that was

sponsored and led by a section of the Iraqi armed forces under the leadership of
Colonel Abdul Karim Qassem. The change of regimes in Iraq since then have

been through coups rxther than through elections.

It would be a rare regime in the Gulf that had not been established by coup

d'btat or had not been threatened by one during the last two decades. It isnot
surprising then that the fear of a possible coup dUtat as a threat to regime

security has become a major factor in the tfueat perception of each ruling

'elite. Tlnsinfluences the politics of arms purchase and, more importantly' the

resulting political and diplomatic linkages. Specially recruited troops, trained by

the USA and Britain, like the Jaidan of lran, the White Army of Saudi Arabia

and the Arab Legion of Jordan were created as instruments of regime security.

But it was not enough. Assurance of big and super power support to regime

security was also sought through political, economic and military interdepend-

ence. The arms acquisition programme thus played, directly and indirecfly, a

major role in asuring regime security in some of the states in the region.

The factor next in influence in the politico-military policies of the Gulf

region is the threat of insurgency. This might spring from political opposition

based on ideological grounds, as in Dhofar against the sultan of oman, or in

northern Iran against the regime of the Shatr. Insurgency conditions can also

result from civil war following acoup d'?tat, as in Yemen in the sixties. Itcan
also be the outcome of tribalism or sub-nationalism trying to assert itself,

starting with demands for local autonomy and ending up with civil war as in

Eritria (Ethiopia) or Kurdistan (Iraq). or it can manifest itself when semi'

integrated minorities, reacting to a change of regime, begin demanding greater

autonomy, as in lran after the 1979 revolution. often, insurgency begins as

the result of purely local conditions, later becoming involved with intra'

regional and even outside forces, and thus projects a threat not only to the

integrity of the state but also to the security and stability of the region.

Insurgency or the threats of it therefore influence the military requirements

of a state, and to that extent has an impact on its arms acquisition policy. The



primary task of the lraqi and the Iranian armed forces and police or gendarmerie,
especially during the inter-war period, was to curb these centrifugal forces and to
help in evolving conditions favourable to national integration. The Iranian army
and the gendarmerie under Reza Khan were used primarily to subdue various
minorities and tribes like the Kurds, the Turcomans and the Arabs. The Iraqi
anny was also busy containing the Kurdish movement. The Iraqi and the
Iranian armed forces had to be large in number not only because they had to
fight the insurgents but they also had to be deployed in vast areas as visible
demonstrations of the power of the central government. The situation has not
changed much even today. There are insurgencies or threats of insurgency in
almost all the states in the Gulf region, influencing arms acquisition policies.

Another important requirement affecting arms acquisitions is the ability to
protect oneself from possible military attack from outside, or as an instrument
to further one's own interests at the cost of others. Thus the actual or
potential zone of influence of a given state would depend not only upon the
actual politico-military capability of the state, but also upon the policies
chalked out by the ruling 6lite and upon the preparations made to meet the
planned target. Iran, during the last days of the Pahlavi dynasty, tried to
project its influence in a much wider arc covering an area from the Red Sea
to the Indian sub-continent and extending to Mauritius in the Indian Ocean.
This overt declaration of the potential zone of Iranian influence was also used
to rationalise and justify the acquisition of large quantities of sophisticated
weapons not only by Iran but also by others who were projecting that role for
Iran. It is possible that after the fall of the Pahlavi dynasty the Saudis might
intend to play that role, justifying arms transfers to Saudi Arabia on that count.
Hence it is important to evaluate the actual threats posed to a given state rather
than the politico-military parameters that it desigrs for itself so as to
rationalise an anns acquisition policy.

There is no doubt that the regimes of the Gulf might legitimately feel
threats to their territorial integrity and to vital national assets like oil. These
threats can come from neighbouring states which are hostile or can become
hostile in future. This intra-regional threat pattern can be explained in terms
of ideological, territorial or even regime disputes. For example, the Baath
socialism of Iraq and Marxism-Leninism of South Yemen on one hand and
Wahabism of Saudi Arabia or Islamic Fundamentalism of Iran can project a

mutual threat to each other based on ideological grounds. The frontier dispute
between Kuwait and Iraq or between South Yemen and Saudi Arabia could
also become a pretext for conflict. The most important intra-regional conflict
that has influenced the flow of arms to the Gulf, especially to lran, was the



Iraq-Iran controversy that flared up after the Iraqi coup of 1958. It included

ideological disputes like republicanism versus monarchy, socialism versus

capitalism, pan-Arabism versus Iranian nationalism, as well as issues like the

delimitation of frontiers, demarcation of the continental'shelf, right of navi'

gation in the Shatt al-Arab as well as support to insurgency movements in Oman

by Iraq and in Iraqi Kurdistan by lran.
These intra-regional conflicts can be and were accentuated by the direct or

indirect involvement of outside powers. The Iraq'Iran rivalry was no longer

confined to these two countries but became a part of the super Power confront-
ation. The conflict between Iraq and Kuwait also involved the USA. Iran even

promised to protect Kuwait in case it was tfueatened militarily by lraq;Kuwait
also approached the USA in 1972 for the modemisation of its armed forces.2

Three major conflicts in this region reflected the foreigr involvement in regional

conflicts much more strarply; the Yemeni Civil War in the sixties, the insurgency

in Oman, and the confrontation between North and South Yemen in the

seventies.

The Yemeni Civil War that broke out after Ihe 1962 coup d'btat involved the

Egyptian troops on the side of the republican regime. Soviet military support

was not only assured to the new republican regime but also to the Egyptians,

who depended on the USSR for their military requirements. The Saudis, on the

other hand, supported the royalists with financial and possibly military aid, and

during the civil war Eryptian aircraft were reported to have attacked some

targets within the Saudi territory. This had two'fold impact. The USA, which

had very close ties with Saudi Arabia, dispatched a squadron of fighter aircraft

to wam off the Egyptians;3 in 1965 the Saudis placed orders for an air defence

system consisting of a radar network, HAWK SAMs and Lightning interceptors
as well as for the construction of a new airbase at Khamis Mustrayt.a

A similar pattem is discernable now in the conflict between North and South

Yemen. North Yemen is supported by Saudi Arabia and the USA, and South

Yemen by the USSR and the Cubans. This conflict has become a part of a wider

confrontation between the super powers n the Bab al-Mandeb region and

includes, besides the Yemen, Somalia, Ethiopia and even Sudan and Saudi

Arabia.
The insurgency in Oman has also involved outside powers. The anti'Sultan

movement which has been known under various names like the Oman

Liberation Front, the Popular Front for the Liberation of the Occupied

Arab Gulf and finally the Popular Front for the Liberation of Oman, has been

supported by South Yemen, Iraq, China (until 1972) and the USSR. The



Sultanate, in turn, has been supported by Britain since the beginning of the
insurgency. The British officers were not only in charge of the over-all command
but were also responsible for air operations. Iran began to support Oman in
1972: approximately 1500 Iranian troops with artillery and helicopters took
part in Omani operations and the Iranian Phantoms gave air cover whenever
necessary. Some of the Arab states offered financial and military assistance.
Abu Dhabi transferred some of its Sahdin armoured cars and Jordon its Hunter
ground attack planes to Oman.

Thus most of these regional conflicts led to regional as well as super power
and big power involvement, either directly or by proxy. The result was that
these otherwise minor regional disputes were blown up into global issues
thereby increasing their total impact.

The Arab-Israeli conflict, though not specifically a Gulf matter, naturally
influences the threat perceptions and thus the arms acquisition programmes of
the Arab states in the region. Pan-Arab consciousness influences Gulf states'
attitudes towards Israel in important ways. Iraq has been actively engaged in
three major Arab-Israeli military confrontations: 194748,1967 and 1973, but
despite the proximity of Saudi Arabia to Israel, there has never been an attack
on Saudi Arabia. (Smaller Arab sheikhdoms iue still further removed from
Israel.) Military contingents from Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait participated
in the October war, and Iraqi armour was sent to help the Syrians. It arrived
rather late but it did come at a crucial time when the Syrians were facing
increasing pressure from Israel. Some Arab troops were also stationed in
Jordan, Egypt and Syria as a gesture of Arab solidarity. About 20,000 lraqi
troops were stationed in Jordan after the 1967 war, and 1000 Saudi Arabian
troops were s€nt to Jordan n 197 | with an increase in their strength to
4,000 in subsequent years.s

Pan-Arab consciousness and the growing economic strength from oil
money has prompted these oil-rich Arab states in the Gulf to increase their
role in the Arab-Israeli confrontation. It is generally acknowledged that one
of the aims of the arms acquisition programmes of the Arab states in the Gulf
is to increase their military capability vis:a-vis Israel in order to be capable of
a greater contribution in case of a renewed confrontation. one of the reasons
Iraq is building up its military capability by acquiring MiG-23s, mobile SAMs
and r'62 tanla is to strengthen the defences of the Fertile crescent (Syria,
Jordan and lraq). It has also been suggested that part of the new arns,
acquired by the Arabs after 1973, might have been funnelled directly to the
confrontation states, especially Egypt. It was reported that Saudi Arabia



paid for 38 Mirage III (with Matra k 530 AAM), 24 Westland Commando

helicopters (with AS-12 ASM) and 6 Seaking anti'submarine helicopters, to be

delivered directly to Egypt.6 Such arms transfers are rationalised on the ground

that since the Gulf states do not have adequate trained manpower resources of
their own they can at least contribute the weapons that their economic power

enables them to acquire despite the attempts to constrain the inflow of arms to
the Arab world.

Although the Gulf regimes seek arms they do not necessarily get them. Apart
from the economic capability of a state to acquire what can be broadly termed

weapons and weapons technology, other factors influencing their transfer are the

state's geopolitical location as well as its strategic importance in terms of the

dominant weapon systems (strategic-nuclear) and the super power stratery

based upon them, and the crucial resources, like oil.

None doubt the geopolitical importance of the Middle East. If one divides

that area into three sub.systems - the Eastem Mediterranean, the Persian Gulf
and the Bob al-MandeD - one would realise that the Persian Gulf sub'system,

because of its oil resources, shortest access to the Indian Ocean and the pivotal
position vis-b-vis the Eastern Mediterranean and the Bab abMandeD regions,

assumes a dominant position in the Middle East. It commands the north-south

and the east-west axis. No wonder it had remained a bone of contention

between the land power in the north and the sea power in the south. Though

the land power continues the same there has been a slight shift in sea power:

Britain has gradually given way to the USA although this change has not
affected the basic pattem of East-West confrontation. The emergence of
air-power has in no way changed the earlier equation. Rather, air power has

buttressed the overall effects ofsea power.

The Cold War confrontation and the strategies based upon the dominant

strategic weapon systems that have evolved over the last three decades have

further increased the geopolitical importance of this region. In the fifties the

massive retaliation strategy based on bomber and nuclear weapons as well as the

need to develop a capability for a conventional war in the light of the Korean

War, promoted a greater Westem interest in this region. It was best summed up

by the so-called northern-tier strategy of the then Secretary of State, John

Foster Dulles,? implemented in 1954 through bilateral military agreements

between the USA and regional powers like lraq, Iran and Pakistan. It also led

to the formation of the Baghdad Pact in 1955. After the Iraqi coup d'€tat of
1958 not only was t}re name changed to CENTO (Central Treaty Organization)

but in March 1959 the USA sigred another series of bilateral agreements with
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Turkey, Iran and Pakistan. Large quantities of military and economic aid were
transferred to these states. In return the West acquired base facilities, especially
for air operations and for electronic surveillance.

The strategic importance of this region underwent a change in the first half of
the sixties because of the perfection of new weapon systems like the ICBM
(intercontinental ballistic missrle),Minuteman III and SLBM (submarine-launched
ballistic missile) Polans A-3 which reduced the earlier reliance on air bases on the
periphery of the Soviet Union. Moreover the new developments in satellite
technolory reduced the Western dependence upon land-based electronic
surveillance installations and the manned U-2 flights. These new developments
in the strategic weapon system were also reflected in the reduced reliance upon
the northern-tier states, especially Iran and Pakistan which, in tum, led to
gradual drying up of the flow of sophisticated arms from the USA to Iran and
Pakistan between 196l-1964, especially during the Kennedy administration.

During the second half of the sixties the strategic importance of the region
once again increased, especially that of lran, and the USA renewed its interest
in transferring arms to Iran. This change was probably related to developments
like the construction of the very low frequency communication base at North
West Cape in Australia, the official entry of the US task force into the Indian
Ocean in 1964 and proposals to establish an Anglo-American base in Diego
Garcia in 1965. Wilson's proclamation of the East of Suez policy and the
subsequent official entry of the Soviet task force, into the Indian Ocean also
helped to project Iran as a local bulwark of the Westem interests in the area,
and attempts were made to arm Iran so that it could do so.

The Nixon Doctrine, as spelled out in the Guam statement in 1969, was used
to justify the transfer of arms to Iran. The American Secretary of Defense,
David Packard, justifying the sale of arms said in 1970,

I believe that the best hope of achieving our overseas involvements and
expenditures lies in getting allied and friendly nations to do even more in
their own defense. To realize that hope, however, requires that we must
continue, if requested, to give or sell them the tools they need for this
bigger load we are urging them to assume.E

It was reported that following the Tehran visit of President Nixon in May
l972,the US administration gave a blank cheque to Iran to shop for any weapon
fancied by the Shah and his advisers. Philip C. Habib, Under Secretary for
Political Affairs, Department of State, defending that decision, argued that
since the USA had no desire to replace Britain, and since regional powers,
especially Iran and Saudi Arabia, had shown a desire to take responsibility for
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regional defence, the USA had to give serious weight to their perception of
threat in responding to their request for arms.e

This new policy was reflected in the close bilateral military ceoperation

between the USA and some important oil-producing states in the Gulf region,

like lran, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. In Iran this link was dramatised by the sale

of F-14 planes and the Phoenix air'to'air missile (AAM). Iran had always

managed to get the best of the weapon systems from the USA, such as the F4
in 1967-68, but the F-14 was a special case. It was reported that the decision to
transfer F-l4s to Iran was taken during President Nixon's Tehran visit of May

lg72,ro when the F-14 had not yet been introduced into the US armed

forces. Firm orders for F-14s were placed in August l913,before the October

War or the oil crisis of 1973, well within the spirit of the Nixon Doctrine.

The USA also began to take more active interest in the modernisation of
Saudi Arabian armed forces at that time. The plan to modernise and expand

the Saudi navy wils initiated in 1971.11 The plan, to be completed in 1983, not

only envisaged the acquisition of large numbers of ships, some armed with
anti-ship missiles, but also aimed at upgrading the naval headquarters at Riyadh

and improving naval facilities at Jiddah on the Red Sea and Jubail in the

Persian Gulf. In June 1973, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait were offered the F4,
allegedly to blunt the Soviet Mideast probe,r2 but it fell through because of
strong pressure from thepro-Israelilobby in the USA.r3

ln 1974, Saudi Arabia and the USA established a joint Cabinet'level

commission for security co-operation which held periodic meetings. The same

year the USA, at the Saudi request, carried out a survey of Saudi defence

needs over the next decade, submitting the report that September.ra Even

Kuwait was not neglected; it had been made eligible for foreign military sales

in January l97l and in February 1972 the US defence team, at the request

of the govemment, surveyed Kuwaiti military needs. It also offered to transfer

F-4s or F-8s, but finally settled for the inferior plane (A4) because of the

pressure of the pro-Israeli lobby. Kuwait, like Saudi Arabia, subsequently opted

for weapons of European origin to avoid this type of constraint.

Besides the Nixon Doctrine, two other factors influenced the flow of arms

from the West to some of the major powers in the Gulf region in the seventies.

They were the new awareness of the region's oil resources brought about by
the growing energy crisis and tJre new strategic importance of Iran in view of
the radar and other electronic bases, with possibly a new stratery based upon

the latest weapon system, the ALCM (air-launched cruise missile).
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By l97l-72 it became obvious that not only Europe and Japan but also the
USA would increasingly have to depend heavily on the oil resources of the
Middle East and especially of the Persian Gulf region. The Congressional report
in l972ts revealed that in 1971 the USA consumed about 15.6 million
barrels daily (mbd), Western Europe, 13.6 mbd and Japan, 4.8 mbd. The US
share in the total world oil production of zl4 mbd was only 12 mbd, while the
Middle East produced about 20.4 mbd. It was estimated in that report that by
1980 the world consumption of oil would go up to 80mbd of which the US
share would be 24 mbd, that of Western Europe 27 mbd and Japan, 13 mbd. At
that time the USA was expected to produce no more than 13 mbd while the
Middle East was expected to increase production to 47 mbd. In that decade
the USA was expected to increase its oil import from 1.5 mbd to I 1 mbd of
which 8 mbd was expected to come from Afro-Asian sources. Thus, not only
Western Europe and Japan but also the USA would largely depend on Persian
Gulf oil. This dependence of the West on the Middle East and especially the
Gulf was brought home dramatically following the use of oil as a political
weapon by the Arabs in October 1973. The many-fold increase in the oil
price since then has added another economic dimension to the energy crisis.

TABLE I
Oil Resources of Major Producersr6

Country Oil production
1975

Proven reserves'r
(in billion barrels)

Years of Production
(at 1977 level)

(in mbd)
1977

Iraq
Iran
Kuwait
Oman

Qatar

2.23
5.39
1.84

0.34

o.43

2.21

s.67
1.79

0.34

0.43

9.20
2.2

34.5

62.0
67.0

5.7

5.6

150.0

32.5

Saudi Arabia 6.97
UAE 1.1

43
30

103

46
5t
45

53

Gulf Total 18.92 2t.64 357.3
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Table I continued

Canada

China

Indonesia

Mexico
Nigeria
USA

USSR

1.45

r.62
r.69
0.98
2.10

9.82
I1.04

1.73

1.30

1.32

0.76
r.79
9.99
9.74

6.0

20.0
10.0

14.0

18.7

29.5

75.0

ll
34
l6
39

24

8

t9

World Total *55.09 62.6 64s.8

*New 
oil reserves have been discovered in Mexico and the North Sea.

The two main considerations arising from the energy crisis - assured and

adequate oil supply and the problems connected with the surplus petro-dollars -
have forced the USA to take a greater interest in the Gulf. It has been compelled
to strengthen its politico-military link with major oil producing countries in
order to ensure supplies and to maintain the security of this strategic material

against possible threats from the USSR and the radical regimes of the region.

This politico-military link was also intended to help the West recycle the
petro-dollars and neutralise the vast economic power of the surplus oil money.
The arms transfer, therefore, played a major role in pursuing this broad'based

Westem policy in the light of the total impact of the enerry crisis.

In addition to the oil, the area had increasing importance for the West in
terms of nuclear strategy. It was reflected in the combination of four new

developments in the middle of the seventies. Thesewerethe growing super

power rivalry in the Indian Ocean, the need to monitor the Soviet rocket
tests with a radar network, the urgency for greater electronic surveillance, and

the possibility of once again using the land frontiers of the USSR for the

ALCOM stratery. Iran provided various options that were useful to the USA in
furthering its strategic nuclear interests in this area.

The USA operated two vital radar bases in the northem part of Iran that
could cover a large part of Soviet Central Asia, and were useful in monitoring
the Soviet rocket tests. The USA had also started building a sensitive electronic

surveillance system known as the IBEX, perhaps the most ambitious intelligence
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programme in the entire Middle East. Conceived in the early seventies and first
made public in April 1975, it was designed as lran's equivalent to the US
National Security Agency in Fort Meade, MD.r? It comprised various collection
sites, mobile intercept and communication jamming equipment, intelligence
analysis centres, and air-borne collection platforms, all at the cost of $500
million. Several American companies like the ARGOS System Inc., GTE
Sylvania Inc., Rockwell Intemational Corporation, Stanford Technology,
Watkin's Johnson Co., etc., competed for it. Rockwell International won the
first stage of the IBEX competition, and that contract was awarded in early
1977 for $250 million. In one of the Congressional Hearings, when Amos A.
Jordan, the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Intemational
and Security Affairs, was asked whether the IBEX was one of the defence
services that Iran could fumish to the USA, he refused to give an answer in
public but submitted the data for the classified record.ts

All these developments made Iran strategically very important for the
USA. One wonders if the triad - F-14, Phoenix, and Airborne Warning and
Control System planes, along with the American technicians and staff - was
designed to meet the needs of Iran or future US strategic requirements.

The change of regime in Iran following the 1979 revolution has put serious
constraints on American strategic planning in this region. The country now
tied most closely to the USA is Saudi Arabia, but Saudi Arabia could never
strategically replace lran. Being an Arab state it will always be suspected by
the pro-Israeli lobby in the USA, which was not true of Iran under the Shah.
Secondly, Saudi Arabia does not have even the minimum of trained manpower
able to support such systems. And although it is too far away from the USSR
to be a suitable site for radar and other surveillance bases there are reports that
it is planning a vast surveillance network that is allegedly larger than the IBEX
progr:unme, and which would cost $750 million.te

These developments have not been one-sided. The Soviets, on their part, have
also tried to build up lraq, the Yemens and Somalia as support bases in the Gulf.
They were able to penetrate the until then exclusive Western sphere of influence
because of two windfalls, the coup d'6tat n Iraq (1958) and Yemen (1962).
The controversy between President Gamal Abdul Nasser of Egypt and Premier
Abdul Karim Qassem of Iraq over the question of Arab unity, the Communist-
Kurdish link in Iraq during the fifties and sixties, the lraq-Iran rivalry in the
sixties and the seventies, Iraq's radical posture yl's-b-yl's the Arab-Israeli dispute
and the political isolation of the radical Baathi regime in Iraq have all permitted
the USSR not only to maintain but also to enhance its influence in Iraq.
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Similarly, the Civil War in Yemen (1962-67), the radical regime in South Yemen

after 1968 and Somalia's irredentist claims helped the USSR to obtain a foot-
hold in the Bab al-Mandeb region, which became crucial to tlem in their
confrontation with the USA in the Indian Ocean area.

Besides the strategic considerations listed above there were other influences

on arrns sales policies: the need to promote export markets to make the defence

industry economically viable, to support the research and development (R & D)
of new weapons in order to reduce the unit price of weapons, the role of
corporate advisers and defence firms in promoting arms sales, and the need to
rectify the adverse balance of payments.

Some authorities believed tltat reduced American military commitments in
the Vietnam War could lead to sigrificant cutbacks in defence contracting, and

the US defence industries, especially the aerospace firms, would be forced to
order massive layoffs of skilled and semi'skilled personnel. Even corporate

bankruptcy was predicted. To forestall it several companies were believed to
have launched intensive export drives to find foreign customers. Thus

McDonnell-Douglas kept producing F4s at the rate of 20 aircraft per month
even though production was stated to be cut back to four to six aircraft per

month.2o Alvin J. Cottrell, an expert on lranian defence, maintained that the

Iranian weapons programme sustained the American companies 'notably in

times of declining US purchase of military equipment'.2r
Foreign sales of sophisticated equipment also helped in the research and

development of new weapons, and in reducing the unit cost. Iran's programme

of purchasing new equipments like the F'14, F'16, F'18, the Phoenix, the

Spruance-class destroyers etc., that were being simultaneously introduced into
the US armed forces, was particularly useful in that regard. By purchasing the

F-l4s whose production costs had considerably surpassed every ceiling set by
the Pentagon, the Shah helped to reduce the overall developmental costs to the

US government and thus helped ease continued F-14 appropriation requests

through Congress, where it was facing stiff opposition.22 lt was also reported

that the Iranians were paying approximately $2 billion for 80 F-14s (including

spares and training) - 'This represents a 40 per cent premium over the Navy's

price.'za Robert F. Ellesworth, Deputy Secretary, Department of Defense'

while defending the sale of F-16 aircraft to Iran, produced similar arguments

that it would reduce the unit cost for the US Government and also assist

research and development.2a
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There were also instances where the arms manufacturing companies sought
the help of the Gulf states either in the continued production of a given weapon
system or in the production of a modified version. Iran was prepared to support
the C-5 programme when it was on the verge of closing down. The Shah
reportedly offered $165 million to reopen the Lockheed C-5 cargo jet pro-
duction line which had been closed since October 1973, and also offered to buy
six of these planes at an estimated cost of $186 million, the purchase being
in addition to the finance offered to restart production.2s Thus Iran was
prepared to invest $250 million to get only six of these C-5 planes, a unit price
far above that paid by the US Government. There was also reports that the
Northrop Corporation had contacted the Iranian Government about the F-I8L,
the land-based version of the F-I8. Contrary to established practice the company
had not obtained the prior approval of the US Department of Defense (DoD)
before approaching the lranian Government, and the DoD had not planned to
acquire F-l8Ls for the American armed forces. Thus, in effect, the Northrop
Corporation was trying to acquire funding from Iran for a military project that
was not even approved by the DoD. This action came under heavy criticism in
one of the reports prepared for the Congress.26

Even Britain profited by the Iranian arrns purchase programme:
The development of the improved BAC Rapier missile system using

Blindfire radar mounted on tracked vehicles, which will become one of the
most sophisticated air defence systems in the world, is being financed by kan.21

The role of big corporations and their salesmen has increased considerably
during the last few years not only in the sale of arms and other military
equipment but also in tlre active negotiations for the sale of these weapon
systems and even in the tactical and strategic aspects of weapons employ-
ment.28 Thus, gradually the distinction between the sale of weapons and the sale

of advice is becomingblurred. As early as 1973, there were thirty US firms in
Iran and five in Saudi Arabia operating defence-related contracts. Some of
the big names were common in both countries, viz., Lockheed, Raytheon and
Northrop. In both countries they were providing a broad spectrum of
assistance to the military services, primarily related to the instruction, training
and maintenance of equipment purchased from the United States.2e

In some cases these civilian contractors had even replaced the US military
missions in certain activities. In Saudi Arabia the Vinnell Corporation was given

a contract to organise and train three mechanised infantry battalions and one

artillery battalion from the then existing assets of the Saudi Arabian National
Guard light infantry battalions. Vinnell employed 750 personnel, including
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American ex-seryicemen, local nationals and also third country nationals.

Similarly, BendixSiyanco, a joint venture of Bendix Field Engineering Corpor-

ation and Siyanco, a Saudi Arabian firm, obtained t}e contract from the Saudi

Arabian Ordnance Corps in 1972. The Saudi Arabian Ordnance Corps had, at

that time, nominally replaced the US Corps of Engineers which was helping

Saudi Arabia in that field till then.s Thus, the civil corporations were becoming

more and more powerful and were able to influence the decisions relating to
military matters in the USA as well as in the host countries.

Another factor contributing to the flow of arms to the Gulf region is the huge

amount of recently acquired oil money that enables the states there to
purchase arms from all quarters: the USA, Britain, France, Italy and even the

USSR. Not only Iraq but also lran, a country allegedly close to the West, had

been acquiring weapons from the USSR. Iran bought anti-aircraft guns and

transport vehicles from the USSR in 1966-67, and again n 1977'78 it placed

orders for large quantities of very sophisticated weapons like the self-propelled

ZSV-234 anti-aircraft guns, and SA-7 and SA'9 SAMs.

TABLE 2
Gulf Oil Revenue3l

(in billions of dollan)

Country r972 1973 r974 r975 t976 1977

Iran

Iraq

Kuwait

Qatar

Saudi Arabia

UAE

2.3

0.57

1.65

o.2s

3.1

0.55

5.6

1.9

2.8

0.6

7.2

t.2

22.0

6.0

8.0

1.65

29.0

).)

20.s

8.0

7.5

t.7
27.0

6.0

22.O

8.5

8.5

2.0

33.5

7.O

23.O

9.5

8.5

1.9

38.0

8.0

Total 8.38 19.3 72.r5 70.7 81.5 88.9
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Oil income is going to grow, and all the Gulf states have the capacity to
absorb the oil money in their national economies. Moreover, despite the rate

at which the oil is being pumped out it will last from between 30 to 50 years,
depending upon the country. These surplus petro-dollars themselves would act as

a powerful economic and political lever. It was estimated that the total value of
oil and natural gas in the Gulf region, valued at the 1975 prices, was about
$4.5 trillion,32 alarge sum by any standard. With the increase in oil price since

then this figure would have gone up still further.
The recycling of petro-dollars poses serious problems for Westem economies,

and it coincides with the newly developing adverse balance of payments that
began to affect even the USA in the seventies. The arms sales were, therefore,
rationalised as one of the means to rectify the economic imbalance between
the oil producing and the oil consuming states. 'As one solution to the problem,
the DoD launched an intensive campaign to expand sales of US military
equipment abroad.'33 They were successful in the Gulf region: in 1976 total
US arms sales were about $l2bn, of which about $8 bn were to Iran and Saudi
Arabia.e

People began to talk about oil-forurms deals, and France was particularly
singled out in this context. It was reported n 1974 that France, despite
opposition from the USA, especially from Henry Kissinger, was prepared to
transfer the Mirage aircraft, SAMS, armoured vehicles etc. in exchange for a

Saudi undertaking to provide France with 800,000 barrels per day of crude oil
for the next twenty years.3s Thus, the energy crisis, as faced by the West, the
question of recycling petro-dollars, adverse balance of payments, the continued
rise in oil prices, and the new political and economic leverages acquired by the
oil producing states, especially in the Gull all contributed to the rapid increase

in the transfer of arms to this region. It also means that no single country, seller
or buyer, can control the flow of arms into the region. Not only are several arms
manufacturing states involved, both east and west, but the threat perceptions
and the responses of regional powers also varies from country to country.
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CHAPTER 3

MILITARY CAPABILITY

Para-military Forces

In the Persian Gulf region very often regime security and the preservation of
national integrity from centrifugal forces within the state becomes the primary
responsibility of military and para-military forces. The absence of any
constitutional means of bringng about a change of regime means that change
is often the result of a coup d"etat brou$tt about by dissatisfied elements in the
armed forces, either on their own as in Egypt, Iraq (1978) or Libya, or in
cooperation with discontented politicians, as in Syria, Iraq and Turkey. Since
elements of the armed forces are themselves involved in the change of regime,
armed forces per se cartnot be relied on to ensure the continuity of the regime.
It is possible that some troops loyal to the regime might act as a strield between
the regime and its potential opponents, and some especially favoured troops are
indeed formed with that purpose in mind and equipped with light infantry
weapons. The White Army (or National Guard) in Saudi Arabia, the gendarmerie
in lran, the tribal levies in various sheikhdoms and the Firqats in Oman were
primarily created for ensuring regime security. The People's Army of Iraq is a
special case. Since it represents the 'popular'base of the ruling BaathParty,its
duties are more political than military in nature. Yet, it too can be called upon
to play a role in safeguarding the systemic security of Iraq if it is threatened by
internal forces. These units can provide protection only as long as the main army
is ill-organised, scattered in different parts of the country and even denied
adequate weapons, making these para-military forces in a position to handle
militarily the political threat posed by units of the armed forces. Until
recently this was the situation in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf streikhdoms, but
with the strengthening of the armed forces, a process begun in the seventies, the
protection offered by these para-military forces to the regime, especially against
an arrny coup, has been considerably reduced. There has been no overt
challenge in Saudi Arabia or the Gulf sheikhdoms, but the regimes there do feel
the threat because of the oligarchic nature of the ruling 6lite, confined as it is
to a few top families belonging to a few select tribes in the state.

Since all the Gulf states have faced insurgency, they have sought to equip
themselves with suitable weapons to counter that threat. In lran, regimes had
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always faced the problem of national integrity because of several non'Persian

minorities inhabiting well-defined areas on the periphery of the central
heartland which is dominated by the Persians. Whenever the central government

became weak even the Persian tribes tended to assert their autonomy. Hence, the

first main task of Reza Khan when he assumed power in 1922 thtough a

military coup, was to bring under effective control these various centrifugal

forces in order to lay the foundation of a strong Patrlavi dynasty. Reza Khan

therefore not only organised a strong military and para-military force, but also

elevated his colleagues in the old Cossack Brigade to high ranks to ensure their
loyal support and cooperation. He created a large military force of about

40,000 men (and an equally large gendarmerie force) which was equipped with
about 100 Skoda tanks, mountain guns and even aircraft.r He used them in the

twenties and thirties to suppress the insurgency movements in Luristan,

Khuzistan (Arabistan), Azerbaijan, and also to control the powerful Bakhtiari
tribes in central lran. He even laid the foundations of a small navy for coastguard

duties. ln 1927 he sent Iranians to Italy for naval training. By 1932 Iran had

acquired six warships from ltaly. Two of them were gunboats (950 tons, three

4" guns), and four were sloops (350 tons, two 2" guns).2

The problem of national integrity, however, continued to plague the Iranian
Govemment. During World War II and immediately afterwards, northern lran,
including Kurdistan and Azerbaijan, was occupied by Soviet troops. This led to
a demand for local autonomy in some of those areas which had to be met with
a mixture of diplomacy and brute force. Also, in the sixties and the seventies,

Iran was faced with a separatist movement in Khuzistan (Arabistan), a move'

ment supported by the Arabs, especially by the Iraqi Government until 1975.

Buluchistan too was allegedly posing problems in the first half of the seventies.

Now. after the 1978-79 revolution, when the powers of the central government

have weakened considerably, national minorities - Kurds, Turcomans and

Arabs - are once again demanding greater autonomy, creating an insurgency

situation in those areas. The present regime is seeking to meet the challenge by

forming a National Guard and by mobilising some 'reliable' elements from the

now-scattered Iranian armed forces.
The foundations of the Iranian gendarmerie were firmly laid down by Reza

Khan in the inter-war period, but the old army was disbanded during World

War II. ln 1942 the U.S. Military Mission to Iran appointed advisers for the

police and the gendarmerie3 and American equipment transferred to Iran under

the Mutual Defence Aid Program overflowed to the gendarmerie. These items

included mortars. medium tanks. recoilless rifles, trucks, etc.a According to
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Professor Zonis, up to 1962 the USA supplied to the Iranian gendarmerie 200
tear gas shells, 1602 quarter-ton trucks, 1040 Jeeps and other vehicles, 29,960
weapons (rifles, etc.,) and 15 aircraft.s The lranian gendarmerie was dispersed
over 2000 locations and had under its jurisdication about eighty per cent of
Iranian territory.

During and after the war, Iran was faced with two challenges, the fear of
continued Soviet occupation of parts of northern Iran and the danger to
systemic security from forces within. Iran was unable to challenge the USSR

militarily at that time and had to rely upon diplomacy to counter Soviet
pressure. It nevertheless attempted to strengthen its antiinsurgency capability
to cope with the internal challenges, to project control of the central govem-
ment to outlying provinces, and to help in neutralising the threat posed by
the nationalists to the monarchy.

Iran's military and para-military forces were reorganised under American
supervision, as Iran had become a Cold War issue and a major link in the
Western stratery in the northern-tier region. US military advisers had been
active in Iran since World War II; the USA and Iran signed the military aid
agreement in 1954, and Iran joined the Baghdad Pact in 1955. Yet the
Iranian military build-up during those crucial days of the mid-fifties was
primarily aimed at strengthening its anti-insurgency capability rather than at
meeting the Soviet challenge. This was in marked contrast to the pattern of
arms transfer to other northem-tier states like Pakistan, Turkey or even
Iraq, where heavier and more sophisticated arrns were transferred during that
period. Iran did not receive any jets until 1956. Between 1956 and 1958 the
USA transferred to Iran about 75 Republtc F-84Gs,6 which was primarily
ground-attack planes more suited for a COIN role than that of interceptor-
fighter. Iran did not start receiving its SaDres until 1959. In 1951 about 15 old
Sherman tanks were transferred, which were useful in the anti-Mossadeq coup
of 1953, and between 1954-57 about 50 Chaffee light tanks, IOO Greyhound
and 120 M-20 armoured cars were also transferred to lran.

According to the Shah, there were in 196l about 1000 officers and 30,000
men in the gendarmerie.T According to the Military Balance (IISS London) the
strength of the gendarmerie was 25,000 in 1967-68,40,000 n l97l-72,70,000
n 1974-75 and 74,000 in 1978-79; an increase of almost three hundred per cent
in a decade. It was armed with armoured cars, light observation aircraft like 0-2,
helicopters and 30 to 40 patrol boats.

It was accepted by the US advisers that the US military aid policy towards
Iran at that time was primarily to strengthen internal security.
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The military assistance supply program for Iran is in the form of items which

will increase the strength and efficiency of the Iranian army and gendarmerie

so that the country can guard itself against internal subversion and extemal

aggression.E

The then Secretary of Defense, McNamara, while testifying before the House

Committee on Armed Services n 19& put forward similar views.e

Iraq too has faced insurgency in the Kurdish area since the creation of the

new state after world war I. Kurds occupy parts of Iraq, Iran, syria and Turkey,

but the movement is most active in lraq. Mullah Mustafa Banzani became its

leader in the 1930s and since then troops have been conducting anti'insurgency

operations in Iraqi Kurdistan. During World War II and soon afterwards the

Kurds formed the Republic of Mehabad on a narrow strip of land east of the

Iraqi-Turkish border in lran, but it was short-lived and collapsed with the

withdrawal of the Soviet troops from northern Iran in May 1946. Barazani

went into exile in the USSR.

The Kurdish movement again became important in Iraq after the 1958 coup,

when Barazani returned. The Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP) formed a

working alliance with the Communist Party of lraq and began to demand greater

autonomy, but by 1962 both were effectively suppressed by the Government

of Premier Qassem. The new Baathi regime that replaced Premier Qassem was

also unable to settle the problem of Kurdish autonomy and insurgency

conditions altemated with spells of negotiations. The fifteen'point formula

for peace which was agreed upon on ll March 1979 also proved abortive since,

"-otrg 
other things, there was no agleement on the delineation of the Kurdish

area. The Iraqi Govemment was reluctant to permit the oil'rich Kirkuk to fall

within the Kurdish zone. Fighting was resumed, reaching its peak n 1974-75

when the Iraqi artillery, arnour and airforce were conmitted to the anti'

insurgency operations against lhe Pesh Merg,the Kurdish resistance army. The

Kurds were already getting support from the Iranian government. The

clandestine radio of KDP, Voice of Kurdistan, even sought Westem support for

an independent Kurdish Republic, promising Kurdish oil in return.

The Kurdistr problem had already led to border clashes between Iran and

Iraq. It was possible that these clashes might escalate into a full-scale border

war between them, as the United Nations was unable to resolve tlte question.

Finally, President Boumedienne mediated between lraq and Iran during the

OPEC conference at Algiers in March 1975. Iran withdrew its support from the

Kurds who then had no option but to surrender in thousands. Some radical

elements in the KDP, however, continued to oPPose the Iraqi Government
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and the Kurdish movement has once again regained irs momentum.lo Following
the Iranian revolution, the Kurds are using their bases in Iranian Kurdistan to
launch attacks upon Iraq, which has led to a resumption of Iraqi anti-insurgency
activities in the Kurdish area not only in Iraq but reportedly even in Iranian
territory.

In order to counter these threats Iraq has maintained separate para-military
units. In 1967-68 their strength was about 10,000 which included the National
Guard and one mechanised brigade. Their number increased to 20,000 in
1976-77 and touched 80,000 n 1978-79. While the number of the security
troops remained constant at 4,800, the People's Militia, as the National Guard
was subsequently called, increased its strength to 75,000. Thus, the inflated
figures of the Iraqi People's Militia did not mean an efficient para-military force,
like the Iranian gendarmerie. It only reflected the policy of the haqi Baath
Party to create a popular support base against a political threat from the
anti-regime elements in lraq. Thus the strength of the People's Militia was more
political than military.

In Saudi Arabia, the White A*y, or the National Guard, as it has come to be
known since the beginning of the sixties, has been the backbone of the Saudi
dynasty at least since tlre twenties, when the Saudis united the Hejaz with the
Nejd, which was their traditional area of influence. It was an assembly of tribal
forces bound to the Saudi family by ancestral allegiances.rl The British were
entrusted with its training programme in 1963.

Though Saudi Arabia was not faced with insurgency problems yet it too had
equipped its military and para-military forces (the White Army) with
anti-insurgency weapons. In the fifties, it obtained 9 B-26 Invader bombers,
which, because of its weapons load and range was especially suited for the vast
deserts of Saudi Arabia. Twelve Douglas C47 and Fairchild C-123 provided
long-range transport. It also acquired 30 StaghoundlGreyhound armoured cars
and 50 Walker Bulldog light tanks during that period. In the sixties and
seventies, Saudi Arabia felt the impact of the Yemeni Civil War, radicalism in
South Yemen and the insurgency in Oman. It therefore strengthened its anti
insurgency capability by acquiring 34 BAC-167 Stikemaster armed trainers,
l1 C-l30 medium transports, 40 AB-2051206 helicopters and 220 Panhard AML
60-90 armoured cars. In the seventies, Saudi Arabia came closer to the USA and
the Americans were entrusted with the modernisation of the Saudi Arabian
armed forces. A Memorandum of Understanding was concluded between the two
states in March 1973 under which the Americans also agreed to modemise the
Saudi Arabian National Guard.r2 Forty US advisers were entrusted with that
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task.r3 The total cost of the programme was estimated at $335 million rn 1973,

but by 1975 it had increased to $400 million.la
The Congressional Hearing also defined the role of the National Guard:

The primary missions of the National Guard are to protect public and private

institutions and facilities in the Kingdom; to keep public order and maintain

security; and, if necessary, to assist the regular armed forces in countering

external threats. Its Commander is a Prince of the Royal Family, who also

holds the title of Second Deputy Prime Minister. In a Kingdom ruled by an

extensive Royal Family, a family which also founded the modern state of
Saudi Arabia, it is not surprising that a force such as the National Guard

would be under the direction of a key member of the family.ls

According to Military Balance the strength of the Saudi Arabian National

Guard was 20,000 n 1967-68,30,000 n l97l'72,32,500 in 1974'75 and

35,000 n 1978-79.It is divided into twenty battalions and armed with Panhard

AML-60 armoured cars. V-10 Commando APCs and antitank missiles. There are

also other para-military forces like the Frontier Force and the Coastguard whose

strength is 6,500. The Coastguard operates eight SRN 6 hovercraft (ten'tons)

and about 50 small patrol boats. The number of the National Guard has been

fluctuating;it came down to 10,000 n 1972-73 and 3,500 n 1973'74. One of
the reasons for this temporary decline in number was that a large part of the

members of the National Guard were inducted into tlre newly formed armoured

brigades that were being trained and equipped by the Ame,ricans. It meant that
the forces considered loyal to the Saudi dynasty were chosen for the new

armoured brigades. Probably the Saudis and their military advisers believed that
it would add to the security of the regime.

In Oman insurgency not only threatened the regime but also posed a serious

challenge to the systemic security of the neighbouring oil-rich states. The

insurgency movement in the Dhofar region in Oman can be traced back to 1964

when the Oman Liberation Front began to operate openly against the regime

of the Sultan. After 1969 the movement widened its scope to cover the Arab

littoral of the Gulf, reflected by its new name, the Popular Front for the

Liberation of the Occupied Arab Gulf. This coincided with the British with-
drawal from the Gulf. Another movement, the Democratic National Front for
the Liberation of the Occupied Arab Gulf, was formed in 1970. The first
operated in the Dhofar region near South Yemen while the latter operated in the

Qebel Akhdar region near the United Arab Emirates. Both the movements

professed to believe in Marxism-L,eninism and were supported by the USSR,
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China (till 1972), South Yemen, Iraq and the Popular Front for the Liberation
of Palestine.

Oman's weapons, until recently, were primarily geared to anti-insurgency
campaigns. Between 1959 and 1965, when insurgency was on a low level, Oman
acquired ei$fi Hunting hovosts (four of them being replacements) and about l5
each of the Saladin armoured car. Ferret scout car and V-100 Commando.lt
began to increase its strength after 1969 when the guerrillas in Dhofar began to
intensify their activities. Between 1969 and 1974, it acquired 24 BAC-167
Stikemasters and eight Britten-Norman Defenders. It also acquired five each

of the Beaver and Cmibou and 16 Short Skyvan transports with short take-off
and landing (STOL) characteristics. It also obtained 20-25 AB-2051206
helicopters. When the fighting was at its peak in 1974, 3l Hunters and 40
Saladins were transferred to Oman from Jordan and Abu Dhabi respectively.
Oman maintained a small para-military force, mostly the tri-tribal homeguards
or the Firqats. Their strength was 2,000 in 1973-74, and was increased to
3,300 in 1978-79, Oman has also a police wing which operates light aircraft
and helicopters.

The military and para-military forces of Oman were never strong enough
to face the challenges of the insurgency, so Oman had to rely largely upon
Britain which had been responsible for security in the past. Britain had not
only actively participated in anti-insurgency operations in Oman but had also

co-ordinated the activities in support of Oman by the Trucial Oman Scout
based in Sharjah on the Trucial Coast. When the insurgency became more
dangerous Iranian troops were invited by the Sultan of Oman,r6 and about
1,500-2,000 Iranian troops supported by artillery, helicopters and F4
Phantoms were rotated every three or four months in Oman. By 1974
insurgency operations were at their peak. Finally the movement was

controlled through the pressure of Arab mediation via South Yemen, and
by the use of military power. It was claimed by December 1975 that the
movement had been pushed right up to the frontiers of South Yemen and that
the strength of the insurgents was down to 600-800. By the beginning of 1976
Sultan Qaboos of Oman was claiming that the insurgency had virtually come
to an end.l7

Among the sheikhdoms in the Gulf, Kuwait was the only state that concen-
trated, from the beginning, on acquiring heavier weapons desigrred for a

conventional war. The main reason for that policy was the military threat posed

by Iraq since 1961. But other sheikhdoms continued to follow the earlier
British pattem modelled on that of the Trucial Oman Scouts, a 1,600-strong
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force lightly armed with Satadin and Fenet armoured cars. On the eve of the

British departure, a team of experts under Major-General Sir John Willoughby'

who was the GOC, Middle East Land Forces, from 1965 to 1967, recommended

that the Trucial Coast states should develop counter-insurgency capability,

rather than go in for heavy weapons for conventional warfare. The report also

suggested that the Trucial Oman Scouts be incorporated in the new defence

foices. That policy was accepted in the initial stages, and the armed forces of the

Gulf streikhdoms continued to be armed with armoured cars and scout cars. But

soon, under the pressure of the Arab-Israeli conflict and the prestige and power

offered by the new oil wealth, they also began to acquire heavier and more

sophisticated weapons like jet fighters, tanls and PGMs. The anti-insurgency

capability, however, has not been neglected.

Thus one finds that, at least in the initial phase, most of the armed forces of
the Gulf region were primarily geared to anti-insurgency warfare. Their fight

infantry weapons were supplemented with armoured cars, scout cats, armoured

personnel carriers (APCs), helicopters and armed trainer/ground attack planes

suitable for counter-insurgency (COIN) operations. This becomes clear when one

analyses the anti-insurgency capability of individual states in terms of the

weapon system.
An analysis of the growth of the armed forces (all Services) and the para-

military forces shows that both grew together. In some cases the rate of growth

of the para-military forces has been faster than that of the Regular Army. In the

case of Saudi Arabia, the National Guard, the frontier force and the coastguard

almost equal the strength of the regular Army (45,000).

The Conventional Armed Forces

The growth of the conventional armed forces in the Gulf region, especially

in the immediate post-war period, was a slow process. Both the Iraqi and the

Iranian armed forces, because of their alleged links with the Axis powers were

suspect. They had not been allowed to play any role during World War II. The

region was occupied after the war by the Allied forces, so there was no need to
de-velop a strong military capability because the Gulf region was not a conflict

area. Undoubtedly, Russia was projected as a possible source of danger, but

none of the local states was capable of countering it by military means. The

political umbrella of the West, in the Cold War context' was deemed sufficient.

The real threat was internal, and mititary capability was developed by each

regime to protect itself.
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TABLE 3
The Armed Forces and the Para-Militarv Forces

(in thousands)

Source: The Military Balance (London), 1967-68, l97t-72, 1974-75, t97B-79.

Iran Iraq
Saudi
Arabia Oman

Armed Forces

1967-68*
l97t-72
1974-75
1978-79*

Rate of Increase

Para-Military

1967-68*
t97t-72
r974-75
1978-79*

Rate of increase

Total

1967-68
1971-72
1974-75

1978-79

Rate of increase

180

l8l
238
4t3

l29%o

25
40
70
74

196%

205
221

308
487

r38%

82
9s.2

lt2
2t2

l59Vo

92
t15.2
130

292

2l7Vo

36
4l
43
s8.5

63%

20
30
32.5
41.5

r08%

56
7l
75.s

100

79%

;
19.2

98%

10
20
l8
80

70Vo

)
3.3

6s%

tt.7
22.s

92%

* In the case of Oman the figure was calculated from 1974-75 to 1978-79.

In the forties and fifties the Gulf region differed from the neighbouring

regions in South Asia and the Eastern Mediterranean where the India'Pakistan

and Arab-Israeli conflicts had generated an environment conducive to a regional

arrns race. Undoubtedly there were unresolved disputes that could and did

emerge subsequently as conflicts, but at least until 1958 the arms acquisition

policy of the Gulf states was not directly influenced by intra-regional conflicts.
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Although Iraq did seek to build its military potential, allegedly against Israel,

it has to be studied in the context of the intra-Arab dispute. Unlike other Arab

states which were pursuing a non-aligted foreign policy, the Iraqi government

was firmly committed to the Western Bloc and was using arms transfers as a

means to justify its pro-Westem policy. It argued to its own people and to the

Arab world as a whole that this enabled it to acquire sophisticated arms for its

own people and the Arab world (against Israel) despite the Tripartite Declaration

of 1950 under which the uSA, the UK and France had imposed some sort of

arms balance between the Arabs and Israel. Whatever the motives, Iraq was the

only state in the region that developed a conventional military capability during

the first half of the fifties.
The Iraqi coup d',tat of July 1958, however, disturbed this carefully

balanced scenario. Since lraq, under the Hastrimite monarchy, was the main base

of British influence in the region, both in terms of oil and political-military

power, tlle coup marked the forced withdrawal of the British from the Gulf. The

$anting of indipendence to Kuwait in 196l was a logical step, and the transfer

or po*"t to the Sabah dynasty there preempted the growth of 'radical' Arab

nationalism and an 'anti-imperialist' movement in that oil-rich sheikhdom. The

Iraqi coup also enabled the USSR to leap-frog into the Gulf, in a way compar'

able to the Syrian and Egyptian arms deals of 1955.It gave a serious jolt to the

Americans' carefully nurtured northem-tier stratery. The coup also brought

into the open regional rivalries, especially between Iran and lraq, and created

new tensions between Iraq and Kuwait.
The spiral of competing and reactive weaPons acquisition programmes in the

Gulf can be traced back to the lraqi coup of 1958. The Gulf witnessed rapid

changes during the sixties. The Yemeni civil war of 1962 had its impact not

only upon saudi Arabia but also on lran. It also led to increased pressure on

Aden and subsequently influenced the British withdrawal from that region.

In 1968 these developments dove-tailed with Wilson's statement on the East of

Suez policy, the official entry of the Soviet task-force and the emergence of

the radical regime in South Yemen. The turmoil of the sixties led to a rapid

political transformation of the Gulf region, gving a big boost to arms purchase

progr"rn-"r. The rationale advocated for them justified arms purchases well

into the seventies, and remained unchanged except that the oil money added

fuel to the fire and helped to raise the quantum of the arms intake'

Three important factors influenced arms transfers to the Gulf in the

fifties and sixties: its political links, the need to offJoad World War II and

Korean War surplus equipment and its strategic location. Its importance in
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cold war strategy was reflected in the Truman Doctrine of 1947, the northern-
tier strategy, military assistance agreements of 1954, the Baghdad pact of 1955,
and the Eisenhower Doctrine of 1957. The Eisenhower Doctrine was intended
to enable the USA to fill the vacuum allegedly created by the declining Britislr
ald French influence after the 1956 Suez war, and it reflected a deeper and
more direct American involvement in the region. Special economic and military
aid programmes were a part of that new commitment. After the Iraqi coup of
1958, and because of the subsequent Soviet pres€nce in the region, the American
presence in the region was further consolidated through a bilateral agreemenr
with Iran in March 1959.

The political links developed during those years facilitated the arms transfer
from big and super powers to their regional supporters. Iran and Saudi Arabia
received weapons from the uSA, while weapons were transferred to Iraq mostly
from the US and the USSR. The transfer of weapons not only signified
military solidarity but also demonstrated political patronage and special
treatment. Iraq, for example, was given modern weapons in the firsthalf of the
fifties despite the Tripartite Declaration of 1950. Egypt and syria, which were
non-aligned, were denied tlem.

These arms transfers also meant that the recipient state had to commit its
military resources for the use of the donor state. The transfer of British arms to
Iraq allowed Britain to have access to air bases in Iraq, and American arms
transfers covered similar arrangements. American anns were transferred under
various congressional Acts like the Mutual Defence Assistance Act of 1949.
Mutual Defence Assistance control Act of 195 I (also known as the Battle Act),
Mutual Security Act of 1954, Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, etc. The Battle
Act required that the recipient countries control their trade with the Socialist
Bloc countries. The Mutual Security Act of 1954 required, among other things,
that the recipient states do their utmost to contribute to the defensive strength
of the 'free world'. Recipient countries were required to sign agreements
accepting these conditions 'which implied a firm commitment to the US
camp'.r8 The military assistance agreements between the USA and Iran, Iraq
and Pakistan, were signed on the understanding that the regional powen would
join in a regional defence arrangement.ts rhe soviet arms transfer also implied a
Soviet military presence in the recipient states, as occurred in Egypt, Iraq,
Somalia, South Yemen and Ethiopia.

These arms transfers were also frequently conditioned by what can be termed
as a preemptive selling policy. Sophisticated arns were transferred to regional
powers by the west lest they turn towards the USSR for their military require-
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ments. The 1955 arms deal between Egypt and Syria and the Eastern Bloc states

was partly responsible for this policy. Iran had been requesting the USA for the

transfer of F-4 Phantoms as early as 1965-66, but the USA was reluctant to

transfer the latest jet fighter-bomber to them. Iran then threatened to acquire

sophisticated weapons from the USSR, and negotiations between them were

initiated in 1966. One of the results of this arm-twistingwas the sale of F4s.20

The result was that the Soviet-Iranian arms deal, announced in February 1967,

was confined to armoured personnel carriers and anti-aircraft guns- That

agreement was, also, important; it was the first major oil-for-arms agreement.

The Iranians had agreed to pay for the arms partly in natural gas to be

piped from Iran to the Soviet union. ln 1972-73 America also offered to

supply F4 planes to Saudi Arabia and Kuwait to preempt their acquiring

aircraft from other sources.

The third factor that influenced arms transfers in the fifties and the early

sixties was the need to off-load surplus weapons, initially of World War II
vintage 2r and subsequently of the Korean war. weapons of world war II
origin ute the 8-26 Invader light bomber, Hawker Fury and Bistol
Beatfighter fighter-bombers, the shennan, churchill JSJII and T-34 tanks,

old destroyers, frigates and minesweepers were transferred from UK; USA

and USSR to the Gulf states. Weapons of the Korean War period, whenever

they were replaced by more sophisticated weapons' were transferred to the

thiid World. Some of these weapons were F-84G, F-86 Sabre jet,MiG-15/17

fighter-bombers, c'haffee (M-24), Patton (M47), and T-54 tanks etc. Though

these old weapons had become redundant by big and super power standards

tlrey represented a high degree of sophistication for some of the Gulf states,

so much so that special advisory teams had to be dispatched for training

programmes.
Surplus or excess stock also influenced arms transfers. Besides including

old, and therefore surplus, weapons, this programme included new equipment

deemed to be in excess of the US almed forces' requirements. The State

Department revealed that between 1950 and 1970 $3.4 billion worth of

surplus weapons were supplied by the USA to allied govemments.22 This cost

did not reflect the true value of the equipment transferred. often, only the

cost of refurbishing and transport was charged to the Military Assistance

Program. Sometimes only one-third of the originat value, the 'utility' value,

was charged even for new equipment. The surplus stocks programme was

given a boost by the increased availability of such weapons due to tlle war

itt Vi"tnutn. The Department of Defense estimated in 1970 that $27 billion
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in excess defence articles, valued at original acquisition cost, were available for
distribution.z3

This pattern of arms transfer has changed since the second half of the sixties
due to three factors. More and more oil money began to flow into the region
with the result that their dependence upon traditional donors declined. As a
result military aid programmes have given way to military sales programmes.
surplus oil money has not only enabled those states to buy new weapons
instead of accepting cast-offs, but also to diversify their sources. For example,
Iran ordered zsu-234 anti-aircraft tanks and sA i lg sAMs from the USSR,
and Kuwait placed orders with the USA and France.

The intensification of the Arab-Israeli dispute after the 1967 war was
another reason for the increased flow of arms into the region. Finally, the
increased tension in the Gulf region, because of the intra-regional disputes
between Iraq and Iran on one hand and Kuwait and saudi Arabia on the other,
gave an acceptable rationale for the massive orders for arms.

The Gulf States: Arms Acquisition hogramme

a lran

The Iranian arms acquisition programme can be broadly divided into five
distinct phases. The first phase, ending 1958, coincided with the rraqi coup
d'btat. The second phase, ending about 1964, sigrified the growing threat felt
by Iran especially from the 'radical forces' in the Arab world. It also coincided
with the Kennedy administration's new look at global stratery, and consequent
growing constraints on the transfer of arms to Iran. The third phase, ending in
1971, saw the gradual escalation in Iranian military capability due to the
increasing oil money, a change in US policy, and the impact of the British
East'of-suez policy. The fourth phase coincided with the growing energy
crisis, the role of the 'guardian' of the Gulf as projected for Iran and the
question of recycling of petro-dollars. Under the fifth phase, envisaged for the
eighties, but which proved to be abortive because of the revolution of 1979,
Iran was to emerge as the dominant power not only in the persian Gulf region
but also in the Arabian Sea region of the Indian ocean. These five phases were
marked by distinct threat perceptions, arms acquisition programmes, military
capabilities based upon these arms, and the political environment which
infl uenced those developments.
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As seen earlier, the first phase of the Iranian military programme was

dominated by the quest for regime security. Despite the geopolitical importance

of Iran, no large-scale arms transfer took place, especially when compared with
arms transferred to Turkey. US aid to Iran during those crucial days was indeed

very small, for two reasons. The USA was not sure about the continuity of the

Shah's regime, as the monarchy was facing stiff opposition from the nationalists.

Moreover, to help lran economically and militarily at tJrat time would have

meant strengthening the hand of Dr Mossadeq, Prime Minister from 195 1 to
1953, who was facing great economic difficulties after the nationalisation of the

Anglo-Iranian oil company in 1951. But the US economic support, though

limited, was crucial in helping the monarchy against the nationalists. During

the anti-Mossadeq coup in 1953 US military equipment saved the Shah's regime.

TABLE 4
American Military and Economic Aid to lran2a

(in $ million)

Year Economic Aid Military Aid Total

t94648
1949
1950
195 1

1952
l9s3

2s.8

1.5

r 5.0
3t.9

rit
5.9

27.3

2s.8

ri.z
20.9
s9.2

Total 74.2 43.9 1r7.1

The guns that they (pro-shah elements) had in their hands, the trucks they

rode in, the armoured cars that they drove through the streets, the radio

communications that permitted their control, were all fumished through the

military defense assistance program . . . had it not been for this program a

government unfriendly to the United States probably would now be in
power.25

Once the Shatr and his regime were firmly in power US economic and military

aid began to flow rapidly. Between 1946 and 1952 the total economic and

military aid to Iran was only $58.9 million, but between 1953 and 196l Iran

received $1,027 million in aid - $617.7 million in economic aid and $410

million in military aid.
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During the first phase, Iran received 75 Republic F-84 G jets, 15 Sherman and
50 M-24 Chaffee tanks and 220 armoured cars. Iran had acquired one old frigate
and one escort minesweeper from Britain n 1949. Except for the Shermans and
a few armoured cars the bulk of the American arms was transferred after 1954
when Iran had signed the military aid agreement and joined the Bahgdad Pact.
But these arns were still inadequate, and the Iranian forces were weaker than
the Iraqi forces at that time. This disparity enhanced the lraqi threat after
1958 and has influenced the Iranian arms buildup since then.

The second phase of the Iranian arms buildup was influenced by the growing
Iraq-Iran rivalry following the emergence of a radical regime in Iraq which was
friendly with the USSR. Old and unresolved conflicts over the boundary, and
the question of navigation n the Shatt al-Arab also flared up. Iraq was acquiring
more arrns from the USSR while Iran was unable to match them at least in
quality. During the second phase the Iranian Air Force received 70 Canadian
Sabre 6 (1959), four C-130 Hercules transport planes and two llhirlwind
helicopters. Its armour was strengthened by the addition of 400 M47 Patton
tanks (1958-62). Around 1964 its navy acaquired two small corvettes, six
minesweepers, four landing craft and a few patrol craft. It had sought the
super-sonic F-104 plane to match the MiG 19/21 traasferred to lraq, but
although Pakistan was supplied a few of those planes Iran was not.

The Iranian military programme until1964 was dependent largely on US
military aid. It received a setback during the Kennedy administration. The
introduction of new strategic weapons like the ICBM and the SLBM were
partly responsible for the decline in the strategic importance of the northern
tier. At about that time, however, the US was convinced that revolution,
which was then considered a major threat to the West, arose out of poverty
and discontent; hence they believed that the security of the West depended
on rapid socio-economic progress in the Third World. This affected the
military aid programme in Iran as well as in Pakistan. Moreover, tJre Americans
did not have a great respect for the Iranian military capability at that time.
The attitude of the Kennedy administration towards lran's requirements for
military aid was summed up by a close associate of Kennedy. According to
him:

In Iran, the Shah insists on our supporting an expensive army too large for
border incidents and internal security and no use in an all-out war. His army,
said one government adviser, resembled the proverbial man who was too
heavy to do the light work and too light to do any heavy work.zo
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The Shah did not approve of that logic. Since he could not get full US

commitments to his security he followed the other altemative: he sought and

obtained detente with the USSR in 1962, which not only gave him advantages

in domestic politics but also helped him to balance Iraq politically vis -'a-vls the

USSR. Despite all the propaganda about the Soviet'Iranian rivalry the Shah did

his best to consolidate thart detente in the sixties and the seventies. One positive

result of that policy was that the USSR did not wholeheartedly side with lraq

even during the height of the Iraq-Iran rivalry. Iran improved its trade with the

usSR and even bought sophisticated weapons from it in 1966-67 and 1976-78.

Thus, the Shatr also used that detente as a lever vis-b-vis the USA.

During the third phase, the Iranian military pro$amme was boosted by a

combination of factors. The change of administration in the uS helped, as

Johnson and Nixon were personal friends of the Shah. By 1965 Iran stopped

paying compensation to the Anglo-Iranian oil company that had been national-

ised by Mossadeq. Part of that annual payment of $100 million could be

diverted towards purchasing new arms. After 1965 the character of arms

transfer also changed from military aid to purchase. By that time thelran'Israeli

link had also been strengthened as a counter-weight to the radical Arab group

in the Middle East. The period also coincided with the British withdrawal and

the Shah offered to make Iran tlre guardian of the oil lanes' All these factors

helped the Shah to satisfy his insatiable hunger for arms. His arms purchase

progrirmme should also be seen in the context of the 'maximum threat

perception'. He is reported to have said in an interview to the lilashington Post

in 1969 that it was necessary for lran to build up a defence capability to match

att the potential trouble makerc in the area combined.2l The result was that the

Shah began to demand and get new weapons of the latest model, sometimes

getting them in advance of America's NATO allies-aa

During this phase lran's military capability in terms of weapons developed

rapidly. Because of the lran-Iraqi rivalry and the potential danger of an Iraqi

air attack on major lranian oil installations like Abadan and Kharg, Iran

demanded and obtained the HAWK SAMs and F-5 jet fighters. It had also

asked for the Phantom F-4 planes. Initially the offer was rejected but after the

shatr threatened to go to the ussR for sophisticated weapons, the USA agreed

to negotiate. The negotiations began n 19662e and an agreement was reached

in December 1966lo to supply Phantoms to Iran, with delivery beginning from

September 1968. Thus, the Phantom deal preceded Wilson's East of Suez

declaration. During this period lran also diversified its sources. It acquired

armoured personnel carriers and anti-aircraft guns from the USSR, the Chieftan
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tanks, SAAM-class frigates and hovercraft from Britain, and helicopters from
Italy.

By the end of l97l Iran boasted of a strong air force. It operated 32 F-4s and
139 F-5s, the latest jet fighter-bombers, armed with Sparrow and Sidewinder
AAMs. Its transport fleet operated 26 c-l3o planes besides several smaller
planes. It operated the HAWK (one battalion) and Tigercat SAMs. Its arnour
was composed of 860 medium tanks (M47 and M-60 AI), 100 M-24light tanks,
240 armoured cars, 300 M-I13 and 570 BTR 50/60 APCs. New Cftielrarn tanls
were on order. Its navy comprised one destroyer one frigate (four new SAAM-
class frigates were being added by 1972\, four corvettes, six minesweepers,
eight small and two heavy hovercraft, four landing craft beside several small
patrol boats.

Thus Iran was able to acquire a composite land/air and sea/air capability. It
had forged ahead of Iraq in terms of weapons in land/air confrontation. In
terms of sea/air confrontation, Iran was the strongest naval power in the Gulf
after the British departure in December 1971. Because of its growing military
power Iran started to flex its muscles. As early as April 1969 it unilaterally
abrogated the Shatt al-Arab treaty of 1937 and escorted its ships in the
disputed waterways, thereby daring Iraq to stop them. Iraq did not. In
December 1971, on the eve of the British departure, Iran forcibly occupied the
three 'disputed' Arab islands - Abu Musa and the two Tumbs. No Arab state in
the Gulf dared to stop lran. Iran had emerged as the dominant power in the
Gulf, but the visions of the shah were not to be limit€d to that small area alone.
The spiral of arms purchase needed yet more justifications, which were provided
in the fourth phase.

During this phase, that began in 1972 and ended with the fall of thePahlavi
dynasty, the Iranian armed forces acquired yet larger amounts of the latest
weapons. Not only did the Shah order more and more anns but there seemed
to be a competition between arms suppliers to furnish him with what he had
asked for and offer him even more. A new set ofevents providedjustification to
the Iranian monarchy to demand these arms and also a rationale for the arms
suppliers to comply with them.

The year 1971, which ended with the British withdrawal. also witnessedthe
Bangladesh War, which once again proved to lran that it could not rely upon
its western allies in case of a regional conflict. Two years later, in october 1973,
the Arab-Israeli War was fought; it not only brought home the tacticial
advantages of newly developed precision-guided munitions (PGMs) but also
the need to over-stock supplies lest the pipeline from arms suppliers become
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choked during a war. Hence, there was a mad rush to buy more of everything

lest Iran fall short of supplies during a shooting war. That period also witnessed

an intensification of super power and big power rivalry in the Indian ocean,
projecting an image that Iran was being encircled. The Indo-Soviet treaty of
1971, the Soviet-Iraqi treaty of 1972, the threat of revolt in Buluchistan, the

insurgency in oman and the soviet presence in the north and in the Indian
Ocean was used to prove that Iran was being deliberately encircled and that it
needed sufficient military power to handle that combined threat.

This period also coincided with the growing enerry crisis, and lran was not
only supposed to be an assured supplier of petroleum in the face of a possible

Arab oil embargo, but also considered to be a potential guardian of the oil
lanes and the Gulf oil resources. Iran even used the possibility of guerrilla

attack on tankers in and around the Gulf as an excuse for maintaining full
surveillance on vessels in that area. The bazooka attack in the Bab al'Mandeb

by a motor-boat on an oil tanker carrying oil (probably lranian) to Israel was

used to prove that point.
The threat of radicalism, especially from Oman and the Cuban presence in

South Yemen, was also used to explain an Iranian presence not only in Dhofar

but throughout the coast of southern Arabia. Findly, the petro'dollars,

especially after the price rise of october 1973, not only allowed Iran to buy

more arns but gave an excuse to arms sellers to try and adjust the balance-of'

payments of their respective countries. Thus after 1972, when the Nixon

administration gave the green light, the sky was the [mit for t]re transfer of
arms to Iran. Between 1970 and 1977 US military sales to lran amounted to

approximately $16.3 billion.3r Not all of those items were delivered, but by

1977 approximately $5.35 billion worth of orders were supplied.t The rest

were still in the pipeline and would have been added in the eighties. Also new

orders placed aftet 1976-77 would also have started flooding in during the

eighties, making Iran a store-house of modern weapons.

During that phase Iran acquired 80 F-l4s (with Phoenix air-to-air missiles),

208 F4s and 169 F.5s including newF-58 Tiger Il planes. It also acquired2o2

Sea Cobra AH-IJs some of them armed with eight TOW missile launchers each

for the ground attack role. The air force was supplied witJl. Maveick
air-to-surface missiles and with laser-guided bombs. The range and endurance

of the jet planes was enhanced by obtaining 13 Boeing 707 and 12 Boeing

747 air-tankers. The transPort fleet was further strengthened by the addition

of 24 C-130 and four Boeing 747 planes. Almost 570 helicopters in addition

to the 202 Sea Cobras were ordered and a plant was set up to assemble AB-214

helicopters in Isfahan.
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The armour was strengthened by the addition of 1064 Chieftain and 360
Scorpian tanks, 300 Fox APCs, 250 VCI-BMP-I MICV, 200 ASUa5 assault guns,
200 ZSU-234 radar-controlled, self-propelled anti-aircraft guns, about 452
self-propelled guns and thousands of anti-tank missiles. Anti-aircraft protection
was also provided by SA-9 self-propelled surface-to-air missiles (SAM) and SA-7
shoulder-fired SAMs.

The Navy too acquired two destroyers (Allen H. Sumner+lass) and four
SAAM-class frigates armed with Seakiller surface-to-surface missiles (SSM).
Seven new Spruance+lass destroyers (later reduced to four), three lzng.class
submarines, 12 missile boats armed wl1.h Harpoon SSMs, and four heavy
hovercraft capable of launching Harpoon SSMs were ordered. Besides, several
support vessels, one repairship, two storeships (logistic support strips), two
supply ships (tanker and dry freighter), one fleet replenishment strip and one
fleet tanker were either ordered or acquired. The maritime reconnaissance and
anti-submarine operations were entrusted to six P-3 Orion planes. Because they
were also armed with I/arpoon air-to-surface missiles they could double up in the
anti-shipping role. Besides, Iran had twenty anti-submarine warfare (ASIV)
helicopters (Augusta-Sikorsky and Seaking) and six mine-countermeasure
helicopten (Sikorsky RH-53D).

These new arms, added to an already heavy arsenal, made Iran the strongest
military power in the region. Its land/air combination was far more powerful
than that of lraq. Iran's air/naval capability would have permitted it to launch a
very successful operation anywhere on the Arab littoral of the Gulf. Its newly
developing naval/air capability, especially its heavier fighting ships, support
vessels, submarines, airtankers, Orion aircraft and missile boats would have
provided Iran with a very powerful force to play a crucial politico-military role
in the Indian Ocean, especially in its comer around the Arabian Sea.

All these advantages would have been consolidated and further improved
during the eighties. Iran was already planning to order 300 F-16, about 250
F-18 L, seven airborne warning and control systems (AWACS), and ten C-5
Galaxy cargo planes. About l5OO Chieftatn (Sher lran) with new Choban
arrnour and laser rangefinder were going to be assembled in Iran. The Spruance-
class destroyers and Tang-class submarines would have been augmented with
more submarines (probably from Germany) and frigates from ltaly. Iran was
also planning to acquire the new long-range Condor ASM. Undoubtedly, this
expansion progranrme would have meant more foreign nationals working in the
Iranian military complex. Maybe the next logical step would have been nuclear
weapons. After all the Shah had wamed that if any up-start power went nuclear
then he too reserved the right to follow suit.33
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But all these dreams of a mighty Iranian empire were shattered with the fall

of the dynasty. The orders were cancelled. A majority of the foreigt experts

were sent back. There were even reports of Iran wanting to dispose of its very
sophisticated weapons. The Americans and the French would be wondering
about the fate of the Spruance*lass destroyers or the missile boats that had been

ordered by the Shah. The Iranian experience would be a valuable lesson both for
arms buyers as well as suppliers.

. Iraq

The Iraqi arms buildup has had a checkered history. Unlike lran, which
generally relied on the West, primarily the USA, for its arms, Iraq had obtained

arms from practically all sources including the USA. That was the result of the

variations in lraq's domestic and foreign policies since World War II. Iraq's

military buildup can be divided into four main phases. The first phase ended

with the 1958 coup by Qassem. The second continued until the 1963 coup

which brought the Baathi regime into power, when Iraq went back to the

UK for its arms. The fourth phase began after 1966 when Iraq, even under the

Baathi regime, came closer to the USSR. The Iraq-USSR collaboration was

further consolidated following the 1968 coup which brought a 'radical'

Baathi group into power. This continues even today, despite lraq's search for
altemate sources, especially from France, since the sixties. The Iraq-USSR

Treaty of 1972 and the $4 billion arms deal reported n 1976 further
cemented the ties between thes€ states.

During the first phase, Iraq was very close to the West, especially to the

LJK. Britain had been responsible for the creation of the Hashimite monarchy

in Iraq after the First World War, and it had oil interests which became

particularly important after the nationalisation of tlte Anglo-Iranian Oil
Company in 1951. Britain retained its major air base at Habbaniya in lraq.

Iraq was also a very valuable counterweight to the West against the non'aligred

Arab states, especially Egypt. After 1953, Iraq's strongman, Nuru as'Said,

supported the northem-tier stratery and sigrred the military aid agreement

with the USA in 1954. Iraq became a member of the Baghdad Pact in 1955.

All these factors were responsible for US transfers of arms to Iraq, despite

the Tripartite Declaration of 1950.

During this period Iraq received most of its arms from the UK. About 38

World War II planes were transferred to it in 1951, and after 1953,Iraq began

to receive new jets. She acquired l8 Vampires,14 Venoms and 15 Hunters,and
obtained 5 F-86 Sabres from the USA after it joined the Baghdad Pact. Thus in
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all 47 new jets were given to lraq, and some of them were superior to those
transferred to Iran during that period. Iraq also received about 175 tanks. About
ll0 of them were the new Centurians and 40 were M-24 Chaffee tanks trans-
ferred from the USA. Iraq had hardly any navy during that period. The British
naval presence in the Gulf (Bahrain base) provided the necessary support.

The situation altered radically after the 14 July 1958 coup d'€tat. The
monarchy was overthrown and the pro-Western policy abandoned. Iraq formally
withdrew from the Baghdad Pact on 24 March 1959. The RAF base at
Habbaniya was vacated. Non-alignment became the basis of the new foreign
policy, but close political, military and economic contacts were established with
the USSR. This phase was influenced by three main factors. The most important
of them was the personality of the new leader, Abdel Karim Qassem. His
ambition was to rival Gamal Abdel Nasser of Erypt, the main issue being Arab
unity. The Iraqi Baath Party supported the unity movement which was opposed
by the Communist Party of Iraq (CPI) and the Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP),
who felt that they would be submerged in the larger Arab union. Also,
President Nasser was not known for his support for Arab communists, and the
Iraqi Communist Party did not want to share the fate of communist parties in
Egypt and Syria.

This working alliance between Qassem, CPI and KDP brought Iraq closer to
the USSR, which was reflected in the transfer of Soviet arms to Iraq. The first
shipload arrived on 27 November 1958,s and this led to an exchange of military
personnel for training purposes. During this phase Iraq acquired from the Soviet
Union 25 bombers (10 Tu-16 and 15 ll-28), 63 MiGs including supersonic
MiG-I9s, about 400 tanks (125 T-34,25O T-54 and 25 JS-I[),200 APCs, three
submarine-chasers and l2 P-6 patrol-torpedo boats.

The change of regime in lraq reopened unresolved disputes between Iraq and
Iran. The new influx of Soviet arms and the militant and unpredictable mood of
Premier Qassem posed a serious threat to lran. By 1962 l:raq had obtained
26 bombers, 63 MiGs and 47 pre-1958 jets. By contrast Iran operated 75 F-84s
and 70 Canadian Sabres. In terms of armour Iraq had obtained 575 tanks and
200 APCs as compared to the 450 tanks of lran. The Iraqi Navy operated nm
boats able to seriously threaten the Iranian oil terminal and port at Abadan or
the passage of oil tankers n Shatt al-Arab, over which tlte controversy had
already begun. No wonder the Shah was anxious to acquire more arns from the
USA. But he was thwarted because of the arms-control mood of the Kennedv
administration.
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The third phase of the Iraqi arms acquisition programme was marked by the

deterioration ofSoviet-Iraqi relations. The trend had started during the period of
Premier Qassem when he broke off from the CPI and KDP. Relations reached

rock bottom after the February 1962 coup which brought the BaathParty and

General Bakr to power, when the new regime suppressed the communists and

the Kurds. There were also press attacks on the Soviet Union. Iraqi personnel

undergoing military training in the USSR were withdrawn and sent to uK.-New

arrns were ordered from the UK. The new change also led to the intensification

of Kurdish insurgency in June 1963, which had to be suppressed with the

help of the Iraqi armed forces. The Soviets objected to that. So aid was

suspended and technicians withdrawn.3s The situation improved slightly after

the November 1963 coup which brought into power another Baathi group

that was more friendly towards the USSR, with the result that Iraqi
Communists were allowed greater freedom. Also, a truce was ordered on the

Kurdish front. Arms continued to be ordered from the UK even though the

Soviet option was maintained.
During this phase Iraq acquired 47 Hunters, 20 Jet hovosts, 12 l+testland

lilessex helicopters and 100 Saracen APCs from Britain. Also, 12 MiG-21

fighters, eight An-12 medium transport planes, nine Mi-4 helicopters and some

arnour were obtained from the USSR. Though this was not much of an

addition it still kept Iraq better armed than Iran during that period. After 1966

Iraq turned more and more towards the USSR for arms. It also tried to search

for an alternative in France, and during 1967'68 lraq and France opened

negotiations about the supply of Mirage planes (about 54) in retum for
exploration and exploitation rights for Frech oil fields in the North

Rumailia oil fields. The deal had fallen through by 1968,3f but France

continued to supply other items to lraq especially after 1970.

The next major shift in Iraqi political and military policies came about

n 1966-67. Iraq had already begun to improve its relations with the soviet

Union, when the June 1967 War brought those countries closer. The July
1968 coup that ushered a radical Baathi group into power helped cement

the ties further. By 1969 the tension between Iraq and Iran had reached a

breaking point when Iran abrogated the 1937 treaty on the Shatt al-Arab.

Iraq was isolated not only in the Gulf but also in the Arab world. In May

L969 an Iraqi delegation visited the USSR, when probably more political

and military support was promised. Iraq also tried to patch up the Kurdish

question by agreeing to a fifteen.point formula for Kurdish autonomy. But

Iraq-USSR relations once again suffered a temporary setback because of the
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Iraqi rejection of US Secretary of State Rogers'Peace Plan ofJune 1970, which
had Soviet approval.

Iraq, because of its political isolation had no alternative but to once again go
back to the USSR. A l5-year treaty of friendship was signed on 9 Aprrtr 1972,
Article Eight of which stipulated that in case of the emergence of conditions
that threatened the peace of either of the two parties or posed a threat to
peace, the two sigratories would immediately coordinate their stands so as to
eliminate the danger and restore peace. Article Nine said that in the interests of
the security of the two countries, the two signatories should continue to develop
cooperation for consolidating the defence capabilities of each other. Iraq
acquired more Soviet arms after sigrring that treaty. A report based on
information from the US Department of Defense3? claimed that the USSR
transferred about 12 Tu-22 Blinder supersonic bombers to lraq, and it was
reported by Jane's Fighting Sftlps that under that treaty the Soviet fleet would
have access to the lraqi base of Umm al-Qasr.ra The October War was yet
another cementing factor. Not only were the Iraqi military losses made good
but additional weapons were transferred.

Between 1966-1973 Iraq was supposed to have received 12 Tu-22 bombers,
I I I MiG-2ls, 55 Su-7s, 45 helicopters, 42 SA-2 and 24 SA-3 SAMs, and about
145 tanks. Although Iraqi weapons and military capability were being used as a
justification for an increased sale of arms to Iran, by 1974 Iraq was far behind
Iran both in terms of the quantity and quality of its weapons. This disparity
bdcame all the more telling when one realised that Iraq was not only
'threatening' Iran but also was facing Israel (after the disengagement agree-
ments between Egypt and Israel) and simultaneously fighting a large-scale
antiinsurgency war in Kurdistan. The fragile truce arranged in 1970 had finally
broken down by December 1973, following abortive negotiations on the degree
of autonomy to be accorded the Iraqi Kurds.

The Iraqi arms policy in the post-October War period was influenced by its
continuing confrontation with lran, the Kurdish revolt and the desire to match
Israel. Of these the Israeli angle was the most important and probably the basic
factor in the Iraqi military buildup. Because, if lraq had been arming itself
against lran, the tempo should have slowed down after the detente in 1975,
which also put an end to the Kurdistr war. But one finds that the Iraqi arms
procurement policy became more active with the growing trend toward peace
between Egypt and Israel. This time Iraq was fully supported by the USSR
because, unlike the Rogers' proposals of 1970, the new peace plans excluded
Soviet participation. Thus one finds that lraq was encouraged to acquire more
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arms by the USSR and a $4 billion arms deal was reportedly signed

n 1976.e
Another important feature of the post-October period is the determined

effort made by Iraq to diversify its sources of arms supply. Iraq was not trying
to search for altematives because it still relied heavily upon the USSR, but she

did pick up the threads, left in 1966-67, to arrange for an arms'for'oil deal with
France. Iraq made two different kinds of arms deals with France. It some cases it
even paid cash for items that were immediately needed and which were not
expensive, for example in 1970 it had obtained 70 armoured cars from France

that were badly needed for the Kurdish War. Also after the October War it
placed orders for 160 French helicopters, some of which are armed with AS

lll12 znd possibly with Exocet air-to-surface missiles. In that case some of these

helicopters may be utilised in anti-ship roles also. Helicopters ordered were

5O Alouette IIIs, 60 Gazelles, 4O Pumas and ten Super Frelons. But Iraq was

also negotiating for more sophisticated weapons hke Mirage F-ls, Jaguars,

Howks (armed trainer), AMX-30 tanks, patrol boats, etc. It is still not certain

whether this deal will go through or whether Iraq would be satisfied with the

new arns that it had ordered from the USSR in 1975'76.
Since 1974, Iraq has received from the USSR about 80 Mig-23, 30 Su-20,

10 AN 12124 transport planes, about 390 tanks, l52mm self-propelled guns,

ZSU-234 and ZSU-57-2 self-propelled antiaircraft tanks, 5.4-6 self'propelled

SAMs, SA-7 man-portable SAMs and FROG-7 and Scud SSM (land) missiles.

Iraq has also strengthened its navy considerably. It has obtained about 12'14

OSA I/II boats armed with Sryx SSMs, five mine-sweepers and four landing

craft (LCTPolnocny-class).According to Jane's Fighting Sftlps, Iraq and the

USSR sigrred a treaty in August 1976 which has been kept secret. It is reported

that, from the naval point of view, it included provision for the Soviet

'occupation' of Umm al-Qsar in retum for the provision of ten missile frigates

to Iraq.4 The report speculated whether they would be similar to the

Nanuchka-type that were transferred to India recently.
By the first half ot the 1980s Iraq should have received the Soviet arms

ordered n 1976 under the $4 billion deal. These are modern sophisticated

weapons like MiG-23, Su-20, Mi-24 assault helicopters, FROG and Scad

SSM (land) T-62164 tank, 152mm SP guns, 3A-617 SAMs etc. These weapons,

combined with the functional equipment acquired earlier, would make Iraq

a strong military power in the region, especially since Iran will take some time

to recover from the disruptions caused to its armed forces by the 1979

revolution. Even if the primary focus of the Iraqi arms buildup remains Israel,
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a power preparing to take on Israel would have developed strength sufficient to
frighten the small states like Kuwait in the Gulf region.

o Saudi Arabia

Unlike lraq or even lran, saudi Arabia's military programme has depended
totally upon western support. saudi Arabia had very close contacts with the
USA as early as the thirties, when the American oil company (ARAMCO) began
to exploit Saudi oil resources. During world war II an American mission arived
in Saudi Arabia to determine suitable Saudi military equipment and training.ar
The first US military training mission arrived in April 1944, and in l946,Dahran
airfield was completed. on 18 June 1951, the Dahran air base agreement and
Mutual Defense Assistance Agreementwere signed between the two countries,
and on 27 June 1953, the two countries signed an agreement to establistr a US
military mission. The Saudis purchased the first of the uS tanks in August 1955
and subsequently rejected a Soviet arms offer.a2 Despite overt saudi opposition
to the Eisenhower Doctrine of January 1957 the Dahran air base agreement was
renewed for five years in exchange for continued US military assistance.
Americans began training the Saudi Air Force and the first F-86 saDre jets were
transferred to Saudi Arabia n 1957.

During that period the Saudis had also approached Britain and Egypt for
assistance in their military development. The British advisory group arrived in
1947 to train Saudi military forces (probably the para-military White Army) on
the pattern of the Arab Legion of Jordan.a3 Some Saudi officers were even sent
to Sandhurst for training. one possible reason for this shift from the usA to the
uK was the support given by the usA to the creation of Israel. But the power
of ARAIt{co was great. Also, despite the fact that saudi Arabia was rich in oil,
it was so poor that in 1950 it had to obtain a $l5-million loan from the
Export'Import Bank. Subsequently, the Americans eased the British out. one
reason for SaudiBritish differences was the dispute about the Buraimi oasis
between Saudi Arabia and oman and Abu Dhabi. in which the British were
supporting the sheikhdoms. In 1952 Saudi troops seized the oasis but they were
expelled in 1955 by the British. The British were also close to the Hashimite
rulers of Jordan and Iraq who were the traditional enemies of the saudis. It was
this combination of events that gave the Egyptians an opportunity to intervene
in Saudi Arabia. Between 1955 and 1958 the Americans had to compete with an
Egyptian military mission, and in 1957 four Vampire jets were given by Egypt
to Saudi Arabia.
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Related to the tensions over the Buraimi oasis Saudi Arabia obtained nine

B-26 Invader light bombers between 1955 and 1956. Twelve Sabre jets and ten

Lockheed T-34A trainers were given by the USA under the military aid

progrurmme (MAP) between 1957-58. During the same period, saudi Arabia also

received 30 Staghound and Greyhound armo:ured cars, 58 M4l lilalker Bulldog,

15 M-24 Chaffee and 55 M47 Patton tanks. Saudi Arabia had no navy at all at

that time.
The Arabian peninsula was fairly quiet until the Yemeni coup d"etat of 1962

and the civil war that followed it. The Saudis probably worried about the

American attitude during the Kennedy administration when the USA promptly

recognised the new republican regime in Yemen which was supported by Egypt

and the ussR. Also the Americans had not renewed the Dahran air base

agreement which expire d n 1962. Saudi Arabia was directly involved in the

Yemeni civil war, not only by supporting the royalists in Yemen but by
permitting them to establish bases in saudi territory, some of which came under

the Egyptian air attack in 1963. It was the first time saudi territory had

become vulnerable to outside attack. To top it off, some of the Saudi Arabian

pilots who were trained by the Americans defected to Egypt, with the result that

for some time the Saudi Air Force was virtually grounded.a

It was during those crucial days of 1964 that Faisal, who had been active in

Saudi politics since 1958, formally took over from King Saud. His policy was

based on two major factors. First he wanted to strengthen the National Guard

(as the White Army was called after 1963) to ensure regime security against an

attempted coup, and second, he wanted to indirectly involve Britain and the

usA in the defence of Saudi territory. British help was again sought to
modemise the National Guard. The British-Hashimite link had been broken after

the Iraqi coup of 1958. Also, Britistr policy during the 1961 Kuwaiti crisis, its

presence in Aden, and its anti'insurgency capability in Oman and the

sheikhdoms dove-tailed with the Saudi planning. The British advisory mission

to train the National Guard arrived in 1963 and some Vigilant ATGWs were

acquired to strengthen the armoured force.
Attention was also given to the task of establishing an integrated air defence

network composed of sophisticated radar, sAM and supersonic interceptors.

Despite the immediate danger, negotiations dragged on for about two years.

Several aircraft like F-5s, F-104s, Mirage IIIs and Lightnings were evaluated.

Finally an Anglo-American package was agreed to by the end of 1965'

Besides the HAWK SAMs, it included 40 Lightnw and 25 Jet hovost aircraft.

The Electrical Industries provided a sophisticated radar network. The Airwork
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Services Ltd. provided the personnel, and pilots, mainly 'retired' RAF officers,
were hired by that firm to teach the Saudis. 'But it is an open secret in Jeddah
that they also have a combat contract with the Saudi government, just in case'.as
The while deal was for about $450 million. About 1,000 British and 800 US
nationals were participating in it.

Since the full operation of this sophisticated air-defence network was to take
time, an ad hoc arrangement was made to project an immediate response called

'operation Magic Carpet'. It was set up in mid-1966 and consisted of six

second-hand Hunters, five ex-RAF Lightnings, 37 ex-Army refurbished
Thunderbird SAMs and radars. The planes were flown by ex-RAF pilots
recruited by Airwork Services Ltd., operating patrols along the Yemeni
borders. It is not clear that Operation Magic Carpet was really essential,
because it followed the Jeddah Agreement of 24 August 1965 under which
the Eryptian forces were to be withdrawn from Yemen. The withdrawal had

already commenced by February 1966,long before the new operation was set

up.
The June 1967 Arab-Israeli War and the British and American support to

Israel once again dampened the Saudi relationship with these two states. The
Saudis began to search for alternative sources of support and opted for France

and Pakistan. In 1968, Saudi Arabia chose French armoured cars, Panhard

AML 60/90, over British Saladins and ordered French helicopters. The training
and maintenance was entrusted to Pakistanis who had been involved in that
programme since 1967. Even the British pilots were replaced by Pakistani
pilots.a6 But the ties with the USA could not be snapped that easily. After the
British decision to withdraw from the Gulf and Aden, the Saudis became more
and more dependent upon the USA for their military programme.

During this period, the Saudi Arabian armed forces were strengthened with
the addition of 38 F-52/53 Lightnings, eight Hunters, eight Sabres, and 28
BAC-167 Strikemaster aircraft, which were integrated with the newly con-
structed radar network and air bases. The Lightnings were armed with Firestreak
and Red Top AAMs. The Thunderbld SAMs were replaced by the HAWKs by
1968. Besides, Saudi Arabia received l l C-130 transport planes,40 AB 2051206
and six Alouette III helicopters. The Saudi armoured force was strengthened
with the addition of 220 Panhard AML 60/90 armoured cars and Vigilant
ATGWs. There was no navy worthy of the name although the Saudis had placed
orders with Britain for a large number of patrol craft and small hovercraft for
their new Coastguard. Some 600 Saudi nationals were reportedly sent to
Pakistan for naval training.aT
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The British withdrawal from the Gulf provided yet another burst to Saudi

military activities, especially since it coincided with other developments like the

energy crisis, the emergence of radical regimes in South Yemen, insurgency in
Oman, the Soviet presence in the Indian Ocean especially in the Bab al'Mandeb

region, and in lraq, the potential danger from Israel in the Red Sea, and the

fast-growing power of Iran. The aggressive foreign and military policy of the

Shah in the Gulf, his claims over Bahrain and lran's occupation of three islands

in the Gulf in l97l did not inspire confidence in a friendly and peaceful policy

in the future. Saudi Arabia, therefore, decided to enhance its military capability

not simply by acquiring more weapons but by renovating and strengthening

the military infrastructure itself. It approached the USA, with which it had

developed close contacts during the reign of King Faisal, for the modemisation

of the National Guard, almoured force, navy, air force and the general

infrastructure as a whole. The USA offered Saudi Arabia its full cooperation.

It must be noted that these developments took place long before the October

War and the oil price-rise. In fact, US-Saudi military cooperation before October

1973had continued despite tJre occasional Saudi threat to use oil as apolitical
weapon against the West in the Arab-Israel dispute.

The Saudi request for the modernisation of its National Guard was received

in September 1971. An agreement to that effect was sigred in April 1973.

As early as 1968, the USA had conducted a survey of the requirements for
Saudi Arabia's naval expansion. An agreement for the same was reached in
February 1972.4 The USA agreed to provide the ships, to construct naval

installations and also to undertake the training programme. The ten'year
progmmme was expected to cost $500 million at that time.ae

Saudi Arabia also requested the USA to help modernise its air force, so the

USA agreed to transfer F-5 B planes as early as 1971. In May 1973 it also

offered, in principle, to sell the F4 Phantoms to Saudi Arabia.so Joseph

Sisco, Under-Secretary of State, in his statement before Congress, said on

6 June 1973 that Saudi Arabia needed that type of plane as a follow-on
for tlre Lightnings and also as a counter-weight to the MiGs of South Yemen

and Iraq. He added that the lead time for the delivery of F'4s was two years and

warned that if the USA did not offer the F-4 the Saudis might go to France for
the Mirage.sr There were reports in March 1973 tJlrat South Yemeni MiGs had

attacked some Saudi border out-posts. The Saudis did in fact go to France for
the replacement of the Lightnings. It was reported that the Mirage deal (about

33 to 38 aircraft) was practically finalised during the visit of Robert Galley, the

French Defence Minister, to Saudi Arabia in mid-September.s2 The Mirages wete
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obtained in 1973-74, and it was subsequently announced in Congress that the
Saudis did not respond to the F4 offer.s3 The Saudis also entered into a $630
million contract with the UK under which the British provided the infrastructure,
training, spares and maintenance to keep the air defence system operational.sa

Since this was a period of transition between reliance on France and Britain
and on the USA, Saudi Arabia did not acquire large numbers of arms. It
obtained only 20 F-5 B (USA),ten Strikemasters,3O AMX-30 (France), eight
hovercraft and 50 small patrol craft (UK) for the Coastguard. It was also an

interesting example of diversification of military sources,
The events of October 1973 affected Saudi policy in many ways. Suddenly,

its oil power was recognised and used by the USA as a powerful force in the
Arab world. Saudi Arabia became the linch-pin of Kissinger's diplomacy,
whether it be about the oil crisis or the Arab-Israeli settlement. and continued
to play that role during the Carter administration. Saudi-American common
interests led to further cooperation between the two countries in the political,
economic and military fields. Some writers even named Saudi Arabia as one
of the three surrogates of the USA in the Middle East, the two others being
Iran and Israel,ss even suggesting that under the Carter administration, Saudi
Arabia was increasingly replacing Iran as the US linch-pin in the Gulf.56

Undoubtedly, Saudi Arabia had directly or indrectly supported US policies.
Not only had it played a moderating role in OPEC but had increased its oil
production to meet the growing oil demands of the West. This was especially
true when Iranian oil production suffered a set-back during and after the
revolution. Saudi Arabia had also financially helped Egypt, Sudan, Somalia
and North Yemen to follow a policy that had ultimately harmed Soviet
interests in the region. It even supported Zaire against Angola. It not only
helped Mobutu financially but also aided Morocco so that it could dispatch
its troops to Zure. In the Gulf, it had gradually assumed the role of guardian
over the smaller sheikhdoms.sT

This growing Saudi-American cooperation was also reflected in the
military field. The two countries signed wide-ranging economic and military
agreements on 9 June 1974. Two joint commissions were established. The
military commission was entrusted with the task of reviewing the programmes
already under way for modernising the Saudi Arabian armed forces in the light
of that country's defence requirements, especially as they related to training.
In that prograrnme the US defence industry, especially the aerospace companies,
were supposed to play an important role 'with the encouragement or
acquiescence of the US military'.s8 The survey report of 1974 offered 100
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suggestions, including a reduction in overall strength but with an increase in

effectiveness through greater mobility and fire-power.se In April 1974, the

Raytheon Company was ganted a $2O0-million contract for the modem'

isation of Saudi Arabia's air defence missile system. There was also a plan to

build a new air-defence network which would supplement the one created

earlier with British help to safeguard air intrusion from the Yemeni side.

But this cooperation also imposed its own constraints on saudi Arabia's

military development. It was reported that the USA used pressure to block

plans to develop one more armoured brigade and to stop the purchase of
anti-aircraft guns of European origin.oo

During this period Saudi Arabia committed a large sum to its military
programme. It was reported that by 1976 Saudi Arabia had ordered $9.4

billion worth of military support. Of that amount 58 per cent was allocated

for construction, 23 per cent for training and other purpos€s and only about

2O per cent was for military hardware.6r It had spent $537 million on arms

between 1964 and 1973.62 If the previous ratio of money spent on military
hardware and on other supporting expenditure is applied, then Saudi Arabia

would have spent approximately $l billion on military developments before

1974. On this basis Saudi Arabia has probably ear'marked about $8 to $8.5

billion for the military modemisation programme since 1974; a large sum

by any standard.

since 1974, Saudi Arabia has ordered and partly acquired large quantities

of very sophisticated weapons. Orders were placed for ll0 F-5E liger IIs,

38 Mirage Vs (probably for Egypt), 38 Mirage III E/Ds, 48 Mirage F'ls,
2l BAC-167 Strikemasters and one squadron of F'15 planes. Some of these

were to be armed with sidewinder md Matra R.550 Magic ur-to-air missiles,

Mneick air-to-surface missiles and smart bombs. Seven C-130 air-tankers for
in-flight refuelling for F-5 and F-15 planes were ordered, and saudi Arabia

plans to acquire 4OO Sea Cobra hehcopters armed with TOW anti-tank missiles.

200 of them were reported to have been deliveredby 1977-78 and the rest

were expected to be delivered by l979.It has also ordered 34 Alouette lll
(probably armed with AS llll2 ASMs). Its transport fleet would be

strengthened by 18 more C-130 planes. Orders have also been made for
300 New HAWK SAMs for air defence.

The Saudi Arabian armoured force will acquire 250 M'60 and 250 Scorpian

tanks. Negotiations were under way for 200 AMX-30 tanks, some of which

might be used to carry six Crotale SAMs. Besides, it had ordered 500 AMX'10

MICVs, and 100 Foxes, and 250 M-I13 APCs, alongwith some self'propelled
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Vulcan anti-aircraft guns. Its artillery would acquire 350 105mm howitzers.
It also planned to acquire 2000 each of SS-l I and Harpon, 1000 TOW, 400
Dragon and some Roland ATGWs (anti-tank guided weapons), a total of more
than 5400 anti-tank missiles.

The Saudi naval programme, which started with an outlay of $500 million in
1972-73, has now increased to $l billion.63 There are reports that it might
acquire four to six DD-963 spruance+lass destroyers. The naval vessels ordered
thus far include six corvettes (armed with SSMs), eight PGM boats (armed with
HarpoonssMs) and iine Tacoma patrol boats for which ll7 Harpoon missiles
have been ordered. Besides, it will receive eight patrol boats, four coastal mine-
sweepers, four landing craft (tank) and three training strips. Since 1974 the
Karachi dockyard has been building eight ships for the saudi navy at a cost of
$145 million.

These arms are expected to be integrated into Saudi defences during the
eighties. By that time Saudi Arabia will have a reasonably strong air force with
a good range due to air-refuelling facilities. It would be equipped with 48 Mirage
F-ls, 34 Mirage IIIs and one squadron of F-l5s for the fighter-interceptor role
and ll0 F-5Es for a ground-support role in which the Muverick and smart
bombs would increase their efficiency. 400 sea cobras would add substantially
to that fire-power. The saudi army is planned to be small, with two armoured
brigades, and additional armour to strengthen the National Guard. ATGWs
will add to their fire-power.The mobility and fire-power of these units will be
complemented by that of tlre air force.

Saudi Arabia has had some experience of managing the air foce and the
armoured units, but it is starting an ambitious naval progrirmme without
sufficient background. Despite a rigorous training programme this large naval
force will suffer from lack of adequate personnel. At one time there were plans
to draw heavily on Egyptian personnela but that seems to be unlikely now
because of the Saudi-Egyptian differences over the Egypt-Israeli peace treary.
There seems little doubt that such a massive military programme as that of
Saudi Arabia cannot be carried out without sustained support from foreign
nationals.

o Kuwait

Kuwait was a British protectorate under the 1899 agreement until 196l
when it was granted independence. However, under the June 196l agreement,
Britain undertook to assist Kuwait militarily if its government requested such
assistance. In July 196l Kuwait invoked that agreement. It complained of Iraqi
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troop movements in the region of Basra and requested the presence of British
troops, which were rushed there and then subsequently replaced by an Arab
force.

The Kuwaiti force of 600 in 1954 had grown to 2,500 by 1961, when it
was spending $5 million on defence. But after independence the Kuwaiti armed

forcesexpanded rapidly. The potential danger from Iraq was one reason for it,
but another equally important reason was the need to build up the army to
support the ruling Sabah dynasty. The population of Kuwait, which was only
10,000 n 1945, grew to 450,000 by 1965. The increase was mostly due to
immigration generally from other parts of the Arab world including Palestine.

Their presence as well as a newly emerging middle class posed a serious threat to
absolute powers of the Sabah clan. The almy was therefore created to ensure the

regime's security. It is the best paid army in the Arab world and the lavislt

equipment provided for the army helps to secure its loyalty, and acts as a

symbol of sovereignty.G Military service in Kuwait is voluntary, and the criteria
for permanent employment is good behaviour and loyalty to the emirate. The

commanding officers are Sandhurst-trained Sabahs.

The modernisation programme of the Kuwaiti armed forces has depended

mainly on British support. The foundation of its air force was laid in 1961 when
six Hunting Provost armed trainers were transferred. Six Hunters (plus four
trainer versions) were transferred after 1964, and 12 Lightnings, supersonic

interceptors, and two trainers, all armed with Firestreak and Red Top AAMs,

were added after 1968. They were followed by 12 BAC-167 Strikemaster
COIN planes in 1969. The Kuwaiti armoured force consisted of 50 Centurian
and 50 Vickers 37-ton tanks, 90 Saladin armoured cars, 15 Ferrel scout cars

and 15 Saracen APCs. Vigilant ATGWs were also acquired. Although Kuwait
did not have a navy it had 13 small patrol craft and three landing craft (for
looking after off-shore oil rigs) which were operated by the coastguard.

Between 1963 and l972Kuwut purchased military hardware worth $63 million,
mostly from Britain.6

Before Kuwait could fully assimilate the weapons that it had acquired, the

turn of events following the British decision to withdraw from the Gulf provided

further impetus for the modemisation of the Kuwaiti armed forces. Notice was

given by Britain on 13 May 1968 to terminate the 1961 treaty. Since Britain
was leaving tlre region, Kuwait had no option but to approach the only other

major Westem power that had an interest in the Gulf, the USA, which responded

favourably to these overtures. Kuwait was made eligible on 17 January l97l
for sales under the US Foreign Military Sales Act. The same year, Kuwait
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formally asked the USA to send a military team to study its defence require-

ments. The team visited Kuwait in February 1972, indicating in its report the
need for improved ground/air and ground defences and an enhanced coastguard
(not naval) capability.

A renewed lraqi threat in March 1973 also affected Kuwaiti military policy.
Iraqi troops had occupied a part of the disputed territory but were obliged

to withdraw quickly in the face of general Arab disapproval. This led to greater

US-Kuwaiti military cooperation. An American military team visited Kuwait in
April 1973 to discuss a military programme based on the 1972 survey.6? The
Kuwaiti Parliament authorised $1.4 billion for modernising the armed forces,6
with the money to be spread over a seven-year period. It should be noted that
these developments preceded the October War and the rise in the oil price. It is

probable that the total outlay for defence modernisation would have increased

subsequently because of the surplus of petro-dollars.

Joseph Sisco, in his statement before Congress on 6 June 1973, supported
the US policy towards Kuwait. He said that the US willingness to help
Kuwait with its military defences was based on the desire to discourage
politicd pressure or an actual military threat from Iraq in order that US

economic interests in Kuwait could be protected, and to assure Kuwait's
continued ability to remain a major world oil supplier.6e

There were reports in May 1973 that Kuwait would order military equipment
worth $500 million from the USA. The items to be ordered included 160 M-60
tanks, 32 F€ planes, 150 I-HAWK SAMs, 1800 TOW ATGWs and helicopters.To
According to James H. Noyes, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, the
delivery of that package was to be stretched at least for a seven-year period and

half of it would be for construction and other non-hardware items.Tr Supply
of F4 planes to Kuwait was also discussed at that time. Sisco, in his statement

on 6 June 1973, said that in early May 1973,in response to Kuwait's request,
the USA demonstrated the F-8 H and K Navy C?usaders. Since the F-8 was a

used aircraft it could be made available in six months. but it would be

effective for only three or four more years. Hence, the Kuwaitis also asked

about a follow-on aircraft such as the F4. Sisco said, 'We have not made any
specific response to the Kuwaitis' request for F4s. This matter remains under
active consideration in the US Govemment'.z He indicated very clearly that in
contrast to Saudi Arabia, where the USA had indicated a clear 'Yes' in principle,
the Kuwaiti request was only under active consideration. Finally, Kuwait
got neither the F-8 nor F4 but had to be satisfied with an A4 and Mirage

combination.
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Because of the strong constraints on the transfer of US arms, the Kuwaitis
began searching for alternative sources. France had offered to supply arrns as

early as January 1969 when the French Defence Minister, Pierre Messmer, visited

Kuwait and a new boost to the French arms sales policy was given during the

visit of Foreign Minister Jobert in January 1974. Mirage and helicopter deals

were reportedly finalised at that time. The Defence Minister of Kuwait was

reported to have stated that the agreement had been concluded on a

government-to-govemment basis with no restrictions whatsoever on Kuwait's
right to use the planes as it deemed fi1.73

Plans for the modernisation of the Kuwaiti armed forces matured by 1973'74

and weapons were ordered accordingly. Kuwait placed orders for 20 F-l planes

(with Matra Super 53Ol55O Magic AAM) and 36 A4 (with Sidewinder AAM).
L8 Jagrarc were also reportedly ordered n 1977 as well as 3O Gazelle and

Puma hebcopters armed with HOT anti-tank missiles. There were plans to
acquire about 240 I-HAWK SAMs to guard, among other things, two new

airbases built by the Yugoslavs. The Kuwaiti armour was to be strengthened by
the addition of 165 Chieftan tanks. There were also reports that Kuwait might
order Clotale SAMs mounted on AMX-30 chassis. 1200 SS-l llHarpon and about
1800 TOW ATGWs were to be ordered, to be mounted on armoured cars and

Land Rovers. The Kuwaiti navy was to be strengthened with the addition of
Vosper fast patrol boats reportedly armed with I'xocer SSMs.

Thus, after the Kuwaiti arms modernisation programme was completed in
the eighties, Kuwait would have a strong air force of 18 F-ls, 18 Jagtars md
30 A4s, and 40 HOT-armed helicopters. Its armour would consist of 265 tanks,

90 armoured cars, Crotale self-propelled SAMs and 3000 ATGWs. HAWK
would provide air cover over a large section of vital oil and military installations.
The Kuwaiti Navy too would graduate from its earlier coastguard role and

would have an effective anti-ship capability in the Gulf. However, major

complications could arise because of two factors. First, Kuwait, in its search

for more options, has diversified tlte sources of its arms supply and is acquiring
assorted types of the same weapon system. It will operate at least three types

of front-line aircraft, two types of helicopters, three types of ATGWs and three

types of tanks, posing problems of servicing and maintenance. Second, when

Kuwait tries to absorb these new weapon systems it will need many more

trained personnel for its infrastructure. In other words, the composition of the

Kuwaiti armed forces would change from an army dominated by figlrting-men
to one dominated by technical personnel. If the Iranian revolution is any guide,

such a combination helps to destabilise the regime rather than ensure its safety.
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o The United Arab Emirates

The UAE is composed of seven small states dotted along the southern part of
the Arab littoral of the Persian Gulf. Important among them were Abu Dhabi,
Dubai, Sharjah and Ras al-Khaima; Ajman, Fujairah and Umm al-Quwain are

the others. Besides these seven, there are two other small sheikhdoms in the
region; Qatar and Bahrain. When the British decided to withdraw, these small

sheikhdoms of the Trucial Coast were given their independence. Initially there

was a plan to federate all nine of them into one state but it proved abortive.
Bahrain became independent, despite Iranian claims, following a mediation by
the Secretary-General of the UN. Qatar also opted for independence. The
remaining seven states decided to federate under the name of the United
Arab Emirates.

The heads of these sheikhdoms were most reluctant to give up whatever

little autonomy they enjoyed under the British Protectorate, and this was

reflected in military matters. Each of these sheikhs retained his small force
to protect himself during tribal feuds and for regime security. These small
units, sometimes as small as the 250-300 men of Ras al-Khaima and Sharjah,
remained under the control of the Sheikhs while a small Union Defence

Force was being formed. It grew in strength from 1600 n 1972 to 3500 in
1975. lL was stronger than the armed forces of the sheikhdoms, except that
of Abu-Dhabi which had grown from 7000 n 1972 to 10,000 in 1975.
This state of affairs, however, ended in May 1976 when the Union Defence
Force and the armed forces of Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Ras al-Khaima and Sharjah
were formally merged.

During the days of the British Protectorate Britain set up the Trucial Oman

Scouts n 1952. It was a 1,600-strong force, with British officers, based at

Sharjah. In 1966, Britain had planned to establish a big base in Sharjah as an

altemative to the Aden base which had to be evacuated by 1968, but that
plan was shelved following the decision to withdraw from the Gulf. The
British thinking, however, seems to have influenced the recommendations of
the Willoughby Report about the future development of the armed forces of
the sheikhdoms. They were to be patterned more or less on the Trucial Omut
Scouts, but with better weapons. The revolt in Oman also seems to have
influenced the evolution of the armed forces in the UAE and Qatar.

The armed forces of the UAE, both the Union Defence Force and those of
the sheikhdoms, have grown rapidly since the British withdrawal. Abu Dhabi
was the largest of the sheikhdoms;its oil resources and the powerful personality
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of the Sheikh Zaid helped to project it as the dominant partner in the UAE.

Dubai did try and still continues to match Abu Dhabi, but the social, economic

and political resources of the two states are complementary rather than com'
petitive, and an understanding has probably been reached on that level. The

other streikhdoms were too small and economically weak to compete with
these two.

The British continued to dominate military development in the UAE even

after its independence, in policy planning, weapons, trainhg and even officers.
Even today (1978-79) the naval chief of the UAE is British, Commander G.A.
St. G. Poole. This absolute dominance was dented after 1972'73 when France,

the USA and Italy began to compete for the arms trade with the UAE. The

UAE and also Bahrain and Qatar became eligible for US Foreigr Military
Sales in January 1973.74 Between 1969 and 1973 the UAE purchased military
equipment worth $27 million: $10 million from the UK, $9 million fromWest
Germany, $7 million from France and $l million from other sources.?s This
was the result of the diversification policy pursued by the new govemment.

Of this, $17.5 million worth of equipment was acquired n 1972-73 alone. The

new oil money, because of the price-rise of 1973, further boosted the UAE's

capacity to purchase more arrns.

After 1973, the UAE acquired 2O Mirage IIIs and 18 Mirage Vs. These were

in addition to 14 Mirage Vs and 14 Hunters acquired earlier. Dubai also ordered

about ten MB-326 armed trainers from Italy. Two C-130 American transport
planes, several small British STOL planes, and ltalian and French helicopters

TABLE 5

Armed Forces of the UAE (in, 000)
Source: Military Balance; 1972-73, p.36; 1973-74, p.38; 1975-76, p.40.

1972 1973 1974 1975

Union Defence Force
Abu Dhabi
Dubai
Ras al-Khaima

Shariah

l,600 1,600
7,000 8,000
1,000 1,000

1,600
8,850
1,000

300

3,500
10,000

1,500

300250 300
2s0 2s0 250 250

TOTAL 9,850 I 1,150 I1,950 15,550
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armed with anti-tank missiles were ordered. In the field of armour, Scorpian
light tanl$ were acquired from Britain and about 50 Saladin armoured cars were
transferred from Jordan. SS-l I and Harpon ATGWs were also added. The UAE
Navy, however, continued to be a coastal navy operating small patrol boats.

Table 5 shows the rapid growth of the UAE's armed forces. After 1976, when
the armed forces of different sheikhdoms merged with the Union Defence Force,
the total went up to 2IAOO and by 1978 had reached the figure of almost
26,000. This is rather a high percentage for a population of about 875,000. The
quality of the weapon systems has also kept pace with the numbers. The UAE
had no air wing before independencewhichcameinto force in December 1971.
The air force was established with two small STOL planes and two helicopters,
which were maintained by the Airways Services Ltd. which also looked after the
Saudi Air Force. In 1970 Abu Dhabi acquired 12 refurbished Hunters wtich
were flown by ex-RAF pilots as well as pilots seconded from the Pakistan Air
Force.76 ln 1972 orders were placed for Mirages, which were acquired in
1973-74 and were maintained with the help of the Pakistanis. More orders for
Mirage IIIs and Vs were placed n 1974 and 1976. The Union Defence Force and
Dubai acquired Scorpian light tanks n 1975-76, morc Sahdin armoured cars
were acquired from Jordan, and the armoured force was strengthened by the
addition of ATGWs which were mounted on Jeeps and Land Rovers. The Navy
continued to be neglected until recently but there were reports that four
Jaguar+lass fast patrol boats have been ordered. They might even be equipped
with SSMs. The UAE has also graduated into the missile stage and operates
R. 550 Magic AANI, Rapier (with Blindfire radar) SAM, ASll/12 ASM, and
SS-ll Harpon, and Vigilant ATGWs. There were also reports that the UAE
might seek the French Ootale SAM mounted on AMX-30 chassis. The UAE
has not been able to absorb these weapon systems as yet and has to rely to a

large extent upon foreign nationals.

o Qatar

The Qatar peninsula dominates the Persian Gulf, but because of its small
population (205,000), it is unable to play a major role in Gulf politics. It has
no major dispute with any regional power except with Bahrain which claims
a part of Qatari territory. Since Bahrain itselfismilitarilyaweak power, Qatar
has no immediate need to build a strong defence force. Its military prepared-
ness has been geared more to anti-insurgency operations which also gives it a
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limited capability to resist attacks from the narrow strip of land separating

Qatar from Abu Dhabi and Saudi Arabia. But even that capability is limited
because of the lack of any substantial air power.

Qatar's armed forces have depended until recently on British military
equipment, although now there is a trend to diversify sources of supply. Recently

Qatar has acquired 20 armoured cars from Brazil and France and has ordered 3l
Mirage F-l planes from France.

Qatar's armed forces have grown from 1800 n 1972 to 4000 in 1978. For a

long time it continued to operate with only 3O Saladin armoured carc, ten Ferret
scout cars, and about eiS:t Saracen APCs. Its artillery comprised four World
War II 25Jb guns and a few 8lmm mortars. It has, however, recently acquired

12 AMX-30 medium tanks and 20 Caseovel armoured cars from Brazil which
have been fitted with 90mm guns and infra-red (IR) night-fighting equipment
in France. Qatar operates a small navy which has grown from four patrol boats

in 1972 to six large patrol boats and 3l patrol craft in 1978. It has also acquired
I I helicopters of different types. Qatar's military capability, despite the addition
of these new weapons, is still limited. The addition of 3l Mirage F-l planes

would, however, help to enhance its limited ground/air and sea/air capability.

o Bahrain

Bahrain has been protected by Saudi Arabia's proximity, and earlier by the

British, and now the American military presence, from any foreigrr threat. Under
pressure of Arab nationalism, the USA was asked to leave its naval base after the

October 1973 War but the order was never carried out. Bahrain is a thriving
commerical place but without great oil resources of its own. Its population
(345,000), large by the standards of Gulf Sheikhdoms, is not only more
politically articulate but is also composed of several nationalities. Thus, as

Bahrain's security problems are primarily influenced by considerations of
regime security rather than by national defence per se its armed forces are

tailored to meet that requirement.
Bahrain does not have a navy or an air force. Its army is more of a para-

military force than a conventional army. Though its strength grew from I100 in
1927 to 2300 in 1978 its weapons remained the same. Bahrain continues to
operate eight Saladins, eight Ferrets, six l20mm RCL and six 81mm mortars.
Two Scout helicopters are operated by the police. Also, about 20 launches are

under the control of the coastguard. In 1972, Bahrain requested the USA to
conduct a coastal security survey. The report was submitted in February 1973,t't
but it does not seem to have led to any visible addition to the naval strength of
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the country. Bahrain also became eligible for the US Foreign Military Sales in
January 1973 but no major arms transfers have been reported except for a few
TOW ATGWs.

o Oman

Oman's defence was historically a British responsibility, and in 1958 an
agreement was signed which permitted Britain to continue to use the bases at
Masirah and Salila. Britain also seconded a small number of officers to the
sultanate. After 1968, the insurgency movement in Dhofar became more active
because of its assured support base in South Yemen and because of active
support from China and the USSR. This led to an increased British presence in
Oman, facilitated by a palace coup in July 1970. The old sultan was ousted and
his young, Sandhurst-trained son, Qaboos, became the new sultan. Under the
new regime, Oman drew closer to other Gulf states, especially Iran.

Like other sheikhdoms, Oman also came closer to the USA, and was made
eligible for the US Foreign Military Sales in January 1973. Oman did show
interest in such American military equipments as armoured cars, artillery,
grenade launchers, communication equipment and mines, all basically anti-
insurgency weapons. But no major sale of American equipment was contem-
plated. Oman did buy a few TOW ATGWs and about five Bell2O5helicopters
from the USA, but the bulk of its arms came from Europe. Between 1969-73
Oman obtained arms worth $33.5 million, with the UK accounting for $20
million.zs Arms transfers to Oman, however, showed a sharp upward curve
after 1973 when it placed orders for Jaguar aircraft, Rapier SAMs, Scorpian
light tanks and several sophisticated naval vessels. During that period armoured
cars were also transferred to oman from Abu Dhabi and Jordan ard Hunter
ground-attack planes from Jordan.

The air force was founded in 1959 with four piston-engine d, Hunting hovosts,
maintained by Airwork Services.Te Subsequently four more were acquired as
replacements. Saladins and Fenets formed the backbone of the army. By 1969
oman ordered 12 BAC-167 stikemasrers. By the beginning of the seventies
Oman's army arnounted to 4,000 troops. It did not have a great deal of oil
money, so despite the seriousness of the Dhofar insurgency, anti-insurgency
operations in Oman were run on a shoestring until 1973-74 when rich oil
nations like lran, Saudi Arabia and Abu Dhabi began to take an active interest.
Iran sent about 1500 troops supported with artillery, helicopters, and even
aircraft, and Abu Dhabi and Jordan supplied armoured cars and aircraft. After
October 1973 even Oman could afford to fieht its Dhofar war with some
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lavishness. More troops were recruited locally and from other countries,
especially Baluchis from Pakistan. More trained personnel were hired from
Britain, Jordan and Pakistan. Finally, by 1975, these combined efforts pushed
the guerrillas to the frontiers of South Yemen. Since then Oman has succeeded

in keeping them there.

Oil money and the possible threat of intervention from South Yemen (the
Cuban presence there was especially quoted in that context) gradually began to
change the character of Omani arms purchases after 1974. Instead of acquiring
primarily weapons especially effective in anti-insurgency operations, Oman
began to acquire weapons more suited to conventional warfare.

Between 1969-73 Oman acquired 12 BAC-167 Strikemaster COIN aircraft,
27 transport aircraft, 20 of them being STOL like Beaver, Caribou andShort
Skyvan and 19 helicopters (seven of them being gifts from lran and Saudi
Arabia). Old light arnour like the Fenet, Comnwndo and Saladin continued
to be used. The pattem changed after 1974 when Oman began acquiring
heavier and more sophisticated weapons, and it ordered 12 Jaguar planes armed
with Mata R.550 Magic AAM, 28 Rapier SAMs, 20 Scorpian light tanks,
180 TOW ATGWs, five heavy lift AB-214 A helicopters and eight Britten-
Norman Defender armed trainers. Also transferred were about 50 old Saladins
from Abu Dhabi and Jordan and about 3l oldHunters from Jordan.so

The most dramatic change was seen in the growth of the navy. ln 1972 the
navy was composed of some small patrol boats, powered dowhs and the Sultan's
yacht. Oman ordered seven Brooke Marine large patrol craft, each armed with
two Exocet SSMs, one 76mm Oto Melara compact gun, two 40mm and one
20mm guns. It has a range of 3300 miles at l5 knots. Besides, it has ordered two
minesweepers (ex-Netherland) converted for patrol duty, four Vosper
Thornycroft fast patrol boats and about six smaller patrol craft. Oman has also

ordered one logistic support ship (oiler and supply vessel), three small landing
craft (utility) and one training ship. When Oman has acquired these vessels it will
have the strongest navy in the Bab al-Mandeb region. Oman had a fine naval
tradition in the past and this might indicate a revival of that tradition.
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CHAPTER 4

ARMS CONTROL AND THE GULF

The Need for Arms Control

Of late a strong movement has grown which seeks to restrict the growth of
military expenditure and, by implication, of the transfer of arms throughout
the world. The Persian Gulf region has naturally become its main target. One of
the factors influencing the arms control movement is the constitutional struggle
for supremacy between the legislative and the executive authorities in the USA.
The question of the sale of arms, especially to the Persian Gulf states, has been
used by Congress to put restraints on what it considers to be the arbitrary
powers of the President. The other is the pro-Israelilobby, especially in the USA,
which uses its powerful contacts and pressure groups to make use of arms
control arguments to limit the flow of sophisticated weapons to the Arabs lest
they be directly or indirectly used against Israel.

Those who favour the continuous or even accelerated flow of arms to the
Gulf have been trying to offset these influences. Not only do the recipient states
use their political and diplomatic powers of persuasion to acquire the weapons
they want, but also the sellers - both the arms manufacturers as well as the
governments of those countries - lobby for the continuing flow of arms. The
willingness of, and even a degree of competition among, the arms sellers - from
the USSR as well as other European states - to satisfy the wishes of the arms
purchasers in the Gulf region has helped to offset the forces favouring
control. The net result has been that arms continue to pour in at an alarming
rate. They can, in the absence of any in-built crisis management mechanism,
seriously threaten intra-regional and trans-national stability, but just as

important, they can affect the flow and price of the oil tJrat is as crucially
significant, not only to the Western world but also to the developing countries.

It is very difficult to define the term 'arms control'. It has been used to
signify several things like disarmament, mutual and balanced force reduction,
restrictions on the transfer of arms, and the controlled flow of arms. Arms
control is defined by Yair Evron as

. . . any measure taken in the military security field which increases strategic
stability in the relations of states involved in a conflict. Strategic stability is
the diminution in the frequency of wars and, once they occur, their
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limitation in time, space and violence. A related objective of arms control is
the limitation and reduction of defence expenditure, provided strategic

stability is not harmed.r
Though this definition does take into account the need to reduce defence

expenditure, it focuses on the maintenance of strategic stability in the military
field, igroring the various socio-economic and political arguments advocated by
the proponents of arms-control. Since strategic stability in a region cannot be

maintained or ensured solely by military means, one has per force to study the

other implications of arms transfers and tlerefore of arms-control.
One of the arguments used to justify arms control, especially in the Third

World, is the pressing need for socio-economic development and the erosion

made by defence spending on the nations' abilities to divert resources towards

that end. This argument need not apply to all the countries of the Gulf region

because of the accumulating petro-dollars due to the rising price of oil. But
except for a few whose oil income is greater than their capacity to absorb it,
several Gulf states do tend to overspend on defence, to the detriment of
development. This is especially true of lran, Iraq and Oman.

One of the factors that contributed to the Iranian revolution and the down-
fall of the Pahlavi dynasty was the overspending by the Shah's govemment in the

field of defence. Prior to 1978 Iran devoted roughly 25 per cent ofthe general

budget to direct military expenditure.2 In addition, a large proportion of the

civilian accounts included military spending. Approximately 70 per cent of the

'public housing' outlays in recent years has gone to military construction.3
Despite widespread criticisms of this policy in Iran and even in America, the

American government gave full support to the Shah's military prograrnme.

Joseph Sisco, the Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs, in his prepared

statement before the House Sub-committee, not only approved of the Shah's

military policy but also said that the Iranian govemment was spending large

sums of money on economic development and for the welfare of the people.a

The events of 1978-79 have, however, upheld the arguments of those who
favoured arms control for lran.

Table 6 demonstrates clearly the many fold increases in the defence spending

of the Gulf states during the last few years. ln 1972-73 the GNP of the Gulf
states was approximately $23 billion, with total defence spending of $ 1.7 billion.
ln 1978-79. total GNP increased to $158.7 billion and the annual defence

budget expenditure to $23 billion. Thus while the GNP increased by seven times

the annual defence expenditure increased by about fourteen times. It strould also

be kept in mind that during this strort period the Gulf states have also spent a
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separate figure of more than $25 billion in acquiring new weapons and for the
modemization of their defence forces, and therefore, that figure should in fact
be much higher. During the same period the per capita defence expenditure in
the Gulf as a whole also increased from $33 to $383 - more than ten times.

This tremendous change becomes still more apparent when one looks at that
figure for each state. Probably states like Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the UAE
can afford that input, but one wonders how can a poor state like Oman spend

$1000 per capita on defence and yet simultaneously hope to avoid the threat
of radicalism that feeds, among others things, on socio-economic discontent
arising out of poverty.

The arms buildup and military spending also affects socio-economic develop-

ment in another way. Not only scarce financial resources but even trained
personnel of the country are diverted to non-productive purposes. Unlike
some other Third World countries, the Gulf states do not possess surplus
trained manpower that can be diverted to military purposes without seriously
harming the technological and industrial infrastructure of the society. The result

is that these states have to import foreign personnel, both for the modernization
of their military infrastructure as well as for other developmental projects. This
not only retards the full industrial and technological development of the country
but also creates serious social and political problems. Foreign nationals, like the

Soviets in Egypt and the Americans in Iran, easily become targets of popular

opposition, and tend to harm the donor-recipient relationship. Moreover, there is

every chance that if serious destabilisation of society were to occur, due to a

change of regime following a coup, foreign nationals will be scared off, not only
causing the military but also the socio-economic infrastructure to suffer. Thus,

an accelerated arms build-up based upon foreign support can harm the very
basis of societal growth.

Too much emphasis on arrns and armed forces tends to lead society along the

path of militarisation, whereby the society is geared to military rule or the

predominance of the military dlite. Gulf society has not yet reached that stage

because of the predominant hold of religious, tribal or clan structures, but one

cannot overlook the possibility, if the present rate of military growth continues

unchecked, that militarism could replace tribalism or clan oligarchy. At the

moment these oligarchies or monarchies have opted to strengthen their
absolute powers through the use of military and para-military forces. In the

name of regime security, these forces have become an instrument for the

oppression of the common man instead of being the pillars of national security.
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This might be one of the reasons why the 'mighty' armed forces of lran,
equipped with all the latest conventional weapons, collapsed and disintegrated

after the fall of tlre monarchy. There is no reason why that might not be
repeated in some other states in the Persian Gulf region.

The human rights lobby has therefore supported arms control as a means of
checking the misuse of weapons by dictatorial regimes. This group has been
particularly active in the USA and in 1976 arnendments to the Foreign
Assistance Act of 196l and the Foreign Military Sales Act provided itwiththe
constitutional leverage to put restraints on the transfer of arms to those
countries that violate human rights. According to those amendments

No security assistance may be provided to any country the government of
which engages in a consistent pattern of gross violation of internationally
recognized human rights.6
Iran came under heavy pressure from the American human rights lobby.

The question of violations of human rights in Iran was discussed in Congress,

where the authoritatian rule of the monarchy, the absolute powers of the
SAVAK (the secret intelligence service in lran) and the single-party system
in Iran were subjected to heavy criticisms.T Curiously, the Iranian monarchy
drew powerful support from the official as well as non-official quarters in
America. Alfred Atherton Jr, Assistant Secretary for the Near Eastern and

South Asian Affairs Department of State, in his lengthy testimony before the
Senate subcommitteeE not only cleared the Shah but even repeated the Shah's
propaganda that his regime was being attacked by a combination of neo-
anarchism and extreme religious conservatism. Atherton also added that there
were only between 2800 - 3500 political prisoners in Iran and many were
being released. Robert J. McCloskey, Assistant Secretary for Congressional
Affairs, in his letter to Donald M. Fraser, Chairman of the Human Rights
Committee on Iran, said that the American govemment, after considering the
alleged violations of human rights in Iran, had come to the conclusion that
there was insufficient reliable evidence to show that a consistent pattem of
gross violation of human rights existed in Iran and, therefore, arms transfers
to Iran could continue.e This was reaffirmed by Atherton in another
hearing.lo

Opposition to the efforts of the Human Rights group also came from
non-official sources. One author said that there were limits on tJre actions
that the USA could and should take to hfluence the ways in which other
governments conducted their intemal affairs. According to him,
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By and large, the nations of the Gulf are progressing reasonably, taking full
account of their history, heritage, economics and regional political realities.rl

Other authors were even more forthright in their support of the Shah. According
to them, the USA should not impose its political and legal standards on a

country whose society had been shaped by a different historical experience.

They felt that the American action of sitting in judgment over lran constituted a

form of 'moralistic interventionism'.r2 Thus, despite the Human Rights group,

not only did arms continue to be transferred to lran but the regime of the Shah

continued to get full American supportr3 right up to the last moment, with
disastrous consequences for both Iran and the USA.

Another argument used by the arms control group to limit the transfer of
weapons is that it enhances the chance of military conflict. According to
Michael T. Klare, the cumulative effect of the US administration's policy has

been

. . . to quicken the pace of militarization in underdeveloped areas and to help
fuel an upwardly spiraling "balance of terror" in certain key areas -
particularly in the Persian Gulf - that could lead to an unending spiral of
local wars or even a major war.la
But that is only one way of looking at the question of the flow of weapons

to a given area. Their purchase may be the result of one of the three main

impulses. Firstly, a state might obtain more and better arms as replacements
or for the sake of prestige. 'Abu Dhabi's purchase of the Mirage V represents

one of the foremost examples in the Gulf region of the folly of prestige

buying.'ts Anotlrer reason for an arrns acquisition programme might be the

response to tactical innovations inherent in the evolution of a weapons system.

For example, the perfection of the SAMs has led to a more versatile defence-

suppression weapon system, like the anti-radar missiles or long-range
air-to-surface missiles. To offset that disadvantage the state might acquire a

superior fighter-interceptor with long-range air-to-air missiles. Thus, the

spiral of sophistication leads to another form of arrns race. In terms of military
conflict such a development could invite a surprise attack and a high level of
immediate destruction, which would have a most devastating impact in the

Gulf region, especially on small oil-producing states.

Most of the states in the Gulf region have a dearth of sigrificant military
or industrial targets. Thus the introduction of and proliferation of tactical
aircraft in effect raises the chances that the targets which do exist - oil
facilities, ports, refineries, naval and air bases, communications networks -
would be subject to massive attack.16
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Saudi Arabia, which is developing its armed forces around higtrly sophisti-
cated weapon systems, is thus vulnerable to a surprise attack in the event of
another round of the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Bold as the multifaceted Saudi plans are, they will most certainly result in
increasing Saudi military visibility in a highly volatile area. The fact that it
will have an increasingly potent offensive military capability and a more
sophisticated air force will almost inevitably draw Saudi Arabia into a

future Arab-Israeli war. To that extent, it is likely that the Saudis would be

exposed to the destruction suffered by Jordan in the 1967 War, a military
disaster from which Jordan has not yet fully recovered.rT

Such a conflict, besides affecting the Saudi oil supply, would seriously affect the
Saudi-American relations. In any future Arab-Israeli conflict, the Saudis, with all
their new weapons and training, cannot be expected to sit idly by without
losing face. Yet, despite the presence of American technicians, they stand little
chance against long-range Israeli planes like the A4,F4, F-15 and F-16 which
would easily reach Saudi targets with the help of mid-air refueling by air-tankers.
Thus, an arns race, following the inevitable logic of weapons sophistication,
increases the chances of a devastating surprise attack which leaves little time for
the crisis management machinery to become functional before the damage is
done.

Finally, arms acquisition is govemed by the balancing of a country's force-
level vls-?:-vl's that of the potential opponent. This leads to a competitive arms

race, and the acquisition prograrnmes of lran, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan

and Israel have been rationalised on that basis. Such an arrns race inevitably leads

to military conflict, when the parties concerned look at the question of national
security primarily from the point of view of defeating the 'enemy' on the battle
field. This frame of mind, when the parties are trigger-happy, can easily lead to a

so-called pre-emptive war, in which one party feels that it can rectify the

military balance only by surprising the enemy before it is itself subject to such
an attack.

Another point emphasised by the arms control group is the fear of third-party
transfer of arms to areas where they might destabilise the regional military
balance. In the Persian Gulf region, this argument has been used to block arms

transfers to the Arab states, especially to the oil-rich states that were supposedly

buying new weapons that would eventually end up in the possession of the
confrontation states. This was taken seriously in the case of jet fighter/bombers,
AAMs, ASMs and anti-tank missiles because they could easily be transferred
even during a war. But Iran too has been transferring its weapons to other
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countries. Most of these weapons were considered to be relatively out-dated by
Iran, although they had retained tleir utility to the Middle Eastem or South-

Asian markets. Iran is reported to have transferred 36 F-5A planes to Jordan and

50 F-5A planes to Pakistan.rs There were also reports of Iranian AB-205

helicopters being transferred to Oman and SS-11/12 ATGWs to Kurds in1974.

The fate of the Iranian arms after the 1979 revolution still remains undecided.

Yet another argument against transferring highJevel military technology

abroad was that they might pass on to a hostile party in the event of a

coup d'€tat. There were reports that the secrets of thePhoenrx AAM were not

safe after the Iranian revolution. There were also fears about the safety of secret

electronic equipments located in northem Iran. There wele reports that eight

C-130 transport aircraft were standing by for more than one month in response

to the CIA Office of Sigint Operations (OSO - Signal Intelligence Operations)

contingency plans that required airlifting all sensitive sigral intelligence

equipment out of the Meshad accommodation site in northem Iran in the event

of trouble.ts Professor James R. Kurth of the Institute for Advanced Studies,

Princeton, N.J., in his statement before the Committee on Foreign Relations,

drew attention to the possibility of sophisticated American weapons falling

into the wrong hands in the event of a change of regime in Saudi Arabia.

Traditional monarchies in Arab countries have very little viability. I wonder

who would bet that the Saudi regime in Arabia will be there 5 or l0 years

hence. A Qaddaffi style regime is as likely in Arabia as a Saudi style regime,

5 to l0 years hence. And giving weapons to Saudi Arabia and having them

tum out in the hands of a Qaddaffi Arab, is, I think, a very dangerous

proposition.2o
Apart from the military dangers inherent in the transfer of arms, the arms

trade also influences the political relationstrip between the donor and the

recipient states. The fact that country X is transferring the latest military

equipment to country Y, often against heavy opposition, implies a much

closer interdependence between the regimes of the two countries. A
discontinuation of arms transfer is then looked upon as breaking up that

relationship. During the debate on the transfer of the AWACs, F-16 and F-18

planes to lran, an impression was created that if the usA did not give those

planes to Iran the USA was backing out of its continuing friendship and

politico-military commitments.2r This situation becomes much more

complicated if their relationship is based on an unequal partnership. In that

case the recipient state, oI its regime, assumes the status of a surrogate. The

dominant partner, therefore, is willingly or otherwise linked with the survival
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of that regime even against internal opposition. That might place the donor state
in a position of confrontation vis-b-vls the 'nationalist' forces, as has happened

in lran. The American role in Saudi Arabia too has to be seen in that context.
According to Philip J. Farley of the Brookings Institution, Washington,

The US role in regard to the Saudi Arabian constabulary is troublesome in
this regard: advice as to its size and organization, and selling of equipment,
are suitably arms length activities. But assisting supervising and even

conducting protracted organizational and training and advisory programs,

even through the device of a civilian contractor, is not arms length. Given

the role of the constabulary not only with regard to internal security but
in maintaining the present ruling group in power, U.S. participation of this
kind raises all the problems of U.S. participation in foreign police training,
which is now banned by statute - and wisely so.22

This situation can become much more dangerous if the intra-state contracts
for a military prograrnme are diversified from the government-to-government

level, and the big arms manufacturing companies are allowed to have a major
strare in it. Of late, the US administration is encouraging private contractors to
share a bigger share of the burden, even in the maintenance and trainingof the
military equipment transferred to states in the Gulf region. For example, in Iran,
Bell Helicopter had a $255 million contract for the training of pilots, mechanics,

repairs and logistics. Raytheon had a $32 million contract for training in the

HAWK SAM programme. In Saudi Arabia, Bendix had a $139 million, eight-year
contract for the establishment and operation of the ordance/logistics system,
Northrop had a $146 million contract for flight and maintenance for
F-5Es and Vinnell had a $75.5 million contract for the training of the National
Guard. In Kuwait, Raytheon had a $236.5 million contract for air defence

training and Hughes had a $65.3 million contract for aid on anti-tank
missiles.23 It should be remembered that most of these big companies also
manufacture and supply weapons to these states in the Gulf. These follow-on
contracts, therefore, give these companies a further stake in the continuing
transfer of arms and military technolory to these states. The net result of these
links officially approved, supported and even encouraged by both tlre govem-

ments, is that these huge armament giants develop political and economic
leverages in the recipient as well as in the donor states. The introduction of these
powerful lobbies into the military-strategic environment, therefore, contributes
further to an arms race in the region.
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There was particular concern in American circles about the ultimate

consequences of the continuous flow of arms into the Gulf region not only upon

the uninterrupted flow of oil but also on the stability of the price of oil. By and

large, it was felt that any conflict in the Gulf would seriously affect oil pro-

duction, which would in turn have an impact on the West. Also, it was felt by

some that as thirst grew for more and more weapons, the oil producing states

might be tempted to raise the oil price to compensate for the heavy costs of
arms imports. Iran's hard line in OPEC was partly explained on that ground.2a

The Americans have also been seriously worried about the future of US

nationals who were directly or indirectly involved in the military plogrammes

of the Gulf states. ln 1975, there were approximately 38,000 Americans in

the Gulf. Of them 16/00 were in Iran and 16,000 in Saudi Arabia.2s

Although only part of them was involved in the military field - about 4,000-

5,000 in Iran and 1,800 in Saudi Arabia - that number was expected to rise

rapidly because of the large quantity of sophisticated arms that had been

ordered. By 1980 the number of American nationals in the Gulf was expected

to increase to 150,000, of whom 50,000 were supposed to be directly or

indirectly involved in the military programme.26 This led Mr Hamilton, the

chairman of the congressional subcommittee dealing with the Gulf, to raise

the question about the future of these persons' According to him, if
something went wrong in that area, the likelihood of American involvement

would be very great.z1 Dr Kemp also raised the same point when he asked

how many Americans would be involved in a war that Iran might have to

fight.za
It was assumed that these Americans would not only be forced to participate

in any military conflict but also might be held as hostages to put pressure on

American policy in the Gulf. The role of these American nationals who were

involved in the military proglamme was ambiguous. There was sufficient cause

for concern. Saudi armed forces, especially its airforce and the air defence

network, are heavily dependent upon the full and active cooperation of
American, British and Pakistani nationals. Some of them have been directly
involved even in military operations. During 'Operation Magic Carpet' in
1966-67, British personnel, hired by Saudi Arabia, not only manned the radar

network and the Thunderbird SAMs but also flew sorties of Hunter and

Ltghtning planes near Yemeni frontiers. There have been recent reports that a

saudi c-130 transport plane, flying military missions to rotate Saudi troops in

Syria, was forced to land in Israel because of alleged air-space violations,

whereupon it was found that that plane was being flown by an American crew.2e
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According to Bayne and collin, the role of these nations is kept deliberately
ambiguous.

Most of them avow privately that they will take no part in such hostilities,
particularly since participation would involve the contravention of American
law, but many Saudis seem to assume that their foreign servants will take
orders should a crunch develop.s
Assurances about the non-involvement of American nationals in active

military conflict have been sought both from the Iranian and the American
governments. The Shah of Iran, replying to that question, said

I don't know what the concem is all about. We are paying for tJre arms and
the experts. I also don't see what you mean by 'involvement' because the
contracts state that these people will not be involved in any war between
my country and any other country. These are the terms of the contract.3l

Mr Habib of the State Department also assured Congress, when the question of
the sale of F-16 planes was being debated, that rather tlan being hostages, as

some had suggested, these Americans in lran, in connection with the F-l6s or
any other US programmes, would be there in pursuit of a carefully considered
US policy.t Despite these assurances the question, however, continues to be
debated by the arms control group in the USA and used as an argument to
restrain the flow of arms and experts to the Gulf. In view of the new changes
in Iran and also the new aggressive saudi postures vn-D-vl's the Egyptian-Israeli
peace treaty, the possibility of direct involvement of foreigrr nationals working
in the military complexes in the Gulf has assumed a new sigrificance in the
event of any future Arab-Israeli conflict.

Arms Control groups in the USA

o The Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA)

In the USA, in the field of arms control, Congress and the ACDA, (an
official organisation, separate from the Department of State, but with offices
in the same building) have officially begun to play a crucial role in examining
and often limiting the flow of arms to the Persian Gulf region. The ACDA uses
the three criteria that were imposed by section 5l I of the Foreigr Assistance
Act of 1961, as amended n 1974.It specified that before furnistring arms the
United States should take into account whether such assistance would
contribute to an arms race, increase the possibility of outbreak or escalation of
conflict, or prejudice the development of bilateral or multilateral arms control
arrangements.
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The Director of ACDA, Dr lkle, in commenting upon the role of that
organization, said that an uncontrolled arms race could fuel conflicts and erode
the US influence for peace. 'We do not want to increase the chances of and
violence of warfare. Not just altruism, but our own self-interest tell us we must
restrain.'33With regard to the Gulf, the ACDA, within one year, 1974-75,had
participated in the review of 28 separate actions concerning arms transfers to
that region.s The ACDA has had some success in limiting the flow of arms to
the Guli for example, it objected to the earlier figure of l5OO Maverick ASMs
and 2000 Sidewinder AAMs that had virtually been promised to Saudi Arabia
on the grounds that they went beyond the legitimate defence needs of Saudi
Arabia. The figures were finally reduced to 650 Maverick and 850 Sidewinder
missiles, which were accepted by the ACDA.35

o Congress

The American Congress became interested in the Persian Gulf in 1973
because of the enerry crisis, but soon was involved in the problem of arms
transfers. The role of Congress in this field has to be viewed in the context of
the tension that was developing during the Nixon administration between the
executive and the legislature. The reaction of Congress vis-h-vis the question of
arms transfer to the Gulf states has, therefore, to be seen not only as arms
control measures but also as an effort made by Congress to control the near
arbitrary powers of the administration in that field. The roots of that
tug-of-war can be traced back to the unlimited arms promised to the Shah by
President Nixon during his visit to Tehran in May 1972 - the F-l4lPhoenix
negotiations can be traced back to that time.

The ball was set rolling in 1973 with the major Congressional Hearing, y'y'ew

Perspectives on the Persian Gulf . Its preface was critical of the administration's
arms sales policy, especially to lran, and suggested a wider dialogue on that
issue.36 The main attack developed in 1975 coinciding with the controversial
article by Edward Kennedy in Foreign Affairs, in which he argued that major
sales of weapons to the Gulf states had occurred 'without a clear analysis of
our interests, objectives, policies, or of costs of benefits'. Kennedy was not
opposed to the transfer of arms per se but wanted it only after assessing 'genuine
needs' of pro-West states.37

Many Congressmen resented that they were not consulted at all when such
crucial politico-military decisions were taken by the administration.$ Mr D.L.
Bonker of the House of Representatives was among those who said that many
Congressmen saw arrns sales as an instrum€nt of US foreign policy and
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complained that the administration was igroring Congress while military deals
which had major foreigr policy implications were made. He argued that Congress

had had a voice on the Foreign Assistance Act which sent $2.5 billion to Israel,
but it did not have any say on the $4.4 billion arms sales to the Persian Gulf
states. He also asked if there were no inconsistency in a policy that provided
military assistance to Israel and also to the Persian Gulf states, which could be

used against Israel in a confrontation.3e The Congressmen were alsoworried
about the politico-economic implications of these big deals, especially when

several big private firms were involved in them. There were several criticisms
about corrupt practices and 'kick backs'. This question also came up before
Congress when it discussed the Grumman deal on F-l4s with Iran.4

The response of the administration was very careful and even cooperative
to an extent, but it gave the impression that it was not going to give up its
powers and privileges without a fight. The formal position of the administration
was stated in a letter, dated 17 July 1975, from Robert J. McCloskey,
Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations, to Lee H. Hamilton, chairman
of the subcommittee dealing with this matter. Answering tlte question on the
role of Congress in defining the US arms sales policies, McCloskey agreed that
there was the need for mutual assistance and cooperation. Yet, he maintained

It should be emphasized, however, that the respective functions are highly
specialized, and that neither partner has the expertise to perform the

other's role. Just as tlte Executive Branch must rely upon the Congress

to provide a framework of laws and the financial means in order to
implement a military assistance program, the Congress should be able to
rely on the specialized resources of the Executive Branch to make
appropriate program recommendations and to perform the highly
complex tasks of implementation.4r

Joseph Sisco was even more blunt. During his debate with Du Pont, while
agreeing that there was room for reasonable dialogue, consultation and advanced
notice, he maintained that the administration could not come to Congress in
every instance when it was in the middle of negotiations on some arms sales.a2

Congress, however, continued to maintain pressure. It also gained some
ground because of the emphasis of the new administration of President Carter,
at least in the initial period, on arrns control. Gradually Congress began to assert

its position by using its legislative powers and its committee privileges to force
the administration to pay more attention to its point of view. On 30 June
1976, Congress amended the Foreign Military Sales Act by inserting clauses which
made it obligatory for the President to conduct a comprehensive study of the
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arms sales policies and practices of the US government, and to submit a report
at the end of one year on those findings and on arms sales limitation efforts by
the US government. The government was also obliged to submit to Congress

all the details of any arrns sales of $25 million or more, along with full
particulars about the weapon system and its politico-military impact, before the

letter of offer was issued.a3 Thus Congress acquired some powers to scrutinise
and, if need be, to limit the sale of arms by the US administration.

The new spirit in Congress was reflected in the debate on the Nelson
amendment in 1977, which sought to increase the period for congressional
review from 30 to 45 days. The time span per se was not very important. What
was more important was the determination of some Congressmen to highlight
the sigrrificance of the US arms transfers in public forum. Congress resented the

steam-roller tactics of the administration. Nelson said that these matters required
serious consideration by Congress in an institutionalised fashion, and that they
should not be 'the exclusive domain of the Executive Branch'.4 There were
further curbs on the privileges of the administration in 1978. Congress planned

to insert provisions in the proposed 1978 International Security Assistance Act
which would require the President to make a quarterly report disclosing the
defence requirements surveys authorised for the following quarter. The rationale
for tJris policy was put very aptly by Senator Jacob Javits. 'We want to be in at
the take-off if we are going to be in at the landing.'as This advance information
would further strengthen the hands of Congress in controlling the arms sales

policy. The administration can no longer present the Congress with a fait
accompli and plead that if the arms transfer, as agreed, were not fulfilled, it
might lead to political and diplomatic setbacks for the USA.

The result of these developments has been that the question of arms transfers
is no longer the exclusive prerogative of the administration. In fact, the
administration has had to give way on many issues to the pressures of Congress,

as has been clear during the debates on arrns transfers to the Gulf states since

1976. Not only was Congress able to reduce the number of Maverick and
Sidewinder missiles to Saudi Arabia, but it was able to block for a long time the
sale of F-16, F-18 and Boeing E-3 AWACS planes to Iran, and F4s and F-l5s
to Saudi Arabia. Even after the AWACS deal was approved, the planes that
were to be transferred to Iran were stripped of some important equipment cited
by the CIA as especially sensitive. Moreover, it was stipulated that all training
on the AWACS had to be conducted in the USA itself and that no American
national was to participate in operational missions in lran. There were also plans
to put a limit on the number of American experts in lran.a6 These new
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developments, therefore, can be considered as positive steps towards

furthering arms control in the Persian Gulf region.

o The Pro-Israel Inbby

The pro-Israel lobby in the USA has also been very effective in imposing
contraints on arrns transfers to the Arab States in the Persian Gulf region. This
lobby is very active, both within Congress and outside it, in moulding public
opinion and in exerting pressure on the administration so :rs to deny arms to the

Arabs. But this is more in the nature of arms diplomacy rather than of arms

control per se because that lobby is more interested in maintaining a military
balance favourable to Israel than in limiting the transfer of arms to the Middle
East as a whole.

An example of the American Jewish lobby's protest against transfer of arms

to the Arabs was the letter to Congress, dated I September 1976, by Rabbi

Alexander Schindler, on behalf of the Conference of Presidents of Major

American Jewish Organizations (32 organizations participated in that
conference). That letter mentioned that the Conference, in its message to
President Ford and Secretary Kissinger, had protested against these arms sales

and said that it posed the gravest peril to the security of Israel,'whichislinked
so closely to our own country's strategic interest'.4?

The main argument used by this lobby is that these arms and other military
equipment are likely to be used against Israel by these states themselves or by
the confrontation states to which they might be transferred. Morris J. Amitay,
Executive Director, American-Israel Public Affairs Committee, in his testimony
before Congress in September 1976, tried to block the F-5E, Maveick ASM
and Sidewinder AAM sale to Saudi Arabia. He said that the F-SElMaveick
system could be transferred to Jordan, whose pilots also fly the F-5 planes.

According to him Egyptian pilots were also believed to be receiving training
in Saudi Arabia. Mr Amitay said that AAMs like the Sidewinder can also be

easily transferred and used by other Arab states, and cited the example of
Pakistan where Sldewlnder missiles are fitted to the Chinese MiGs of the
Pakistani Air Force. He also said that Saudi Arabian equipment had been used

during the October War and that one squadron of Bell 205 helicopters took
part in operations on the Eryptian front.s

Dr Mordechai Abir, Professor of Middle Eastem Studies at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, Israel, whose lengthy note on the impact of recent
Westem arms sales to the Gulf states was included as an appendix in the
hearings, also argued on similar lines. According to him the arms sales and
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training progrulmmes have provided the Gulf states with an enhanced ability to
equip expeditionary forces to be sent to the 'confrontation fronts'. According
to him the Gulf states could deploy their advanced Westem armaments along

with the massive manpower of the confrontation states. 'An improvement in
quality of armament even in a fairly narrow area would significantly enhance

the fighting capacity of the Arabslon Dr Abir also argued that the training plus

the stockpiling of Western arms might eventually make it possible for the Gulf
states to strengthen the magnitude and quality of their expeditionary forces to
be sent to the confrontation fronts. Indeed they had sent reinforcements to the

fronts during the October War. Saudi Arabia sent two infantry brigades, one

battalion of special troops, 30 tanks, 54 artillery units and 50 armoured cars to
Syria. Kuwait sent one infantry brigade, 40 tanks and 50 armoured cars to
Syria and one infantry brigade to the Egyptian front. Even after the War,

Saudi Arabia kept one infantry brigade with armoured elements in Syria and

also in Jordan.so

This fear was largely responsible for blocking the sale of F4s to Saudi

Arabia and Kuwait. The American Government had made a firm offer to
supply F-4s to Saudi Arabia even before the October War, but the Saudis

resented the geographical restraints on their use.sr It is interesting to note that

there were no such restraints on the Iranian F4 Phantoms which were flying
sorties in Oman near the frontiers of South Yemen, in fact one of these planes

was even shot down in November 1976by the guerillas operating in that area.

There was also a great pressure not to transfer the new F-15 planes to Saudi

Arabia because they were also being sold by the US to Israel. Saudi officials
were convinced at that time that the Zionist lobby was the only important
force working against the sale of F-l5s.s2

The US administration has been trying to pacify this lobby and convince

it that US arms transferred to the Gulf States would not end up in the

confrontation area. Two main arguments were used. Firstly it was suggested

that these arms were needed in the context of the threat from the Red Sea

and Persian Gulf regions. Sisco, in his reply to Hamilton, said

We tend - and I have been as guilty as others - we tend to use this
phrase "Middle East" and "the Persian Gulf' almost interchangeably as if
they were the same places. These people are primarily concerned with the

Red Sea, with the Persian Gulf, with the whole Arabian Peninsula.s3

The other argument that was offered by Mr Jordan of the State Department
was that these arms were for legitimate self-defence only. He added that if the

USA did not sell them these arms they might get them from other sources,
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'without the same constraints that we place on the equipment'.s4 In effect, the
US administration was trying to convince the pro-Israel lobby in the USA that it
was in the best interests of Israel that the Arabs acquire arrns from the USA
rather than from other sources, a strange way of promoting arms control!

Overcoming the Constraints

o TheBuyen

Despite the best efforts of the arms control group the pro-Israel lobby and
the US Congress, not only were large quantities of very sophisticated arms being
transferred to the countries of that region, but a large amount of money was

spent in creating the infra-structure of tlese new powerful military machines

with the help of tlousands of highly qualified foreign experts. There were
several reilsons why the arms control group was unable to make much headway.
One was the political and economic leverage of oil and petro-dollars. Buyers
not only bullied their traditional suppliers into giving them the types of arms

they wanted but, if refused, succeeded in obtaining them from other sources

under the broad framework of oil-for-arms deals.

The sellers were interested in promoting this trade because, in view of the
region's military backwardness, these arms also meant more contracts for the
creation of the military infra-structure, training progranrmes, maintenance etc.
But the biggest lobby actively promoting the sale of arms to the Persian Gulf
states was the American administration, especially the State Department and
the Department of Defence. They recommended the sale of tlese arms, and also

pustred it through stiff opposition in Congress.

The masive military progranrme of Iran had come under heavy criticism since
1973. Several persons, both in Iran and in the USA, tried to justify it or at least
to explain it. According to Shahram Chubin, this Iranian military build-up did
appear to be extensive, but could be explained if factors such as block-
obsolescence, the size of the country, and the multiplicity of the potential
security problems, were taken into account. Moreover, according to Chubin,
extemal observers tended to equate orders for weapons with deliveries, and
deliveries with assimilation. According to him, Iran's military build-up was not as

remarkable as appeared on closer analysis.ss Among American scholars, Alvin J.

Cottrell had been a consistent supporter of lran's arms build-up. He strongly
advocated the transfer of arms to Iran in the Congressional Subcommittee in
1973. Arguing that since the Shah was using the Iranian military machine as a

deterrent, he needed a large force to be viable.s6 Cottrell also argued that if
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Iran remained the strongest conventional power in the region, that might prevent

it from going nuclear; once Iran introduced the nuclear factor in regional

politics, it would lose the advantage that its conventional military power gave

it.s?

When opposition to the transfer of arms to Iran assumed critical proportions,

especially after 1976, the Shah himself lashed out against the advocates of arms

control. In a major interview he warned the Americans that an embargo on arrns

sales to Iran by Congress would be so 'irresponsible that I am not even thinking
about it'. He added, 'if you try to take an unfriendly attitude towards my

country, we will hurt you as badly if not more so than you can hurt us. Not
just through oil - we can create trouble for you in the region'.s8 He also

threatened. not for the first time, that if the USA denied arms to Iran, he would
obtain them from other sources. As early as 1966-67 when he was finding it
difficult to get the F4 Phantom planes, he had threatened to go elsewhere, even

to the USSR. Mr Kuss, the then Head of the US International Logistics

Negotiations Office, in his statement before the Senate Subcommittee, said that
the Shah had threatened to go elsewhere if the USA did not supply him with the

weapons he sought.se

The Shah tried to beat the arms control measures in the USA by adopting
two approaches. Since the pressure was being generated against the transfer of
large quantities of arms to lran, he tried to work out a solution that would
reduce the total amount to be spent in the USA and yet permit him to acquire

the best quality of weapons mix. Thus, while he obtained a platform llke La
Combattante fast patrol boats from France, the guns and fire'control system

from Italy, he equipped it with the Horpoon SSMs from the USA instead of
the Exocet SSMs from France as was planned earlier. The result was that while

he reduced his total arms transfer from the USA he still got the best bargain.

He also tried to diversify his sources, which allowed him to side-track any
political constraints that might be imposed by the arms control lobby in the

USA. Iran's future naval programme depended not only on four Spruance-class

destroyers and three Tang-class submarines that had already been promised by
the USA but also on German submarines and Italian frigates that were to be

ordered by Iran in the near future.
Iran's armour was going to be obtained largely from Britain and Russia.

The Iranian Military Industrial Organization Q.M.I.O.) had entered into an

agreement with the British government-owned cbmpany, Millbank Technical

Series Ordinance (M.T.S.O.), for the assembly of theChieftaintank in Isfahan,
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and another major Iranian contract with a British firm was for the Rapier
SP SAM. Both these deals were supposed to be part of the larger arms-for-oil
deal.@ Iran also approached the USSR for new weapons. lt 1976, when the
American arms control group had become very active, General Toufanian, who
was largely responsible for the Iranian arms purchase programme, ordered large

quantitites of sophisticated arms, especially suitable for the composite arnour
force, from the USSR. That deal included 6,000 SA-7 shoulder-fired SAMs,

6,000 SA-9 SP SAMs, 200 ZSU234 radar-controlled SP anti-aircraft guns,

200 ASU-85 assault guns and 500 BMP-76 MICVs. Most of these weaponswere
reportedly delivered by 1977 -7 8.61

The Arab states in the Persian Gulf region have also sought to beat the arms

embargo imposed by the arms control group in the USA by diversifying their
sources. Often they have approached France and Britain to obtain arms that
they could not obtain from the USA. When Saudi Arabia and Kuwait could not
obtain F-4s in 1973, they sought Mirage planes from France. Saudi Arabia
ordered 38 Mirage IIIEs in 1974 and placed orders for 48 Mirage F-lplanes in
1976, and Kuwait placed orders for 2O Mirage F-ls in 1974. Both these

countries also ordered thousands of anti-tank guided weapons from France,

which were to be mounted either on helicopters or jeeps and armoured cars.

Even Iraq went to Britain in 1963-65 and France n 1966-67 when its relations
with the USSR were on a low level. Even today, when Soviet-Iraqi relations are

very good, Iraq plans to obtain from France F-l planes, Super Frelon
helicopters, AM-39 Exocet air-to-surface missiles, helicopters etc. This policy
of diversification is possible only because of the active cooperation of both
Westem European powers and the USSR, all of whom seek to transfer arms to
this region in retum for oil, petro-dollars or political influence.

The US Administration

The US administration too has promoted arms transfers as a part of its
global policy. The Department of State, while defining its role in that field,
outlined, in brief, the yardsticks that it applied in general to such arms transfers.
On the political side, it assessed several conditions like the role the recipient
country was expected to play in its region and to what extent its interests
coincided or diverged with those of the USA; whether the transaction, on
balance, furthered US interests more than economic and political measures

might; whether US influence in that case offered it a chance to apply restraints

in conflict situations; whether that transfer might generate demands for similar
transfers from other states in the region;tJre disadvantages of not sellingarms to
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a friendly govemment; options available to the recipient state for diversifying
sources for its military requirements; and, finally, its impact upon the relation-
ship of the USA with the recipient state. The economic yard-sticks applied were
the financial benefits to the USA and whether the arms transfer strained the
recipient country's economy. Finally the military yard-sticls were the threat to
the recipient state and the military capability needed to combat or deter it and
how it related to the security of the USA. Other variables that were taken into
account were the impact of the arms transfer on the regional military balance,
the ability of the recipient state to absorb and utilize effectively the weapons
that were being transferred, and benefits to the USA like overflight rights or
access to facilities; above all, the effect the arms transfer would have on the
combat readiness of the American armed forces themselves was considered.62

In the light of the conditions prevailing in the Persian Gulf, especially after
the Britistr withdrawal, these variables boiled down to a set of policy objectives.
These objectives, as defined by Joseph S. Sisco in his prepared statement in
1975 before the House Subcommittee, were: political support for collective
security and stability in the region by encouraging indigenous cooperative
efforts, pacific settlement of disputes and widening the channel of
communication. Militarily, they meant responding to requests from regional
states for advice regarding the types and quantity of military equipment and

the services required to meet their security needs, and assessing military
requirements on a case-by-case basis. Another US objective in the Gulf was the
need to have continued access to the region's oil supply at reasonable prices
and in sufficient quantities to meet the requirements of the USA and its
allies. And, as a follow on, to assist the oil-producing states to employ their
rapidly-growing wealth for constructive purposes, supportive of the intemational
financial system.63

Thus adequate and uninterrupted supplies of oil, and the recycling of
petro-dollars supportive to an international financial system, dove-tailing of the
US strategic-military objectives with those of the pro-Western powers in the
Gulf, and developing binding links with tlese powers became the basis of US
policy in the Persian Gulf.

The United States considers the oil we obtain from Iran, Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia and our long-term friendships extremely important to ourselves and
our allies, and that we are interested in improving their capabilities to defend
themselves, developing competent forces friendly to the West, and assisting
in the development of regional security and stability . . . o+
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Of late, oil has assumed primary strategic importance. Westem Europe and

Japan were heavily dependent upon it even earlier, but the USA only began

importing the Gulf oil in the seventies. According to Frank G. Zarb,
Administrator, Federal Energy Commission, the USA might have to import by
1985 more than l0 mbd from the OPEC, and as much as 55 percent of that
projected total import demand might have to be met from Arab sources.6s

Mr Zarb emphasised that Saudi Arabia and Kuwait had strived to maintain
price stability and, barring disruptions from the Middle East or outside, the

USA could probably count on them to be suppliers of substantial oil in the years

ahead.ft US imports from Saudi Arabia increased from 0.44 mbd in 1974 to
1.2 mbd n 1976. This figure has probably gone much higher now since lranian
oil production has been disrupted. Even the UAE's oil export to the USA

strowed a sharp rise from 69,000 barrels per day n 1974 to 255,000 bd in 1976.

Thus the US stakes in this region reflected 'geostrategic and energy interests of
great magnitude.'67

Apart from oil, the Gulf was of great political and military importance to the
USA. According to Joseph Sisco, Saudi Arabia and Iran were the two major
forces for stability in the area,6 and they had, therefore, to be fully supported.

Mr Amos A. Jordan, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense, in a

written statement to Lee H. Hamilton, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on

Investigations, said that the US efforts in helping to build up their defences was,

therefore, a combination of Iranian and Saudi Arabian self-interest and that of
the USA. He added that the US Govemment considered those two nations most
capable of assuring regional security and stability in the best interest of the

USA.6p According to Sisco, the Gulf states lost faith in big power quarantees of
their oil wealth(whichamounted to $US4.5 trillion at 1975 prices) after the
British relinquished their former protective role in the Gulf. Though the USA
believed that the major burden for assuring security in the region must be bome
by the Gulf states themselves, the USA decided to help them. 'Given our
mutuality of interests, it is reasonable and sensible for us to support the policy
goals of these friendly countries, where such goals parallel our own'.
Emphasising the connections between the political, diplomatic and military
variables, he said that the Gulf leaders saw cooperation in defence matters
as part of the totality of their relationship with the USA.

They would consider any U.S. policy which purported to be helpful and
cooperative but which ignored their security needs, to be unrealistic and

irrelevant to one of their principal preoccupations . We cannot claim
friendship and interest in one breath and deny goods or services which have
life or death importance with another.To
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Apart from the broad framework of regional interests, the USA also tried to
explain its arms transfer policy on the basis of the special interest and relation-
sirip it had with the individual states in the region. To the USA Iran was the
most important regional power, so it accepted without reservation the threat, as

projected by the lranians, based upon the great danger threatening Iran not only
from the USSR but also from the combination of the Soviet, Iraqi and Afghan
forces.

Iranians, conscious of the long border with the Soviets, watchful of Soviet
positions in Iraq and Afghanistan (but not apparently in India) and
apprehensive of possible encirclement by pro-Soviet forces are at a loss as to
the questioning of their military requirements by the United States. From
an Iranian perception the Soviet threats to lran's security are real and
numerous and the validity of the proposition that what threatens Iran
threatens also the continuous flow of oil from the Gulf to consuming
centres is self-evident.7l
This view might have been considered realistic if Soviet-Iranian relations had

been in conflict. But during the period 1972-77, when the Soviet Union was
being projected as the most dangerous enemy of lran, Iran and Russia were
entering into wide-ranglng and long-term trade and economic relations involving
the sale of natural gas, expansion of the Isfahan steel mill complex, etc. Further,
n 1976 when there were attempts to block Iranian arms purchases in the USA,
Iran was being supplied with large quantities of very sophisticated weapons by
the USSR. One doubts if the USSR would have supplied these equipments if it
had plans to attack Iran directly or to threaten it indirectly via Afghanistan and
Iraq. The US administration, however, did not question these details but
accepted the old arguments associated with the so-called encirclement theory
to justify its sale of new weapons like F-16, F-l8L and the AWACS planes to
Iran, even against strong opposition from the arms control group in the USA
and against the wishes of the lranian people. It justified its policy on the ground
that it discouraged adventurism on the part of the USSR or its regional 'client'
states.2

Arms sales to Iran were also supported on the grounds that after the British
withdrawal, Iran was forced into the role of the defender of the Gulf and that
from the lranian point of view, Iran's defence of the Gulf was consistent with
the interest of the USA and the littoral states.?3 Iran was also supposed to have

another interest; that is, the defence of traditiond regimes, ?a and its role in
Oman was seen in that light. In fact, Iran's use of American arms in Oman was
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justified. It was said to be in accordance with the provisions of the Foreign
Military Sales Act which, as interpreted by the US administration, permitted
the use of such equipment in regional or collective measures consistent with
the UN Charter. Iran's assistance to Oman in dealing with foreign-supported
guerrilla warfare, was viewed as such a collective measure. The US

administration also admitted that it had interposed no limits on the level of
equipment sophistication or on the amount.Ts

Other arguments were also advanced by the US administration to justify
the continued sale of arms to lran. It was said that the Iranian arms

purchases were deceptively large because they included training and

maintenance contracts as well as contracts for infra-structual development.

Also, it was suggested that while arms purchases appeared to be great they
were anticipated and cyclical; that is, Iran's current equipment was more than
15 years old and was due for replacement.T6 Thus, new arrns were treated as

replacements and not necessarily as additions to the existing equipment. One

wonders how F-5E and F-4E planes, M-60 and Chieftain tanks, SAAM-class
frigates and HAWK andRapier SAMs, some of the most modem and

sophisticated equipment in the Middle East, acquired by Iran in the seventies,

suddenly were treated as having become obsolete and in need for 'replace-
ment' by F-16, F-18L, AWACS planes, morc Chieftains, Rapier SP SAM (with
Blindfire radar), more destroyers, frigates and submarines that were being
ordered for the eighties. Most of these new weapons

additions rather than replacements.
Iran's armament programme was supported because

must be considered

it suited the US

administration as well as the arms manufacturers. The new rveapons ordered

by Iran not only supported their R and D programme in America but reduced
the unit cost for the US defence forces, besides helping to recycle petro-dollars.
Moreover, these new weapons and their spare parts, and the experts that went
with them, created a strong bond which was not of interdependence as was

often proclaimed but that of donor-recipient. All of it was justified in
acceptable terms. For example, according to Mr Habib, Iran, on the basis of
its growing strength and its solid record of responsibility, had assumed

an increasingly key role in regional affairs beyond its immediate environs
and has been supportive of our objectives . . . Iran today is an outstanding
example of a major ally both able and willing to stand on its own feet, pay
its own way, and use its influence in a highly responsible manner.??
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Iran had sought to acquire 250 F-18L (the land-version of the navy plane)

and 300 F-16 planes from the USA. While the debate did touch on the larger
question of the transfer of these 550 new planes, the focus was mostly confined
to the immediate problem connected with the transfer of 160 F-16 planes.

(136 F-l6A single-seat and 24 F-l68 two-seat planes). These F-l6s were of the

same type that would be used by the US Air Force but those that were to be

transferred to Iran allegedly would not have the capability to deliver nuclear
weapons.Ts Ten of these new planes were to be provided for transfer to Iran
within approximately 17 months. The total cost of 160 F-16 planes was

estimated at about $3.8 bn.
The Senate Committee on Foreign Relations made an in-depth study of the

proposed sale of the US planes to lran. There was a great deal ofopposition to
that sale. Apart from the basic criticism that the US administration was not
taking Congress fully into its confidence the F-16/F-18 sale was also criticised
on specific grounds. Chairman of the Committee, Hubert H. Humphrey, took
strong exception to the fact that while the administration had asked for a

debate on the transfer of 160 F-16 planes, in fact, tltere was a letter from
General Toufanian, Iranian Vice-Minister of War for Armament, which showed
a firm intention of the Iranian government to acquire 250 F-l8L aircraft, and

that General Fish, in one of his testimonies, had stated that Iran was planning
to acquire 300 F-16 planes, but had decided to obtainonly 160of theseplanes
at that time.Te Another major criticism of the F-16 deal (which could apply
equally well to the F-l8L deal) was that the plane had not even gone into
production for the US Air Force yet and was not in its inventory, but still the

administration had decided to pass it on to lran. Senator Humphrey also

cautioned against transferring the next generation of US Air Force planes to
Iran for fear that they might ultimately end up in the hands of a power hostile
to the USA. He cited the example of Vietnam, but Habib assured the committee
that such a situation could not arise in lran. According to him, the regime was

safe and the Shah was still relatively younglEo

The US administration sought to counter all the arguments that were being
directed by the hostile Congressmen and the advocates of arms control group
in the USA against the sale of these weapons to Iran. It was not only an

interesting example of arms diplomacy but also a good lesson in the art of
salesmanship.

Habib, while arguing in favour of the sale of F-16 planes to Iran, said that
Iran wanted those planes for the eighties and the nineties, and that deliveries
would not begin until the early eighties, and would take several years to
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complete.sl Arguing about the same deal the next year, he added that the

lead-time on modern equipment was lengthy and lran's decision to order F-l6s

at that time was 'a prudent step in its long-term modemization program-'E2

Another argument advanced in support of the sale of the F-l6s was political.

It was suggested by Robert F. Ellsworth, Deputy Secretary Department of
Defense, that for the Iranian leaders, the willingness of the United States to
remain a reliable supplier of military equipment to meet the threats which

they perceived to their security was extremely important.

Our willingness in this case is evidence of our continuing interest in them

as a sovereign state with important national interests parallel to our own' a
sigrr that we are concemed about their national integrity and an indicator
that the United States will not abandon its traditional friends while other

countries continue to arm their allies.83

Ellsworth also said that the F-l6s would help asure that Iran retained a modem

air force which would be equal to that of any hostile regional force, other than

the Soviet Union, in the 1980s and 1990s. He added that the F-16 sale to Iran
would not only strengthen US-Iran relations but would also be viewed by
other countries of this region as firm evidence that the USA would maintain a

steady policy in support of its friends in that critical part of the world. In the
regional context, this proposed sale was supposed to improve lran's ability to
carry out 'the major security missions on which we agree.'s

The sale of F-l6s was also justified in terms of military requirements.

Ellsworth argued that the Iranian government desired F-16 planes 'largely as an

air defense capability in connection with and in support o/ its F-14.'
Elaborating further he said that though the F-l4lPhoenix AN,tl mix had a

number of fantastic capabilities, it was entitled to and needed 'air defense

support from a fleet of higbly capable modem aircraft such as the F-16.'E5

One wonders how a very sophisticated fighter-interceptor aircraft, carrying
the latest electronic equipment and armed with an air-to-air missile with a

range of about 100 miles, needed air support from a relatively less

sophisticated fighter-interceptor like the F-16. But these arguments were

advanced by the Shah's people and the US administration not only accepted

them but also used them to justify the sale. Another argument used in that
context was that the F-l6s and F-l8s would probably be the replacements for
F-5 and F-4 planes.
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It was also suggested that the sale of F-16 planes would not have a

destabilising influence on the region and that no regional power friendly to the
USA had voiced any objections to the proposed deal. It was argued that these
new planes (160 Fl6s) would need only 3,000 trained maintenance personnel
and 240 pilots, and that sufficient personnel to support the programme were
available if Iran used the pilots and technicians that were supporting the military
aircraft that would have to be replaced in the eighties. It was promised that the
sale of F-l6s to Iran would have no adverse effect on the operational readiness
of the US Air Force's F-16 programme. Also, the European states, Belgium,
Denmark, the Netherlands and Norway, which were participating in the
production of F-16s, had no objection to the sale ofthat plane to lran.86 Thus,
the US administration did its best to convince Congress about the desirability of
selling F-16s (and F-l8s) to lran, and while doing so tried to counter almost all
the arguments used by the arms control lobby to block that sale.

There were some sharp criticisms of the American arms transfers to Saudi
Arabia. Unlike the Iranian case, where the opposition was to the transfer of the
latest heavy equipments like the F-16 and F-18 planes, opposition in the Saudi
case was to the transfer of precision-guided munitions (PGM) like the Maverick
ASlttl, sidewinder AANI and row ATGW, which were relatively inexpensive
($62.9 mn)8? and have been in operation for more than five years, and which
had been transferred to other Middle Eastern countries like Israel and lran in
large quantities before the Saudi deal was even discussed. Therefore, the nature
of the criticisms on the transfer of these arms to Saudi Arabia had a different
focus, and was based on three major points: that Saudi Arabia had enough
arms; that the Saudi arms build-up was directed against Israel, and therefore had
a destabilizing influence in the Middle East; and, finally, that Saudi Arabia was
obtaining weapons in excess of its needs leading to the danger that Saudi Arabia
would either transfer them to other states or itself become a storehouse of arms
during any future Arab-Israeli military confrontation.

Senator Humphrey, criticising the sale of arms to Saudi Arabia, said that
$6.8 bn worth of weaponry had already been approved for Saudi Arabia and
much of it would soon be on-station. According to him, Saudi Arabia was not a

defenceless country and the Senate was being called upon to deal with the
add-ons that the Saudis had suggested were necessary for their security. He said
that the Saudis were not short of Maveick missiles since 1,000 of them had
already been approved for Saudi Arabia before Congress had begun to look into
the matter. The new request for 650 Maven'cks was only an add-on.E8
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The main outside spokesman against the transfer of arms to Saudi Arabia
was Professor Kurth of the Institute of Advanced Studies, Princeton, who

appeared before the committee.Ee He advanced the argument that the threat to
Saudi Arabia from Iraq or South Yemen was higlrly exaggerated. He also warned
of the danger of US arms falling into the wrong hands following a coup d'Ctat,
and like Senator Humphrey, he felt that there were enough chances of Saudi
arms being transferred to third countries, because Saudi Arabia had demanded

far more than it needed. At that time Saudi Arabia's demands for these weapons

had been scaled down to 2,500 Maveicks, 1,000 laser-guided bomb (LGB) kits,
1,800 TOW ATGWs and 2,000 Sidewinder AAMs, which were considered by
these observers to be far in excess of the Saudis' needs. Moreover, in Dr. Kurth's
opinion, the F-5 Maveick mix produced a formidable 'offensive' weapon
system; it converted the F-5 fighter into a bomber with high accuracy because of
the PGMs and with low vulnerability because of the slim silhouette of the

aircraft. Thus, I,650 Maveicks in the hands of Arab confrontation states used

effectively against population centres, or critical ports, or surface-to-air missile

systems of Israel would pose a formidable threat. According to hirn, the sale of
the Maverick marked a radical departure from traditional US foreign policies and
could lead to radical consequences. 'The Maverick arms sale itself is a maverick
foreign policy.'eo

The US administration had not only to defend the large military sales

programme to Saudi Arabia but also to find arguments to overcome the
constrahts imposed by Congress, the ACDA and the pro-Israeli lobby vis-h-vis

the transfer of these PGMs. Most of these points were covered in the prepared

statement submitted to the Senate committee by Alfred L. Atherton of the
State Department. Reviewing the broad policy governing tlre arms transfer
from the USA to Saudi Arabia, he said that a country like Saudi Arabia, which
must protect oil reserves wortl at least $2 trillion at current prices and which
must share with Iran increased responsibilities for the security of the Persian

Gulf region, should have a credible military posture. He added 'After subjecting
this request to careful scrutiny, we are convinced that the proposed sales to the
Saudis are appropriate and responsible, and supportive of key United States

objectives in the area.'er

Commenting on the large military orders placed with the USA, Atherton
said that about 72 percent of that was for construction projects and only 28
percent for military equipment. Countering the criticism that the US arms

sold to Saudi Arabia might be transferred to a third country, he assured the
Senators that Saudi Arabia would not engage in any unauthorized transfer of
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US equipment. He said that the Saudis had never done so and that the admin-
istration had ample evidence of how much they valued their military supply
relationship with the US. He believed that the Saudis would not wish to
jeopardize that relationship and, very directly, their own security, by
'irresponsible acts'. The US administration also assured Congress that the
Maverick ASM could not be easily transferred to a third party. According to
Atherton, those missiles could not be used on an aircraft other than F-5Es which
had been especially designed to handle them, and in the Arab Middle East only
the Saudis had such aircraft. Similar arguments were also provided in 1976 by
Mr. Habib when the F -5 lMaveick deal was being discussed in Congress.e2

Atherton also tried to justify the sale of the Maveick ASMs in the light of
the specific strategic requirements of Saudi Arabia. He argued that the Saudi
Arabian army was small and could not by itself defend all the potential avenues
of approach in a ground attack against Saudi Arabia, and had to rely on air
support to defend itself against armoured penetration. Given its large area and
the mineral wealth that the Saudis had to defend, it was, according to him,
obvious why the Saudis wished to use weapons such as the Maverick. He said

that these arguments applied equally to the Sidewinder AAMs and the TOW
ATGWs. The Sidewinder was integral to the F-5 which the Saudis were
purchasing as a part of their air defence system, and the TOW would comple-
ment the anti-armour role of the Maveick.

The administration also argued that the final figures, 850 Sidewinders, 650
Maveicks and 1,000 TOWs were the result of maximum possible reductions
under pressure from various groups including the ACDA. In fact, the original
Saudi Arabian demand was for 4,000 laser-guided bomb (LGB) kits, 1,000
Mavericks,2,OOO Sidewinders and, about 1,800 TOW missiles. Subsequently, it
was scaled down, following the advice of the US Air Force experts, to 1,000
LGB kits and 2,500 Mavericks. Finally the numbers were reduced still further to
850 Sidewinders, 1,000 TOWs and 650 Maveicks. Atherton argued that since
1,000 Mavericks had already been offered earlier, the approval of 650 Maveicks
would mean an eventual delivery of only 1,650 Maveicks which, according to
him, was a substantial reduction from 2,500 missiles that were earlier recom-
mended by the US Air Force experts. Habib had also emphasised earlier in his
testimony that the number of both the Mavericks and the Sidewinders had been
considerably reduced from the original Saudi request and, in response to
Congressional concerns, 'from a levelwe believe justifwDle. These proposed sales

are, I believe, minimal in terms of what is required to arm the Saudi aircraftle3
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Thus, when one compares the arguments advanced for and against the sale of
F-16/F-l8Ls to Iran and the PGMs to Saudi Arabia one finds that the

F-16/F-I8L sale was criticised on the grounds that Iran was promised weapons

that were not yet in use or even ready for use in theUS armedforces. Also, these

weapons would have involved the USA much more deeply in the transfer of
technolory and experts and over a longer time span. Though some did talk about
the destabilising effect on the region, the Israeli angle was not seriously pro'
jected. Criticisms of the arms transfer to Saudi Arabia were based on quite

different grounds. The opposition was not based on the fact that the USA was

exporting its next-generation weapon system, or the vast arnounts of money
involved or the experts needed to integrate it, but because of its possible
effect upon the Arab-Israeli military balance and the fear that the transfer
of such arns as LGBs, Maveicks and TOWs might enable the Arabs to match

tlte Israeli weapons is quality as well as quantity. The weapons that were being

denied to Sbudi Arabia had earlier been transferred to Iran and Israel without
that same group raising any serious objections. Hence, while the restraints on the
sale of F-l6s and F-l8Ls to Iran can be termed as arrns control, the attemptto
block the transfer of PGMs to Saudi Arabia has to be seen primarily as an

example of Arab-Israeli arms diplomacy.
The US administration also gave several reasons why they should support

Saudi Arabia politically and militarily. Joseph Sisco, in his statement to the

House Subcomrnittee, defined the threat perception of Saudi Arabia in the
light of the vastness of its territory, the long undefended coastline, the threat
of insurgency in Oman and the insurgents' support from South Yemen and Iraq.
He even cited incidents back in 1963 when Eryptian aircraft had attacked a

few Royalist outposts in Saudi Arabian territory on the Yemeni frontier, and the

air-attacks by South Yemen in 1969 and 1973 on some Saudi outposts along the

frontiers of those two countries.q It should be remembered, however, that these

were small intrusions in areas far away from the main Saudi targets, with more

or less desert conditions, and where borders had not been properly delimited.
Saudi Arabia was also applauded by Alfred L. Atherton for being 'profoundly

anti-communist' and vigorously opposed to the expansion of destabilising

influences in the Middle East .'e5 It was also welcomed for its support for
US peace efforts in the Middle East,

recogrizing as we do that failure to achieve a just and lasting settlement of
the Arab-Israeli conflict carries with it a high risk that there will be a new

war, and that in turn will greatly enhance opportunities for Soviet and

radical influences in the reeion.e6
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The Saudis have, however, drifted away from the US perception of an Arab-
Israeli peace settlement, and have opposed theEgypt-Israelipeace treaty of 1979
which was pushed through despite the opposition of the majority of the Arab
states and against the wishes of the Palestinians. The Saudi Government's
opposition to that settlement was also partly based upon their perception of
their own security. Total support of the American plan would have posed

serious risks to regime stability in Saudi Arabia itself. What effect it would have

upon future arms transfers from the USA to Saudi Arabia remains to be seen.

The US administration also projected a 'big brother' role for Saudi Arabia,
especially among smaller states in and around the Arabian peninsula in the
Persian Gulf, the Red Sea and the Bab al-Mandeb regson. The Saudis were

expected to 'assume a position of guardianship over the sheikhdoms which is
not always appreciated but which the Saudis expect other countries to
recognise'.e? Saudi Arabia had helped Oman to fight the Dhofar insurgency, it
has been supporting North Yemen against South Yemen, and since 1975, Saudi
Arabia has tried to ease the Soviets out of Somalia, promising them economic
aid. The Saudis succeeded in that venture, indirectly helping the USA in its
Indian Ocean strategy. Sisco envisioned an anti-Soviet 'big brother' role for
Saudi Arabia.

To the extent that strengthening Saudi ground forces in a limited way
enhances the Saudi security role with respect to its smaller neighbours in the
peninsula, the impact would be positive.es
The Americans' need to develop close ties with Saudi Arabia was also

explained in terms of Saudi oil policy and the advantages of participating in the
recycling of petro-dollars. According to Sisco, despite the oil price increases

which Saudi Arabia had gone along with and which the USA felt was unjustified,
the Saudis had acted as a strong moderating force within OPEC. It had also

'maintained production levels which are well beyond its economic needs. With
oil availabilities declining in the Western Hemisphere, Saudi Arabia can be

expected to become an increasingly important source of our own oil imports.'ee
ln 1977, the Saudis indicated that they were lifting their 8.5 mbd production
limitation and raising production to 10.5 mbd to bring downward pressures on
price.rm The price did not come down, but their increase in production did help
to rectify, to some extent, the imbalance in Gulf oil production due to the
Iranian crisis in 1978-79.

Saudi Arabia was also developing very close economic links with the USA,
and Atherton expected that it would soon become one of America's top ten

trading partners.r0r The Saudi petro-dollars were also very tempting.
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According to Atlerton,
The United States has long been a significant factor in the development of
Saudi economic strength, through the activities of U.S. companies in both
the oil sector and elsewhere. Thus the Saudis look to us for a major input
to their ambitious developmental plans. They are accustomed to and prefer

American technolory, American products, and American management.

They like what they see, and by and large they hope we will assume a major

role in their $142 billion,S-year development plan, announced last year.r@

The expenditure of billions of dollars on the military development pro-
grarnme of Saudi Arabia drew a great deal of criticism in the USA; moreover, the
pro-Israeli lobby also exerted great pressure against the sale of arms to Saudi

Arabia. The US administration was forced to explain its deep involvement in

Saudi Arabian military development. According to Sisco the training, main-

tenance, and construction of the physical plant to use tlte equipment formed a

major portion of US defence-related activities there, and because these

programmes were stretched over a period of many years the costs were many
times higher than if hardware alone were purchased.lo3 Habib tried to pacify the
pro-Israeli lobby, especially in Congress, by saying that the US policy was to
provide arms that were 'basically designed for the defense of Saudi Arabia

within its own confines, and if you take a look at the equipment that is

provided and the conditions under which it is provided, we would expect it to
fulfil that functionlrs For a long time the American administration insisted

that the sources of Saudi Arabian insecurity came from the south and not from
Israel. But by 1977 Saudi hostility towards Israel had become apparent. Even

then persons like Atherton continued to maintain that though Saudi Arabia

was worried about Israel it viewed its threat as coming from primarily

radicalism in its immediate region among other Arab countries.r6
American arms sales to Kuwait were also explained in terms of the safety

of its oil resources, and the threat from lraq. According to Sisco, the sales

of US weapons like the TOW ATGW, the A4 fighter-bomber and the HAWK

SAM were designed to give Kuwait sufficient military capability to pursue a

reactive-defensive strategy until the crisis-management machinery took over.

These weapon systems have been purchased by Kuwait for the purpose of
reinforcing its defense in order to have sufficient force to slow down an

aggressor long enough for either friendly regional forces or diplomacy to
come to its aid and bring an end to the fighting.rG
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Criticisms against the sale of certain American arms to Iran and Saudi Arabia,
like F-16 and F-ISL aircraft, Maverick andSidewindermissiles,and the defence

by the US administration of these sales has thrown considerable light on the role
of the US administration in promoting arms sales and in helping to remove some

constraints on arms control in the Gulf.

The Arms Flood Continues

The arms control lobby in the USA, despite its vigorous efforts, both within
the administration (for example the ACDA and Congress) and outside through
the media, has not succeeded in halting the arms flood. The group did succeed

in focusing attention on tlte need to control the rush of a large number of highly
sophisticated and, therefore, quick-reaction weapon systems in a very explosive
region. To some extent it had even slowed down or delayed the process, as in
the case of the F-16, F-l8L and the AWACS planes to Iran and lhe Maveick
ASMs to Saudi Arabia, but it was unable to halt the transfer of the billions of
dollars worth of military equipment that had already been committed to the

area. It is doubtful that it will control arms transfers in the future.
The reasons why the flood cannot be halted under present circumstances are

obvious, and have been discussed at length. The buyers have the economic and
political leverage to satisfy their passion for new weapons; the sellers have to
compete not only to catch the market, but also to subsidise their own research

and development of defence equipment, and, above all, to rectify the balance

of payments because of the multiple hikes in the oil prices. These factors give

the buyers a number of options for diversification of sources. It not only
lessens their dependence on single sources giving greater political manoeuvr-
ability, but also enables them to evade an attempted arms embargo from any

one source. In fact, the availability of comparable arms from multiple sources

and the pressure of arms control groups in one counQ alone can lead to a

larger arms acquisition than if there had been no constraints brought about by
arms control groups. Kuwait's quest for new aircraft and the responses of the

suppliers vividly illustrate the point.
Kuwait needed to augment its airforce in 1972 for several reasons, including

the Britistr withdrawal and the increasing tensions on the Kuwait-Iraq frontier.
True, Kuwait had 14 British Lightning supersonic planes, but the number was

not sufficient for adequate security, especially after the British departure.

Also, they were getting old and would have eventually needed replacements.

Moreover, as the Lishning are primarily interceptor-fighters with only a

limited ground-attack capability, Kuwait needed a multi-purpose aircraft.
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It therefore approached the USA which had begun to take a keen interest in
Gulf politics. At the time American administration was willing to transfer F-4
Phantoms to Kuwait, but ultimately it did not because of the pressure of the
arms control group as well as the pro-Israeli lobby in the USA. Kuwait was
offered another plane, the F-8 and then the A4 Skyhawk. Kuwait had to settle
for the Skyhawk which is basically a subsonic plane with good ground-attack
capabilities. The Israelis used it with good effect both during the undeclared

war in 1968-1970 and during the October War of 1973. But, Kuwait, afraid
that arms transfers from the USA might be affected in future by the arms

control lobby and because options were available in France, went ahead, and
while simultaneously negotiating for the US planes, placed orders for 20
Mirage F-l planes. The net result is that now Kuwait has not only 14 Lightningp
but also 30 A4 Skyhowks, 18 Jaguar and 20 Mirage F-l planes. Whereas

Kuwait was satisfied with one squadron, now it has more than three: British,
American and French.

If one studies the flow of arms into the Persian Gulf region one is deeply
disturbed not only about the quantity of military equipment but also about
their quality and sophistication. For the relative increase in military capability of
the Gulf States, see Appendix I.

Table 7 reveals that the number of tanls and APC/MICV (Armoured

Personnel Carrier, Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicle) has almost doubled

during the last seven years, and that weapons that were never listed before, like
the SP gun/howitzer, SP anti-aircraft gun, SP SAM etc. have been introduced in
large numbers. The region now has more than 700 SP guns, almost 300 SP AA
guns, thousands of stroulder-fired SAM and SP SAMs. The number of ATGWs

has also gone up substantially. Thus, the armour has been strengthened and the

addition of these new weapons has increased the combat effectiveness and

enhanced tlte overall capability of the composite armoured units.
Similar evolution has taken place in the quality of the airforces. The number

of front-line aircraft - bomber, fighter, ground attack planes - has nearly
doubled, and new aircraft have been added that have greatly increased the

effectiveness of the air forces. Air-tankers have increased the combat radius

and/or loiter time of the aircraft; assault hehcopten have not only added to
the fire-power of the airforce but enabled it to give a direct and continuous
support to the armoured units. Iran hd 202 Sea Cobras and Saudi Arabia
has plans to acquire 400 of them - 200 have reportedly been delivered. Also
Iraq had acquired some Mi-24 assault helicopters. Iraq, Kuwait and the UAE

were acquiring the mix of French helicopters and AS-llll2 and HOT anti'
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tank missiles. The net result has been that the new mix of armour-attack
aircraft is much more deadly than the combination existing at the turn of the
decade.

The impact of arms transfers as far as naval vessels are concerned has not been
that spectacular except in the case of Iran. The Arab states only began to
develop naval power recently, but an upsurge in the transfer of naval equipment
can be expected in the eighties. Arab naval expansion in the Gulf may be con-
fined more to small vessels up to the size of missile boats, although Saudi Arabia
and lraq also have plans to acquire heavier vessels. The Iranian revolution will
probably dampen the naval arns race in the Gulf to some extent. Under present
circumstances, it would seem unlikely that the Gulf states will think in terms
of a blue-water navy for some time to come.

The quality of the Gulfs weapons has been improving steadily also (for
details see Appendix II), with the result that some of these states operate
weapon systems such as the AWACS and F-14 planes, Phoenix AAMs and the
Harpoon SSMs that are not yet available even to some of the NATO members.
Barely two decades ago most of them started military development
progr:rmmes with cast-off Second World War weapons or discarded Korean War
weapons like the Sherman, T-34154, M-24 and M-47 tanks, and F-84, F-86
Sabre jets, and MiG-I5/17 planes. Then they graduated to weapons especially
tailored to meet Third World requirements, such as F-5 A/B planes; finally
they caught up with kinds of arms then in use by the super and big powers,
like the Centurian, M-60, AMX-30 and T-55 tanks and Mirage lIllY, Phantom
F4D and MiG-21 planes. By the mid-1970s they were demanding the most
sophisticated arms in current use, like F-l4l15, Mirage F-l and MiG-23 planes,

Leopard, Chieftain and T-62 tanks, Spruance-class destroyers, advanced PGMs

like the Maveick ASM and laser-guided bombs. The trend was clear. Countries
like Iran, during the regime of the Shah, started to demand weapons that were
not even operationally tested, like the F-l6, F-l8L and AWACS plures,Lupa-
class frigates and Condor ASMs. This thirst was not confined to arms alone.
Plans were afoot to construct new infra-structures so that these weapons could
be used more effectively, including electronic installations like the IBEX in Iran
and a similar network in Saudi Arabia, nd a Blindfire radar network in lran.

The increase in quantity and in sophistication had its politico-military
impact. These weapons had a built-in quick-reaction capability. Their massive

firepower, precision, and quick mobility pointed towards nothing but a lightning
campaign. Such wars could not be started or fought at leisure. This hair-trigger
capability, built into the weapons mix was bound to lead to unnecessary
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tensions, and the short span of time allowed put serious burdens on the existing
crisis management machinery. The October War was only a foretaste of future
campaigns. The challenge that such a combination of quality and quantity could
pose in a small and strategically important area can be clearly seen if one

analyses the way Iran quickly built its military capacity under the monarchy.
That potential capacity would have been converted very soon into a real

capability except that the Iranian revolution destroyed it from within. No
regional power would have had the ability to withstand that giant with the iron
fist, but which proved to have feet of clay. Under the Islamic regime that
succeeded the Shah, Iranian military capability has suffered a serious setback.
The exodus of foreigrr experts has dealt a serious blow to the combat
effectiveness of the sophisticated weapons acquired by Iran under the Shah.

Also, the systematic purging of medium- and highJevel officials has destroyed

the very infrastructure of lran's armed forces.

TABLE 8

Iranian Military Capacity, 1978
Source: Military Balance, 1978-79, p.37;and SIPRI Year Book 1978,pp.2&-

66.

Armoured Force

760

860

2s0
1,075

2N
452

200

6,000

6,000

Chieftain medium tanks

M47160 medium tanks

Scorpian light tanks

MICVs/APCs (assorted)

ASU-85 assault guns

SP guns/howitzers (155 | 17 5 l223mm)
ZSU-234 SP AA guns

SA-9 SP SAMs

SA-7 man-portable SAMs

Thousands of ATGWs (SS-l l/12, ENTAC, TOW)

Approximately 420 helicopten (utility), excluding the

Sea Cobra assault helicopters
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Air Force

(55) F-14 ) Armed withPhoenix, Spanow
2O9F4DlE ) and SidewinderAAMs,
150 F-SA/E ) tutavertct ASMs and laser-guided bombs

202 AH-IJ Sea Cobra assault helicopters, some armed

with eight TOW missiles each

25 Boeing 7071747 air-tankers
64 C.130 )

) Transport planes

22F-27128 )

HAWK, Rapier and Tigercat SAMs with appropriate
radar and communication network

Navy

3 destroyers )
) Armed with Seacat SAM, Seaftil/er SSM

) and Standard SAM/SSM

)
4 frigates )
4 corvettes
(5) missile boats (with llarpoon SSM)

5 minesweepers

l0 mine-countermeasure helicopters
6 P-3F Oion ASW and maritime reconnaissance

aircraft (w ilh H arp o on ASM)
12 SH-3D ASW helicopters
14 hovercraft (6 BH-7 50-ton)
2 landing ships

2 landing craft
2 supply ships

Several helicopters and patrol boats with the Iranian Navy

and the sendarmerie.
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With the weapons listed above it would have been very easy for lran, had it
really absorbed them, to effectively threaten any of the Arab states in the Gulf,
especially when they were disunited, militarily weak and suspicious of each

other. Even Iraq would have found it difficult to withstand them in a lightning

campaigr. Small states like Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar and the UAE could have been

occupied within a matter of days if not hours and effectively held, because the

massive fire-power was backed by a 285,000'strong army. The total strength of
the Iranian armed forces in 1978 was 413,000. Now, the war machine created by

the Shah is shattered. Not only has the command structure crumbled and the

senior officers been shot but the foreign experts have gone, leaving the

sophisticated arms to rust. But the combination of quality and quantity
possessed by Iran had the potential for dangerous lightning campaigrs. This must

be prevented as far as possible, especially since the area's oil resources are not
only valuable national assets but are also vital to the well-being of the world at

large. Therefore, the world has a responsibility to see that these intemational

assets do not go up in flames and that no more fuel is added to the fire of the

afins race in that region.
Analysis of weapons transfers to the Persian Gulf region reveals that the bulk

of them were from Western sources, and that the Soviet Union was far behind in
the race. ln l97l-72,of the l8l0 tanls, only 590 tanks were from the USSR,

the rest being from the USA or Britain. All the armoured cars and scout cars

were from the West. Of the 1,194 APCs, 770 were from the USSR, about 570

of them were transferred to Iran and only 200 to lraq. The same ratio is true of
aircraft. Of the total 542 front-line aircraft only 169 were of Soviet origin while

239 caroe from the USA and 134 from Britain. In the field of navalvesselstoo
the Soviets transferred about l0 small patrol boats and 12 PT boats to lraq,
while the rest of the vessels were of Anglo-American origin.

The situation had not changed by 1978'79, except that France and Italy
joined the ranlcs of arms suppliers from the West. By 1978, there were about

2,499 Western tanks in the Gulf region, about 784 of them new Chieftain tanks

and only 1900 Soviet tanks, most of which were old 34154 tarirs. The armoured

cars were from the West. Undoubtedly, the majority of the 3,157 MICV/APCs
were of Soviet origin but a large number of them, approximately 820, were with
Iran and not Iraq. Most of the SP guns were from the West. There were some SP

guns from the USSR also but of them almost 200 ASU'85 assault guns were for
Iran. The sirme was the case with SP AA guns. Almost 200 ZSU-234 SP AA guns

were acquired by Iran from the USSR. A substantial part of the Soviet weapons

sold to Gulf states, especially the MICV/APCS assault guns, SP AA guns and
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SAMs (SA-7/9), were acquired by Iran and formed a part of the composite
arnour mix of that country; but the largest number was destined for lraq.

The same was true of other weapons. Of the total number of fighter/bombers
(974) Soviet aircraft accounted for only 304. The rest were American (495),
British (la2) and French (52). The field of assault helicopters (46Ot) was almost
dominated by the West. Except for a few Mi-24 the rest were American Cobras
armed with TOW or the French Alouette III, the Puma and Gazelle armed
with SS-llll2 and HOT missiles. Except for the addition of Osa missile boats
there was no addition of major significance from the Soviet side while the West
had transferred or was planning to transfer submarines, destroyers, frigates and
missile boats. The same is also true of missiles and PGMs. Undoubtedly the
Soviets transferred surface-to-surface missiles like the FROG and Scud as well as

the Sfy.r anti-strip missile to Iraq but their number was restricted. Even when the
Soviets did transfer PGMs in bulk the recipient state was not Iraq but Iran which
acquired 6,000 each of SA-7 and SA-9 SAMs. The West has transferred PGMs in
bulk to the Gulf region. Apart from thousands of ATGWs (TOW, AS-ll, Harpon
etc.), thousands of advanced PGMs lke Maverick ASMs (and laser-guided bombs)
have been given to lran (2,500) and Saudi Arabia (1,650). The 202 Sea Cobra
assault helicopters with lran were supposed to be equipped with 6,200 TOW
missiles. If one takes that as a standard American ratio, then the 400 Cobras
allegedly promised to Saudi Arabia would need about 12,000 TOW missiles,
almost an unimaginable figure! Thus, when one looks atthe figure of these arms
transfers and the source of these arms, one cannot envisage the possibility of a

workable arms control mechanism without the active support of both the
Westem arms suppliers and the USSR. Soviet equipment has been going not only
to the 'friends' of the USSR but also to those who were allegedly in the
Western camp.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION _ A BROAD FRAMEWORK FOR
ARMS CONTROL

Arms continue to pour into the Persian Gulf region. Apart from the reasons

already discussed there are other reasons why the regimes there want to acquire
the most modern and sophisticated arms in large quantities. One of these is that
modern sophisticated arms, like a flag or a jet airline, have become a symbol of
national prestige. They are intended more for display than for use and, in that
context, the question as to who maintains them becomes irrelevant. Another
reason for buying sophisticated arms has an element of practicality. If one can

afford to acquire weapons it is preferable to acquire those that are the latest so

that they do not phase out after a short time and are still serviceable after a

decade or so. In that case they can be 'maintained' by foreign personnel until
the nationals of the country can 'nationalise' them. This has its parallel in the

civilian sector, where these states are developing their taste for ultra-modern
technolory and expect to zoom to high-level technolory, by-passing the inter-
mediate ranges. It is like making a transition from the camel-age to the jet-age,

by-passing the steam-age. It remains to be seen if such short-circuitings are

possible and beneficial. Sophisticated arms are bought for their psychological

value. To those who possess them, they give a sense of being superior to t}te

actual or potential enemy. It is often argued that since the F4 Phantoms

are superior to MiG-2Is, or F-l4s to MiG-23s and Chieftains to T-55 tanks,

those who have superior weapons are automatically militarily superior and,
hence, secure. Often it turns out to be a dangerous illusion. Unless these arms

are fully absorbed and integrated into the armed forces they remain good but
ineffective tools which leave a big gap between military capacity and military
capability. It is quite possible to take wrong foreign policy and military
decisions based on distorted images of military capability. When President

Nasser of Egypt threatened Israel just before the June 1967 War, he was

reacting on the basis of the quality and quantity of his weapons rather than
upon Egypt's true military capability. Probably the Shah of Iran and some of
his supporters were also misled, but fortunately for them, Iran was not taken

on. Thus, this sense of military capability erroneously based on large numbers
of modem weapons, can trigger regional conflicts, a factor which should be

noted while discussing arms control measures.
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There is also a tendency to acquire arms in bulk. Three reasons are advanced

for this policy. Firstly, some Arabs make no secret of the fact that some of the

arms they are buying are destined for those Arab states confronting Israel. In
1974 Saudi Arabia ordered for Egypt 38 Mirage III aircraft armed with Matra
R.550 AAMs,24 Westland Commando helicopters armed with AS-l l/12 ASMs
and six Seaking ASW helicopters. There are also reports of very close military
cooperation between Saudi Arabia and Jordan.

The second reason advanced to justify the purchase of large numbers of
weapons is that since the maintenance standards are lower than those prevailing

in more developed states, chances are that, in the event of a war, at least a part
of these weapons would not be battle-worthy. This argument was often
associated with Iran's bulk purchases. Yet another argument was tJrat there was

reason to fear that during a war tlre pipe-line might become choked for political

or even for logistic reasons, so it would be better to maintain a storehouse at

home rather than depend upon continuing acces to imports. This was allegedly

one of the lessons of the October War. It is also possible that extra weapons
might be used for cannibalisation if relations with the suppliers were to
deteriorate and the flow of spares stopped. Indonesia followed that policy for
some time after 1965 when it used several of its naval vessels of Soviet origin

to keep a part of its fleet operational. It is possible that Erypt too might have

resorted to it after its break with the USSR in 1975.

The events of 1978-79 in Iran have made even the advocates of arms transfer
pause and reflect upon the consequences oftheir actions. This tum ofevents has

proved the fallibility of several of the arguments that had been advanced by the

arms lobby in the West, both in official circles and outside them, to justify arms

sales. The new government in Iran has not only called a halt to the weapons

purchase spree of the Shah, but Iran - at least for some time to come - will no

longer buy these kinds of weapons. The Iranian revolution has already promoted
arms control in the Gulf.

Under the pre-1978 framework, Iran was expectedto take care of Western

interests in this region, primarily through military predominance, but the West

will now have to modify its strategy. Although some would now wish Saudi

Arabia to take over lran's role it cannot fill the gap. Undoubtedly it is richer
than Iran but it possesses neither the technological base nor the trained man-
power necessary to create and sustain even the armed forces that Iran had. Iran
had developed, over two decades, trained personnel that could operate some of
its weapon systems, but Saudi Arabia has a long way to go before it can reach

the Iranian standard. Moreover, the Saudis cannot match Iranian manpower
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under arms. The strength of the Iranian Air Force alone was more than the

combined strength of the Saudi armed forces and the equally important
National Guard.

There is another factor likely to affect an unrestricted flow of arms to the
Gulf. Saudi Arabia (and also other oil-rich conservative Arab states), however

close to Western interests in some respects, would not be allowed by the power-

ful pro-Israeli lobby, especially in the USA, to acquire the types of arms, both in
terms of quality and quantity, that had been transferred to lran. This group

fears, probably rightly, that at least some of these weapons might be used

either by the Gulf states themselves, or by other Arabs, against Israel. The
present Saudi regime may be pro-West, but it is also anti-Israel. Moreover, one

is never sure of the systemic continuity in the Middle East. The pro-Israeli
lobby can envisage tlese new advanced military equipments in the hands of an

even more hostile govemment in the event of a revolution in Saudi Arabia,
which at least for some time would probably make that country radically
anti-Israel if not anti-IJSA. Thus the events in Iran and the pro-Israeli lobby,
using arms control arguments in the US Congressional circles, may have a

restraining influence on t}te flow of arms to the Gulf.
Denying the flow of arms into a given region is a negative way of promoting

arms control, and not even a very effective one; those who are determined to
arm themselves and who have the means to do so, always seem to gain their
objectives. Moreover, supporters of arms control cannot argue against the
country's arms acquisition programme and its desire to bolster its legitimate
self-defence mechanism, especially under the present international environ-
ment. The lack of adequate machinery for conflict resolution and crisis
management increase the sense of insecurity, especially :rmong small states,

and to an extent, rationalises their quest for assured military security.
Hence, when dealing with the question of arms control one has to look

at the inflow of arms from the angle of over-all national and regional security
and stability; only then can a formula be devised that might restrain the

overflow of arms, simultaneously safeguarding national and regional security.
Thus arms control in the Persian Gulf region has to be considered from four
main angles: the surplus arms theory, the question of systemic and national
security, the roles of tJre various weapon systems in a reactive defensive

strategy, and, finally, the interaction of arms control and the machinery for
crisis management and conflict resolution in the area.
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The Surplus Arms Theory

It is generally argued that the countries in the Gulf are acquiring arms far in
excess of their needs. The generalisation needs to be examined from two main
angles; the force-level requirements of a given state, and the ability of that state

to absorb the weapon systems that it is acquiring or is likely to acquire in the
near future.

The force level estimated to be able to provide military security to a given

state would depend upon the military appreciation of the ruling 6lite or its
politico-military advisers at a given time. Often, the threshold of the real or
potential threat is magnified in order to justify a massive inflow of sophisticated
arms. Iran was a classic case, where the pro-arms lobby projected a situation in
which Iran was expected to counter simultaneously the threat posed by
insurgency in lran, Oman and the Arab littoral of the Gulf, guarantee the flow
of oil in the Gulf, guard the oil routes in the Indian Ocean, neutralise the
politico-military threat posed by a combination of the USSR and allegedly
pro-Soviet states like Afghanistan, India, Iraq, Somalia and South Yemen (the
encirclement theory), and, finally, to halt the Soviet drive towards the oil and

the warm waters of the Gulf - a tall order even for a super power.
lt was maintained as late as 1978. even after the USSR had left Somalia

(and Egypt), that Soviet naval units were 'creeping along the Arabian Sea

littoral states towards the entrance of the Gulf of Oman and Hormuz Strait'.l
That must be a record for the slowest rate of creeping, because the Soviets
have been charged with that since 1955, when they tried to come closer to
India and Yemen, followed by close contacts with Iraq after the 1958 coup
and with Yemen after the 1962 coup. It was also suggested that the Soviet
naval facilities in lraq, the 'experts' have been saying since 1972 if not 1968,
were 'a spring-board for the consolidation of Soviet influence elsewhere in the
area by military means'. Not satisfied with projecting a threat from the sea,

these experts also suggest that the Soviets are preparing to launch an over-land
drive towards the Gulf. According to one author, the Kavkaz manoeuvre of
June 1976 along the Soviet frontiers of Iran and Turkey'was enough to suggest

a growing Soviet preoccupation with overland occupation strikes against the
Gulf.2 These highly exaggerated threat projections create a 'scare' atmosphere
and a fear complex which even those officials who ought to know, find it
difficult to counter. During the debate in Congress, officials such as James H.
Noyes, Assistant Under Secretary of Defense, did try to project a low level
scenario. According to him, the Soviets might pose an indirect theat in terms
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of the desire to increase influence, to possibly assist subversion or to destabilize
the area, but the Soviets did not represent 'a threat in terms of potential
immediate overt military action'.3 Robert Hunter of the Overseas Development
Council also maintained that the Soviet threat was over-assessed,a but such
persons were in a minority. Their arguments ran counter to the established frame
of reference in the so-called global balance. The Russians were expected to
threaten directly and indirectly and anyone suggesting otherwise was ignored;
those who argued for arms transfers to the Gulf on that basis ignored the basic
fact that even Iran could never hope to halt a determined Soviet advance.

A similarly magnified threat from Soviet-supported lraq was also used to
rationalise Iranian arms purchases. Negotiations for the transfer of the F-14/
Phoenix mix to lran had started in 1972, and in August 1973 the sales were on
the point of being finalised.s Just before the October 1973 War, William
Clements of the State Department issued a statement to the effect that the
Russians had 'put' supersonic bombers (Tu-22 Blinders) in lraq, thus providing a

justification for the transfer of even more sophisticated arms to lran.
With its increasing dependence on oil from the Persian Gulf area, the United
States is understandably sensitive about arms buildup there, and the supply
of the Blinders will clearly be regarded as part of the continuing effort to
gain influence in the region and thus control as much oil as possible.6

Thus while the F-14 deal was finalised well before the transfer of Tu-22 to lraq,
it was subsequently rationalised on the ground that the Blinderc were transferred
to Iraq and, therefore, Iran, the guardian of Gulf oil, had to be strengthened

against the Soviet Iraqi threat.
The result of such a policy was two-fold. Firstly, Iran was allowed to develop

a capability, both in terms of land-air and sea-air confrontation, that would have
enabled it to pose a serious threat to small but rich oil states like Kuwait, Qatar
and the UAE. Secondly, these arms, after the lranian revolution, were not only
'lost' to the West but are likely to be misused and may be transferred to a third
party. Iran, therefore, is an eye-opener to the dangers ofprojecting an unrealistic
scenario for force-level requirements and for rationalising arms sales on that
account. Saudi Arabia is now projected as the friend of the West and the new
guardian of the Gulf oil, a bulwark not only against the 'left' in the Middle East

but also firmly committed against the expansion, direct or indirect, of the
Soviet presence in the Gulf and the Red Sea area.

Because Saudi Arabia is allegedly threatened by South Yemen (and the Soviet
and Cuban advisers there) and by Iraq, it will be necessary to evaluate the
military threat posed by these states to the Saudi national interests and the
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Saudi diplomatic and military ability to neutralise that threat. The long and

difficult physical barrier posed by inhospitable desert terrain and lack of
adequate communication facilities in the area would also have to be assessed

when analysing the threat posed to Saudi Arabia not only from these quarters

but also from Israel. The physical characteristics of the area make it very
difficult to move even one armoured brigade in that desert area, and even if it
were able to advance to a worthwhile Saudi target it wottld itself be a tempting

target for Saudi armour and the Air Force which is equipped with PGMs like

TOW mdMaveick.
The military threat from South Yemen too is exaggerated. Militarily, South

Yemen is confronted with three neighbouring states, North Yemen, Oman and
Saudi Arabia. An analysis of the relative military capability of these four states

(see Table 9) would reveal that, at the moment, South Yemen's military
strength is just sufficient to pose a low level threat to North Yemen and Oman

and it is almost powerles to threaten any vital Saudi interests, primarily because

of the overwhelming supperiority of the Saudi weapon system. South Yemen

and North Yemen are almost evenly matched though Oman is militarily weaker

than South Yemen. Oman and North Yemen, however, enjoy the full support of
the oil sheikhdoms which is revealed by transfer of arms to these countries.

Oman received SaMin armoured cars from the UAE and Hunter FGA planes

from Jordan. Nortl Yemen was offered Vigilant ATGWs by Saudi Arabia which

has also underwritten a US military aid programme worth $500 million to arm

North Yemen.
Undoubtedly there is a sigrrificant Soviet and Cuban military presence in

South Yemen but there is no real evidence of the type of military threat that
they could pose to neighbouring states. Though the Cubans arrived in the area

only a few years back, the Soviets have been tlere since 1955 when they first

came closer to North Yemen, then under the Imam. They continued to stay on
there until 1968 when strifts in internal politics forced them to switch over

to South Yemen. It should not be forgotten that the Soviet presence in North
Yemen also coincided with the presence of 40-60,000 Egyptian troops, equipped

with armour and MiGs, who were actively engaged in a civil war with the

'royalists' who in turn were supported by Saudi Arabia. The situation today

appears to be on a much lower key than it was in the sixties. It should also be

noted that Saudi Arabia is much stronger today, politically, economically and

militarily, than it was in the sixties.
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There is no uniformity of opinion about the extent of the Soviet and Cuban
presence in South Yemen. According to R.W. Apple's article in the New York
Times of I April 1979, Washington placed it at 1000 Russians and 700 Cubans;
North Yemen Government at 7000 and 3000; while British intelligence source

put it at 400 and 300 respectively. There may be some trutlr in the report that
the Soviets have a major communication complex at Khoromaksar air base, and

air, naval and electronic surveillance installations at al-Mukalla further east on
the coast and on the Island of Socotra. These facilities have undoubtedly
increased in importance after the Soviets were eased out of Somalia by the USA
and Saudi Arabia.

The Soviets and the Cubans do offer military training not only to the armed
forces of South Yemen but probably to the People's Militia also. The People's
Militia, a para-military force, acts as a support base for the radical regime of
Premier Abdul Fatah Ismail, who overthrew the more pragmatic regime of
Salem Rubayya Ali, which was coming closer to Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. Thus

the Soviet and the Cuban presence in South Yemen is primarily geared to prop-
ping up the present pro-Moscow regime in Aden, especially after the volte face
in Somalia, rather than to prepare South Yemen militarily to take over North
Yemen and Oman or to pose a military threat to Saudi Arabia. It may not even

be wrong to assume that the People's Militia and the regular army are political
competitors in South Yemen, and therefore militarily a disunited force. More-

over, the Soviet and the Cuban presence in South Yemen and also in Ethiopia
across the Red Sea is to some extent neutralised by the American and Taiwanese

presence in North Yemen, the British, Jordanian and Pakistani presence in Oman

and the massive American involvement in Saudi Arabia. It would be highly un-
realistic to use the dangers of military threat from South Yemen as a justification
for pumping more arns into the region.

Beside the force-level requirement, three other factors would help to deter-

mine whether the arms in a given country are surplus or not; the existing tech-

nological and industrial infrastructure, potential trained manpower adequate
to man the weapon systems, and the weapon mix. Most of the Gulf states,

especially the oil-rich states, with their recently acquired economic and political
leverage, have acquired large quantities of very sophisticated weapon systems.T

The growth of weapons technolory and that of the industrial infrastructure is
parallel in most cases, so when these weapons are transplanted into a society
that is technologically and industrially backward, they pose great problems of
absorption. A new technological infrastructure, often alien to that society,
has to be erected so as to accommodate them. It becomes difficult to create

such an infrastructure in the short span of time between the acquisition of the
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weapon system and its effective absorption in the context of national defence.

This is vividly illustrated by the example of Saudi Arabia's order for air defence
in the middle of the 1960s. Not only had Saudi Arabia to buy high performance

interceptors like the Lightning, surface-to-air missiles and systems llke Thunder-
bird and HAWK but it had to construct from scratch the whole ground environ-

ment - the radar and communication network, maintenance and repair facilities,

airbases and SAM sites, etc. It was reported that though the work had been

ordered in 1966 it was not fully completed even by 1976. Moreover, themain-
tenance and even the operation of some of this infrastructure is still mainly in
the hands of foreigners.s In May 1973 Saudi Arabia and the UK signed a $630
million contract under which Saudi Arabia was to be provided with the buildings
and other infrastructure, the air and technical training, and the spares and main-

tenance needed to keep the Saudi air defence system fully operational.e The

Saudis find it difficult even to man the crucial sections of that old system. It is
anybody's guess whether the Saudis can ever absorb the new weapons that
they are acquiring.

Lack of trained local manpower, therefore, introduces two new elements in
the defence programme in the Gulf -the corporate advisers and the foreign
civilian personnel. Because of various pressures, the US administration has

gradually handed over the task of maintenance, training and even operation of
several weapon systems to civilian firms. James H. Noyes of the US Defense

Department, in his testimony before the Senate said that there were plans to
keep the US military presence small and to rely, wherever possible, on US

industry to provide the necessary training and support manpower.lo As a

result of this official policy, several defence industries and civilian contractors
have begun to operate in the Gulf and have been responsible for highly
sensitive defence programmes. In lran, the Raytheon Corporation was in
charge of the HAWK SAM programme while the Bell Helicopter Company
was responsible for the training of 1500 helicopter pilots and3OOOmechanics.

In Saudi Arabia, the Vinnell Corporation was entrusted with the task of train-
ing the National Guard, the Northrop for the whole F-5E programme and

Bendix for establistrment and operation of an integrated logistics system for the

Saudi Army's ordnance programme.rr A private British firm called Airwork
Services Limited, had been largely responsible in the past for the infrastructure
of the airforces of Saudi Arabia, Oman and the UAE. They even hired pilots for
them. Big business and big billions have taken over.

This reliance is not confined to the defence programme alone. Even the

civilian or para-military programmes depend on the active participation of
foreign firms and personnel. Avco, an American company, connected with the
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Saudi air defence programme, is also connected with the management of Dhahran

international airport, the construction, operation and maintenance of two new
jetties for the Saudi Coastguard and the operation and maintenance of all Saudi
TV transrnitting stations and studios.r2 One wonders how a country that can-
not even operate a commercial airport, orTV station, ormaintain jetties for the
Coastguard hopes to operate weapons like the PGMs or aircraft like F -5E, Mirage

F-l or F-15. According to an estimate made in 1975,it was suggested that the

number of foreign personnel in the Gulf might increase from 45,000 in 1975 to
150,000 by 1980, of whom 50,000 were expected to be employed in defence
related programmes.r3 The US Office of Munition Control estimated in 1978
that if all the planned defence prograrnmes were to be put into operation in
Saudi Arabia, that country would need about 100,000 trained technicians.la
Such a dependence would pose several problems. 'When American weapons

are placed on a host nation's soil, but are still operationally controlled by
(private or public) American advisers, tlere is obviously a limitation imposed
upon the host country's sovereignty.'ls Such a system, therefore, cannot be
relied upon to participate in the execution of national policy as long as it re-

mains in the hands of foreigners who have their own national policies to think
about. There were also reports that foreigr personnel were deliberately slowing

the pace in the interest of extending their contracts. In some cases, and partic-

ularly in Saudi Arabia, these corporate advisers might even have 'added a cynical
note and plainly sold the host nation equipment which is in fact irrelevant to its
defense needs'.16

In their eagerness to show that they can 'operate' the new weapons, even be-
fore the old ones have been fully absorbed, the Gulf states tend to follow a very
dangerous policy. Since they have a shortage of trained and trainable pilots and

supporting personnel, and since arms transfers outpace the training programme,

the best of the old lot are put in charge of the new equipment. Thus the services

are 'bled' to show that the new weapons are being absorbed. In Iran the best of
the F-5 pilots graduated to F4s and then to F-14s. Similar phenomena might
also be witnessed in Saudi Arabia. The first batch of Saudi pilots for the F-5Es

were reportedly trained n 1973. Soon the best of them would qualiff for the

Mirage F-l and F-15 planes. The total impact of such bleeding on the overall
performance of tlre services would be very serious. Though the Gulf states might
have some show pieces the average standard would suffer drastically and with it
their military capability. That happened in Iran,rT and it can happen in other
Gulf states too.
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Absorption of tJrese new weapon systems also raises several socio-cultural
problems. In a feudal society certain types of jobs, such as fighter pilots, carry a

certain glamour and hence attract the members of the ruling 6lite. But equally
important jobs of maintenance and of manning the ground environment are left
to people belonging to the 'lower' strata of the society. It poses serious probiems

not only of command and control but also of the intra-service cooperation so

essential for the smooth functioning of a modern military machine. In any other
society, a pilot, whatever his socio-economic and political background, has to
accept the orders given by the personnel on the ground. Such cooperation,
which is automatically assumed in a non-feudal society, poses problems in some

of these feudal states. This example illustrates only one of the many social and

cultural constraints in the effective absorption of a modern weapon system in a
feudal and traditional society.

Lack of technical and industrial infrastructure and of qualified personnel in
many of the Gulf states means that there is no qualified surplus manpower that
can be used to maintain, repair and man the new weapon systems that are ac'

quired. Since the personnel need to be trained from the very beginning, the

process is long and does not attract enough people especially in the Gulf where

the economy is booming. The usual solution is to take a short cut and hire
foreign nationals in the defence establishments. One needs to emphasise the two
different possibilities of foreign experts' roles. In one case their services are

required to impart training to the local personnel when the country switches

from a less to a more sophisticated weapon system. Once the training is com-

pleted the foreign team leaves. In the other case, foreign personnel are required
to maintain, repair and even man the weapon systems because the country
concerned cannot produce the necessary qualified personnel to handle them,
and also because it is economially and diplomatically advisable to hire them.

While one can assume that the new weapon system is absorbed in the first case,

in the second case the country concemed is never able to do so.

There were about 20,000 American personnel directly connected with the

Iranian military progrurmme. Most of them left during and after the revolution,
creating a large gap between the Iranian force-level and its military capability.
Thousands of Americans are involved in restructuring the Saudi defence.

Hundreds of British nationals are in Oman. Pakistanis are spread all over the

Arab littoral of the Gulf. Many of them are even part of the regular military in-

frastructure of some of tlese countries.
Thus, because of local manpower constraints, these sophisticated weapon

systems, stockpiled in large numbers, are surplus in a way because they cannot

be effectively used except by the willing cooperation of the foreign nationals.
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It would be almost impossible to envisage the Saudi Arabian equipments, main-
tained and evenmanned by the Americans, being used effectively by Saudi Arabia
(or other Arab states) against Israel. If relations between the host country and

the arms salesmen deteriorate, these arms are 'lost' to the host country, because
of the loss of the trained foreign experts. Iran is an important example of how
unabsorbed arrns can become a political and military liability for both the sales-

men and the buyer.
The third method of determining whether or not arms are surplus is to

ascertain whetler or not the component of t}te weapons mix are disproportionate.
For example, what is the ratio of weapons platforms (or launchers) to the
missiles that are being ordered? Some oil-rich countries have ordered numbers
of missiles out of all proportion to the weapons platforms that they possess or
hope to operate effectively in the near future. This can be illustrated by Saudi
Arabia's F-SE, Sidantinder AAM and Maverick ASM mix. Saudi Arabia plans to
acquire 110 F-5E/F planes. Probably 60 of them would act as weapons platform
for its TV guided Mneick ASM and laser-guided bombs (LGBs), and the rest
might act as escorts and fighter-interceptors. F-5Es can fly, in an operational
sortie, with two Sidewinder AANIs and four Mavericks or LGBs, provided the
plane is equipped to launch those types of PGMs. Saudi Arabia had initially
placed orders for l0OO Mnericks and 5000 LGBs, sufficient for 25 sorties per
plane. The number of these PGMs was subsequenfly reduced, on the recommend-

ation of the US Air Force experts, to 2500 Mavericks and 1000 LGBs - suf-

ficient for about 14 sorties per plane. Saudi Arabia had also asked for 2000
Sidewinderc which would provide AAMs for about 19 sorties per plane, if all
the planes were equipped with them. These numbers were further reduced fol-
owing the objections of the ACDA and some Congressmen to 1650 Maveick
and 1000 LGBs. Even this reduced number would be sufficient to equip about
11 sorties for each of the 60 F-5Es equipped to launch them. One cannot
imagine a relatively slow plane like the F-5E surviving more than five to six
sorties in an active engagement with an equally well-equipped adversary. Thus
the Saudis have a surplus of Maveicks and LGBs as compared with their
launching platforms. This surplus would have been much greater if they had

been allowed to acquire what they had originally ordered, or even what had
been approved by the US Air Force experts. The same is true of the TOW
ATGWs. The Saudis have been promised 1000 TOW missiles with 50 launch-
ers; i.e. 20 missiles per launcher. It would be surprising if the launcher could
fire even half of the allotted missiles at suitable targets before it is picked off.
In this connection, it would be worth noting that Saudi Arabia is also acquiring
approximately 2000 French ATGWs like the Harpons and has placed orders
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for 400 Sea Cobra assault helicopters which can be armed with TOW anti-tank
air-to-surface missiles (ASMs). Probably extra TOW would be supplied for the
Sea Cobras which would increase the number of antitank guided weapons by
several thousands.

It is also important to take into account the surplus conventional weapons,
because they have the potential of doing untold harm. If the arrns are absorbed
by the armed forces they have a vested interest in retaining them but if they are

not then the armed forces and also the regime has no stake in retaining or even
maintaining them. Either they deteriorate and thereby are 'lost' or they can be
transferred to a third party. Since, following a coup d'4tat, the new regime is

not bound by the promises of the previous regime the possibility of the third-
party transfer is greater, which could destabilise international peace and security
and thus work against the policies of the power that sold the arms in the first
place.

Arms Control and Internal Securitv

Unlike the developed count.iei most developing countries face the question
of systemic or regime security against the threat of a possible coup d'Etat, as

well as with the dangers of insurgency. Both these threats have political as well
as military dimensions. Although a coup is basically a political threat, most of
the regimes in the Gulf try to assign special troops to guard themselves against

the possibility: the Javidan of Iran (and now the National Guard of the New
Islamic regime), the National Guard (or the White Army, as it was called
earlier) in Saudi Arabia, Republican Guard Brigade in Iraq, the Guards Bat-
talion in Qatar, the People's Militia in South Yemen, and the Royal Guard Brig-
ade in the UAE. Most of these are 6lite troops who are expected to fight to the
last in support of the regime. In fact, the Javidan of Iran fought on for the Shah
even after his departure and the recognition of the new regime by the USA.

Insurgency also poses a real threat to the ruling 6lite in the Gulf region. As
long as insurgency is confined to a small group of rebels it is easy to contain,
but once it assumes the strape of a popular uprising with local mass support
it becomes a full-scale civil war with the 'government' troops battling with
the 'local' forces. Its scope is broadened and it becomes very difficult to cont-
ain when the insurgency in one state becomes enmeshed with regional rival-
ries. The Gulf region has had at least four major insurgency movements whose
effects are still felt: the Kurdish movement in Iraq and lran, the Yemeni civil
war after the 1962 coup d'6tat, the insurgency in South Yemen before 1968,
and the Dhofar movement in Oman. At the moment three major minority groups
in Iran - the Arabs, the Kurds and the Turcomans - have indulged in in-
surgency activities against the central government.
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Although inzurgency is a politicomilitary threat, the solution is often more
political than military. Military efforts are useful to gain time and to create suf-
ficient pressure and generate an environment that will enable the parties con-
cerned to work out a political settlement. No insurgency is crushed by force
alone as is revealed by the intermittent Kurdish uprisings in Iraq and Iran. In-
surgency in Oman too was controlled more by the diplomatic efforts of the Arab
states than by military means.

Normally anti-insurgency operations are low-level military operations primarily
because the insurgents themselves do not possess heavy military equipment and
are inclined to guerrilla warfare. It is only after the insurgents acquire heavier or
more sophisticated weapons through foreign sources or by capture that anti-
insurgency operations assume the form of a full-scale war with government troops
using armour, heavy artillery and aircraft, as in Kurdistan, Yemen and Oman.
But often anti-insurgency operations are limited to light infantry weapons com.
bined with a high degree of mobility and good intelligence networks.

Most of the Gulf states have adequate force levels and the necessary equip-
ment for anti-inzurgency operations. In fact, some states, especially the oil
sheikhdoms and Saudi Arabia, had built their armed forces primarily for anti-
insurgency operations, until they began to acquire sophisticated weapons after
the 1973 crisis and the oil price rise. Their anti-insurgency capability was based
on Saladin and AML60/90 armoured carc, Fox and Fenet scout cars, APCs and
Land Rovers as well as helicopters and COIN aircraft like BAC-167 and MB-326.
The Gulf states already have more than adequate capability for militarily con-
taining armed insurgency until a political settlement is reached, so additional
arms cannot be justified on that account.

Reactive Defensive Strategy

While most of the Gulf states are well prepared for anti-insurgency operations,
not all of them could halt a determined and sustained military thrust from a
larger and more powerful neighbour. This is partly due to geographic and demo-
graphic imbalances, as in lraq and Kuwait, and also Saudi Arabia and the UAE
or Qatar. This imbalance is bound to lead to justifiable fears. A stratery must be
evolved that would give these small but oil-rich states the strength to witlrstand
an initial military thrust and enable them to gain time to neutralise the dangers
through the machinery of crisis management and conflict resolution.

An imbalance in the force levels precludes these small states relying upon
conventional strategies based upon a fixed defensive line adequately manned at
all times. and desert conditions make such conventional defences hard to sustain.
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Hence the need for a reactive strategy, based on quick reaction and mobility of
forces at the time of crisis, and a high degree of lethality and accuracy of the
weapons system during the confrontation to enable the defenders to blunt the
initial advances of enemy forces. In this context, a composite armoured force
and an air force, as well as the PGMs would have a crucial role to play.

The small states like Kuwait and the UAE are gradually building up a military
capability that best suits a reactive defensive strateg5r, giving them the ability
to halt at least the first major attack from their bigger and more powerful
neighbours. Kuwait operates not only HAWK SAMs but also 20 F-l BiC and
14 Lightning interceptor fighters for the defence of its airspace. Its 20 A-4
and 9 Strikemasrers give its airforce a reasonable capacity for a ground attack
role. Moreover, there are reports that it has mounted HOT air-to-surface missiles
onGazelle and Puma helicopters, thereby increasing not only the mobility of
its anti-tank guided weapons but also the fire power of its ground-attack forces.
These weapons, combined with the composite armoured force of 124 medium
tanks, 100 Saladin armoured cars, 130 Saracen APCs and 20 AMX-155 SP guns
as well as ATGWs like SS-l l,Harpon, the Vigilont and TOW (probably mounted
on Land Roven) give Kuwait a very powerful and highly mobile defence, even
against a powerful state like Iraq. The UAE is also building its military capability
in that direction. It plans to operate Rapier and Crotale SAMs for air defence.
It has 32 Mirage llllV ,7 Hunter and 4 MB326s designed for strike roles, and has
reportedly fitted 30 Alouette III and Puma helicopters with AS ll/12 ASMs
for a ground attack role. Its armoured force is composed of 3O Scorpian IighI
tanks, 80 Saladin, 60 Ferret, 12 Saracen and 16 AMX-I55 SP guns. It is support-
ed by SS-l I and Harpon ATGWs. Reportedly, 3650 of these missiles were
ordered from France n 1976. Thanks to these small states precision-guided
missiles (PGM$ these small states are now able to project a powerful military
deterrence. Hence a reactive defence strategy based on PGMs can even be en-
couraged as a part of a confidence building mechanism.

PGMs are, however, double-edged weapons. While best suited to a defensive
strategy geared to tlte area-denial concept, they can, if suitably mixed with
area-dominating weapon systems, also become a part of an aggressive strategy.
Thus, while encouraging short-range PGMs, one must be cautious about intro-
ducing weapon systems like heavy arnour, SP guns, SP/AA guns, SP/SAMs etc.,
which basically help to build up an area-dominating rather than an area-denial
weapon systems mix. Another point to be noted while determining the role
of the PGMs in connection with arms control is that if PGMs are an important
component of the reactive defensive strategy in the Persian Gulf region, then
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arms control logic would dictate that the region should not receive counter-PGM
systems. For example, if SAMs are supposed to play a major role in the defence
of fixed installations then arms control logic would dictate that anti-radar mis-

siles are not introduced in the region.
More and more arms are being acquired by the Gulf States on the grounds

that the old arms, though still operational, have been out-dated and need to be

replaced by new weapons. None can deny the right of a ruling 6lite to choose

its weapons. But care must be taken that the new arms really replace rather than
supplement the old ones, or that the old arms are not transferred to a third
party. Arms transfer has, therefore, to be an exchange - old arms for new

arms. This might not be possible where the sources are diversified but the

question can be addressed to the arms suppliers. It poses fewer problems

where the weapons, old as well as new, are from the same country. In Iran
F-5A/B were replaced by F-SE/F but F-5As were still operational and con-

sequently 36 of them were transferred to Jordan and 50 to Pakistan.rs This
question has assumed great sigrificance now because more and more of these

socalled obsolete weapons like the LiChtnW, Hunter and Mirage III/V planes,

Patton M47148, M60 and T-54155 tatks, Tigercaf and even HAWK SAMs
and Vigilant ar^d SS-11 ATGWs are being replaced. The future of large numbers
of these weapons has, therefore, to be considered very seriously. Care has to
be taken that they do not supplement the new weapons or are transferred to
third parties in areas where they might destabilise the military balance. Thus,

the future of the old weapons needs to be determined before new ones are

transferred to the region.
The arms manufacturing and exporting countries are the parties most able to

influence arms transfers and arms control; in fact no arrns control is possible
without the active cooperation of both manufacturing and the Defence and

Foreign Affairs Departments in these countries. But despite the propaganda

about the need for arms control, no serious steps have been taken to develop

a consensus among them about their arms transfer policies. Undoubtedly, France,
Great Britain and the USA had an arrns control policy under the Tripartite
Declaration of 1950, but their opposition to the transfer of arms to non-aligned

Arab states forced Egypt and Syria to seek arms from the USSR so as to match
the military capability of Israel, which was being supplied with arms by France

and the LJK. The Suez War of 1956 strowed the futility of an arms race in the

Middle East. The USSR wanted to join the club of the Big Three (USA, UK
and France) in the decision-making forum on the Middle East and was willing,
at a price, to discuss regional arms control measures with the Western Powers.
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Some initiative on that line was shown in the Shepilov Plan of 1957, but the time
was not ripe. The Cold War, the alliance system and politics of the bases dom-

inated the international environment. Worthwhile East-West dialogue was not
feasible under those conditions.

The situation changed by the end of the sixties, when efforts towards super
power detente had spin-off effects in other directions. Rogers' proposal (1969-
70) for aceasefire and the Egypt-Israel negotiations was one of those manifest-

ations. Rogers' proposals can be considered as an outstanding example of crisis

management and arms control because for some time both the super powers

refrained from transferring weapons to the parties concerned that might give an

edge to either of them and tempt them to violate the ceasefire. Even the dis-

engagement agreements of 1975 in the Sinai and on the Golan Heights, which
could not have been possible without active cooperation of both super powers,

can be called a form of arms control.
The deteriorating super power relations has seriously affected great and super

power cooperation in the field of arms control, although options are not really
closed. The question of arms control vis4-vis conventional armament has also

been discussed in the UN in the Committee on Disarmament as well as in the

General Assembly but without much effect.
There was some enthusiasm in the USA for creating an international environ-

ment conducive to limiting the spread of conventional weapons. As early as

1970, the US President urged the super powers and big powers to damp down
rather than fan local passions by showing restraints in their sale of arms to
regions of conflict. He added that he was ready to discuss practical arrangements

to that end. In 1972, he called on these powers to assume responsibility for
restraining the flow of armaments to the Middle East and South Asia.re The US

Congress too urged the President to work towards an international agreement on
arms transfer. Section 202 of the Arms Export Control Act of 30 June 1976
urged the President

to seek to initiate multilateral discussions for the purposes of reaching agree-

m€nts irmong the principal arms suppliers and arms purchasers and other

countries with respect to the control of international trade in armament. It
is further the sense of the Congress that the President should work actively
with all nations to check and control the international sale and distribution
of conventional weapons of death and destruction and to encourage regional

arms control arrangements. In furtherance of this policy, the President should

undertake a concerted effort to convene an international conference ofmajor
arms-supplying and arms-purchasing nations which shall consider measures to
limit conventional arms transfer in the interest of international peace and

stability.2 o
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Multilateral arms control measures were also included in President Carter's
six-point plan to control the growth of arms transfer from the USA. He said that
the USA would meet other arms suppliers, including the Soviet Union, to begin

discusions of possible measures of multilateral action.2r The question of multi-
lateral action has stalled, not only because of super power tensions but also be-

cause of the position of countries like France which took advantage of it to
promote their arms sales. The French President, Giscard d'Estaing, publicly
stated that France would not consider any controls on its own arms exports
without Soviet participation.22 Under pressure from the arms control lobby,
negotiations between the USA and the USSR on limiting conventional arms sales

were announced in May 1978. After preliminary discussions it was announced in
October 1978 that the two countries would begin 'concrete negotiations'aimed
at formulating common guide-lines on the supply of arms to countries of Africa
and Latin America. Negotiations began in Mexico City in December 1978.

However, they ended in a debacle largely due to the actions of National Security

Council Director ZbignewBrzezinski . . .It is ironic that Mr Carter's own National

Security Adviser was instrumental in making such short shrift of the basic con'
cern of the President's arms control policy'.zr

Regional Mechanisrn for Conflict Resolution and Crisis Management

As things are today, there is not much hope of a multilateral understanding

irmong arms manufacturers and sellers which would promote arms limitations in
thePersianGulfregion.Therefore,the burden of easing tlre tension and of halting
the deluge of arms rests primarily with the regional powers. They will have to
work out a mechanism, independent of the great powers, that would help reduce
the use of force as the major bulwark of their security. Arms alone do not al-

ways ensure security. While they might offer a form of defence they cannot
remove the causes of fear. Thus, while recogrising the need for arms for regime,

systemic, national and regional security, it should not be overlooked that security
in its broad context can be achieved through othermeans - through a mechanism
for conflict resolution and crisis management.

One way of promoting effective arms controls is to evolve mechanisms which
can operate within the framework of the UN, the Arab League or, if need be,

specially tailored to meet the requirements of the Persian Gulf region. The United
Nations, over a number of years, has evolved a mechanism for crisis management

which was fairly effective in situations that developed in the Congo, Cyprus and

the Sinai. But the UN machinery moves slowly because of the constraints of
the super power and big Power rivalry, especially in the Security Council.
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The Arab League, being smaller and also more directly involved with Arab
affairs, often moves faster and its quiet diplomacy is probably more acceptable
to the Arab states. Over a number of years, the Arabs have shown a remarkable
aptitude for crisis management and even conflict resolution within the Arab
world, as can be seen by their role in Oman, the Kuwaiti crisis of 1962 and n
Lebanon since 1976.

The first time the Arabs made a concerted effort towards crisis management
was in 196l when lraq, under Colonel Abdul Karim Qassem, claimed that Ku-
wait belonged to lraq. This claim was made soon after Britain had signed an
agreement making Kuwait a sovereign independent state. The agreement, how-
ever, included an arrangement whereby Kuwait could, if necessary, seek British
military support. The Sheikh of Kuwait, therefore, requested British military
intervention. The Iraqi claim had been made on 25 June 1961, the Sheikh re-
quested Britain to help Kuwait on 30 June and British troops landed on I July.
A small contingent of Saudi Arabian troops also joined them to register an Arab
presence as well. Despite Iraqi opposition, Kuwait was made a member of the
Arab League on 20 July. The next month, an agreement was reached, under the
Arab League Collective Security Pact, to send Arab troops to Kuwait to replace
the Britistr troops stationed there. 3300 Arab troops were to be used; 1200 each
from Saudi Arabia and the UAR (Egypt),400 from Sudan,300 from Jordan and
200 from Tunisia. The Sheikh of Kuwait requested that the Britistr troops be
removed so that their place might be taken by Arab troops. This process started
on 19 September and was completed by 19 October. Soon the UAR troops were
also withdrawn but the Saudi Arabian and the Jordanian troops remained until
February 1963, by which time the crisis had blown over. The Iraqi regime, that
replaced Colonel Qassem, recognised Kuwait on 4 October 1973. Thus, though
the response was at a low level and after some delay, this first joint Arab military
intervention with ayiewto interposing Arab presence between hostile Arab states
was a good example of crisis management within the Arab world.

The second example was the stationing of the Arab Peace-Keeping Force in
Lebanon since 1976. This force was constituted to intervene in the Lebanese
civil war to help maintain peace and, if possible, to prevent the fragmentation of
lcbanon. The process started with the entry of the Syrian force in May 1976.
By October their number had gone up to 30,000, which raised strong criticisms
from some Arab quarters. Saudi Arabia took the lead in converting the Syrian
military presence into an Arab military presence and an agreement to that
effect was reached on 18 October 1976 at the Arab conference held at Riyadh.
The decision was subsequently given official approval by the Arab League Summit
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meeting held at Cairo on25-26 October. The agreement was endorsed by l9 Arab
states, although Iraq and Libya opposed it on the question of the predominant

role assigned to the Syrian troops. The Cairo summit also created a special fund,
to be managed by the Lebanese President, which would help maintain the

Arab Peace.KeepingForce in Lebanon. The fund was renewable every six months.
These troops were assigned from the following countries: Syria (30,000), Sudan
(1000), Saudi Arabia and the UAE (700 each), and the two Yemens (500 each).

In 1978-79 troops from South Yemen were withdrawn but the number of
troops from North Yemen was increased to 1500. Thus, beside the Syrian troops,

there have been about 2t400 Arab troops from four other Arab states in kbanon
on peace-keeping duty for over two years. Their presence has helped crisis

management, if not conflict resolution.
Although the Arab League has functioned as an effective instrument for crisis

management, it too is beset with problems which delay the process. There is

still scope for building a specific peace-keeping mechanism for the Gulf region.

Efforts were made at the Muscat Conference of all the Gulf states in November

1976 Io form some sort of Gulf Security Pact. It proved to be abortive because

of several factors like commitment to non-alignment by some Arab states and

also because of the dominant role that the Shah wanted to play in that organis-

ation. The revolution in Iran has removed the Shah, but the new regime in Iran

is still too unstable and beset with internal problems to take up the task of
regional security effectively. Hence the initiative for creating a mechanism for
crisis management really rests with the Arab states of the region. In a way, that
makes the task easier because of their links with the Arab League.

Crisis management mechanisns, to be effective, would need two major inputs,
an automatic trigger mechanisrn for initiating the process, and some form of
peace-keeping force, assigned permanently by each member in the Gulf region,

to be used at the earliest possible occasion. Given the will, it strould not be

difficult to create a Gulf secretariat, with a permanent staff, with which an

aggrieved party can register its complaint and plead for action. The Secretariat
could then start the process of crisis management either at a low level, or seek

the co-operation of all regional powers at the higher level, to initiate tlre process

of mediation. conciliation and arbitration. Or if the situation so demands, the

Secretariat could suggest the introduction, as a buffer, of the Gulf Peace Force

at the request of either of the parties to the dispute. Indeed, the initiative of
sending such troops to Kuwait and Lebanon reflects the Arab capability to evolve

such a mechanism. Moreover, the desert terrain favours the creation of a no-
weapons zone as a buffer between the conflicting parties which can also be
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patrolled by the Gulf Peace Force. Such an inbuilt and effective peace-keeping
mechanism, by offering peace and stability, would help a great deal to reduce
reliance on military capability alone for national security and thus help in the
promotion of arms control measures.

After these mechanisms have been accepted by the regional powers, frere
would be time to think of the next step in arms control - mutual and balanced
force reduction for the Gulf. This would be a more complex task because it is

not a simple matter of arms balance between two states or even two military
blocs, as in Europe. Negotiations on mutual and balanced force reduction in the
Persian Gulf region will be influenced by several variables, such as regrnel
systemic security, security of oil wealth against growing threats from beyond
the region, the unresolved Arab-Israeli problem, and finally the super power
rivalry as it influences the Middle East, South Asia and the Indian Ocean, of
which the Persian Gulf is the hub. It is possible that anti-insurgency capability
and reactive-defensive stratery might still remain the basis of the future
mutual and balanced force reduction negotiations in the Persian Gulf region.

Thus, while discussing effective and acceptable arms control measures for the
Gulf region one must not ignore factors like the tremendous leverage these oil-
rich states enjoy because of their oil power as well as their money power, their
desire to seek military solutions to security problems not only in the Gulf but
also yisri-yr's Israel, and the desire to display their power and prestige in terms
of the quality and quantity of their sophisticated military equipments. All
these reasons have led them to pursue a policy of massive arms acquisition
in which process they were indirectly encouraged by the arms salesmen both on
the official and the non-official level.

The arms control lobby, especially in the USA, has recently acquired enough
power to obstruct, if not halt, the sale of arms to the Gulf countries. But arms
control in any area, to be acceptable to the ruling 6lite of the countries
concerned, must take into account their security perceptions, strould enable
them to develop a military capability sufficient to deter a foreign military threat,
and ensure effective machinery for crisis management if not conflict resolution.
Only then can one fruitfully argue that the quantities of arms that they are
buying are in fact more than they need, and that they are not only superfluous
militarily but can also become politically counterproductive. It is this broad
approach to the problem of arms control that can offer a reasonable chance to
check the mad rush for the acquisition of arms in the region.
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The Strategic and Defence Studies Centre,
Research School of Pacific Studies,
The Australian National Univenitv.

The aim of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, which was set up in the
Research School of Pacific Studies in The Australian National University, is
to advance the study of strategic problems, particularly those relating to the
general region of the Indian and Pacific Oceans and South-east Asia. Partici-
pation in the Centre's activities is not limited to members of the University,
but includes other interested professional and Parliamentary groups. Research
includes not only military, but political, economic, scientific and technologi-
cal aspects. Strategy, for the purpose of the Centre, is defined in the broadest
sense of embracing not only the control and application of military force,
but also the peaceful settlement of disputes which could cause violence.

This is the only academic body in Australia which specialises in these studies.
Centre members give frequent lectures and seminars for other departments within
the ANU and other universities. Regular seminars and conferences on topics of
current importance to the Centre's research activities are held, and the major
defence training institutions, the Joint Services Staff College, and the Army
and RAAF Staff Colleges, are heavily dependent upon SDSC assistance with
the strategic studies sections oftheir courses.

Since its inception n 1966, the Centre has supported a number of Visiting
and Research Fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety of investigations.
Recently the emphasis of the Centre's work has been on problems posed for
the peace and stability of Australia's neighbourhood; the defence of Australia;
arms proliferation and arms control; decision making processes of the higher
levels of the Australian Defence Department; management studies and the role
of the Minister in Australia's defence policy making; and the strategic implic-
ations of developments in South-east Asia, the Indian Ocean and the South
West Pacific Area.

The Centre contributes to the work of the Department of International Rel-
ations through its graduate studies program; and the Department reciprocates by
assisting the Centre in its research. A comprehensive collection of reference
materials on strategic issues, particularly from the press, learned journals and
government publications, is maintained by the Centre.

The Centre also conducts semin:rs and conferences which have led to several
volumes of published proceedings.
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The following series of studies by the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre are

distributed by: The ANU Press, P.O. Box 4, Canberra, ACT, Australia,26O0:'

Canberra Papen on Stratery and Defence:

NO.

* l. Oil Supply in Australia's Defence Stratery,
by Alex Hunter.

* 2. The Strategic Situation in the 1980s,

by Geoffrey Jukes.
* 3. Australia and the Non-proliferation Treaty,

by J.L. Richardson.
* 4. An Australian Nuclear Force,

by Ian Bellany.
5. Educating for the Profession of Arms,

. by P.H. Partridge.
u 6. The Strategy of General Giap Since 1964,

by Robert J. O'Neill.
* 7. Soviet Policies in the Indian Ocean Area,

by T.B. Millar.
* 8. Australian Defence Procurement,

by Ian Bellany and J.L. Richardson.
* 9. Japan and Nuclear China,

by John Welfield.
* 10. The Army in Papua New Guinea,

by Robert J. O'Neill.
* I l. Conscription and Australian Military Capability,

by Darcy McGaurr.
* 12. The Stratery of Total Withholding,

by Peter King.
* 13. Chinese Military Thinking under Mao Tse'tung,

by W.A.C. Adie.
* 14. The Development of Soviet Strategic Thinking Since 1945,

by Geoffrey Jukes.
* 15. The Moscow Agreements and Strategic Arms Limitation,

by Hedley Bull.
16. Arms Limitation in South-east Asia: A Proposal,

by Ron Huisken.

* Out of Print.
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17. The Development of Australian Army Officers for the 1980s,
by Ross Babbage, Desmond Ball, J.O.Langtry and Robert O'Neill.

18. The Horn of Africa: Regional Conflict and Super Power Involvement,
by Mohammed Ayoob.

19. Strategic Factors in Interstate Relations in South Asia,
by Shelton Kodikara.

20. The Cruise Missile and Arms Control,
by Ron Huisken.

21 . The Persian Gulf: Arms and Arms Control.
by K.R. Singh.

Proceedings of Conferences organised by
The Strategic and Defence Studies Centre:

* l. The Defence of Australia: Fundamental New Aspects,
Ed. Robert O'Neill.

2. The Future of Tactical Airpower in the Defence of Australia,
Ed. Desmond Ball.

3. The Strategic Nuclear Balance: an Australian Perspective,
Ed. Robert O'Neill.

4. The Strategic Nuclear Balance, 1975,
Ed. H.G. Gelber.

Also:

* 5. Australia's Defence Resources: A Compendium of Data,
by Jolika Tie, J.O. Langtry and Robert O'Neill.

6. A Select Bibliography of Australian Military History, 1891-1939,
by Jean Fielding and Robert O'Neill,
Published by the Australian Dictionary of Biography,
The Australian National University.

7. Naval Power in the Indian Ocean: Threats. Bluffs and Fantasies.

by Philip Towle.
8. Arms for the Poor: President Carter's Policies on Arms Transfers

to the Third World,
by Graham Kearns.

* Out of Print.
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Published and distributed by
The Strategic and Defence Studies Centre:

Working Papers

NO.

* l. The Defence of Continental Australia,

by Robert O'Neill.
2. Manpower Alternatives for the Defence Forces,

by J.O. Langtry.
3. Structural Changes for a More Self-reliant National Defence,

by Robert O'Neill.
4. Australia and Nuclear Non-proliferation,

by Desmond J. Ball
5. American Bases: Some Implications for Australian Security,

by Desmond J. Ball.
6. The Political Military Relationship in Australia,

by T.B. Millar.
7. The Two Faces of Political Islam: Pakistan and lran Compared,

by Mohammed Ayoob.
8. Cost-effectiveness and the B-l Strategic Bomber,

by Ron Huisken.
9. Limiting the Use of Conventional Weapons: Prospects for the

1979 U.N. Conference (Future of incendiaries, cluster bombs,

high velocity rifles, fuel-air explosives and land mines.)

by Philip Towle.
* 10. The Structure of Australia's Defence Force.

by Robert O'Neill.
I l. Australia as a Regional Seapower: An External View,

by Michael MccGwire.

12. The Indian Ocean Littoral: Projections for the 1980s,

by Mohammed Ayoob.
13. The Australian Tactical Fighter Force: Prologue and Prospects,

by Desmond J. Ball.
14- Non-aligned Criticisms of Western Security Policies,

by Philip Towle.
15. Aggression and Annexation: Kampuchea's Condemnation of Vietnam,

by Milton Osborne.

* Superseded by No.24.
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16. Blueprint for a Catastrophe: Conducting Oil Diplomacy by 'Other Means'
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